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ABSTRACT
PROCESS CONSULTATION: A Case Study
of the Role of a Process Consultant
in an Early Childhood Program

February 1, 19 78

Mary Bradford Bohn, B.A., Gustavus Adolphus College
M.S., University of Wisconsin, Ed.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Kenneth H. Blanchard

Using a case study approach, the dissertation describes the

detailed experiences of

a

process consultant to an early childhood

program in a small New England school system during

a

major change

effort resulting from the introduction of the ANISA project (a

holistic educational model).

The purpose of the study was to test the theory of Process
Consultation by attempting to apply it in the field.

The process

consultant’s primary responsibilities were to work with three

different teams of teachers, the Steering Committee and an in-service
training program which was designed to facilitate the implementation
of the ANISA project in the school system.

Each of these particular responsibilities involved meeting with

different groups and the consultant’s role within and between each of
these respective groups was multi -dimensional in the sense that the

role was not Limited to being

a

process consultant within each group,

but was expanded to include leadership and group skill training, the

facilitation of inter -group communications, and the designing of

v

a

)

Vi

new in-service model which featured active participation by teachers.
The study provides a description of the dynamics and problems

associated with each of the respective groups, the strategies employed

by the consultant and the results of the consultant’s interventions.

The following tentative conclusions were derived from the consultant's experiences with the various groups:
1.

The effectiveness of

a

process consultant appears to increase

with group size up to a certain point beyond which it declines.
size groups of approximately

interaction to require

a

2 to 4

(Small

members do not provide enough

process consultant, whereas groups larger

than 26 are too unwieldy to effectively use a process consultant.
2.

Time spent with

a

group directly affects the prospects for

a successful intervention.
3.

Awareness by group members that their meetings are inef-

fective prior to the entry of a consultant makes the group more receptive to the consultant’s intervention.
4.

Previous experience working as a group under competent

leadership increases the probability that a process consultant will
be accepted by the group.
5.

The introduction of charge into a school system is facilitated

by involving the group members in planning the change as opposed to

merely Implementing it.
Group maturity as evidenced by openness to receiving feedback
for a successand willingness to accept help increases the prospects
ful intervention by the process consultant.

vti

7.

Insecure individuals (i.e., individuals unwilling to risk

change) find a process consultant particularly threatening in small
groups, but less threatening in large groups.
8.

V/hile a process consultant can provide the increased

knowledge about group process which can in turn change individual
attitudes, this does not guarantee a change in individual behavior.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

We live in a world of change— rapidly accelerating change—
that is occurring on many fronts, including political,
scientific, technological, communication, and institutional.
The increasing pace of change is having a profound impact
on the culture of many countries, including both the "developed" and "emerging" nations. Personal life styles and
values are quickly changing, fostering and reinforcing
accelerating cultural changes (Huse, 1975, p. 7).

Historically, policy makers, social scientists and social practi-

tioners in America are not any more agreed about the proper direction
and management of social change in I960 than they were at the turn
of the century.

In 1900 the controversy centered on whether social

scientists should seek to mold the shape of their collective future
or whether they should place confidence in a principle of "automatic

adjustments" inevitable in the historical unfolding of human events.
Currently, however, the need for planning is not questioned, for

man's survival would seem to depend on his ability to plan his
"changing futures," whatever his ideological or cultural commitment
(Benne, Bennis, Chin, 1961).

Not only do we live in a world of rapid cultural change where

planning is necessary, but we also live in a world of organizations.

Each one of us is involved in a number of different organizations
whether at work or at play.

Because our society is a society of

is
organizations, the impact of culture and change on organizations

highly important.
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Many

modem organizations

have developed the ability to integrate

technological and informational change.

However, for the most part

the ability of organizations to accommodate, modify and adapt to

social and cultural change has lagged behind their ability to inte-

grate technical change (Huse, 1975).
"Rapid changes within organizational environments have demanded

organizational process and structures which are more flexible and
responsive than traditional bureaucratic structures" (Freidlander
and Brown, 1974, p. 313).

Organizational Development (OD) is a

newly emerging discipline directed toward using behavioral science

knowledge to assist organizations adjust more rapidly to change.

OD

as defined by Bennis (1969) is "an educational strategy adapted to

bring about planned change" (p. 10).

The process of planned change

in turn "involves a change agent, a client system, and the collabor-

ative attempt to apply valid knowledge to the client's problems"
(Benne, Bennis and Chin, 1961, p. 81).

The basic purpose of OD is

not only to help the organization become more adept at self -renewal
and survival, but also to ensure that the human values of organiza-

tional members are furthered (Huse, 1975, p. 8).
In the OD literature, organizations are viewed as having three

components:

people, technologies and structures /processes.

There

three levels.
is a need to introduce change in organizations on these

people
OD methods attempt to facilitate change and development in

by

maximizmaximizing human and social fulfillment; in technologies,- by

introduction of new methods,
ing task accomplishment through the

techniques, and equipment; and in structures/processes, by encom-

passing ail of the formal and informal structures which relate

people to tasks and people to people.

Technostructural OD theories

and interventions are concerned with organizational technology and

structure.

"Human process intervention focuses on the human partic-

ipants and the organization processes (e.g. communication, problem
solving, decision making) through which people accomplish their own

and the organization's goals" (Friedlander and Brown, 1974, p. 325).

Process interventions are important in the implementation of

change since many organizations do not know how to use their own

resources effectively either in initial problem solutions or in imple-

mentation of solutions.

Inadequate use of internal resources or in-

effective implementation often result from process problems.

By

this is meant that people fail to communicate effectively with each
other, or develop mistrust, or fail to give feedback and so on
(Schein, 1969, p. 134).

One way to focus on this problem is through use of

a

process

consultant whose primary function is to observe groups in action
and help them to diagnose the nature and extent of their problems

and to learn to work together better by learning to solve their

own problems.

The process consultant helps the organization to learn
from self -oitg nos i? and self -intervention. The ultimate
concern of the process consultant is the organization's
capacity to do for itself what he has done. Where the
standard consultant is more concerned about passing on
about
his knowledge, the process consultant is concerned
135).
p.
(Schein,
1969,
values
passing on his skills and
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Purpose of the Study

The purpose of the study is to document the role of the process
consultant in implementing change with five separate task groups and
the entire Early Childhood staff instituting the educational program-*

ANISA.

The researcher will describe the functions of

a process con-

sultant applying those portions of the theory of process consultation

which are useful and extend the theory when appropriate.

The implementation of solutions and decisions are many times
blocked by ineffective process, not only in the making of decisions
but also in implementation.
to look at process in groups.

A process consultant acts as a mirror
Because there is not much documentation

in the literature about how helpful the function or role of the process

consultant is for on-going groups in the real world, the researcher
would like to examine her role in order to verify, modify or extend
the theory of process consultation.

Background of the Study

The author, as process consultant in these five groups, essentially attempted to facilitate team development within the whole
Early Childhood staff in the entire school system in a small New
England town, including the Principal, teachers, aides, and secreta; ie3.

In negotiating the role of the process consul tant each group

assist
identified problems with which they hoped the consultant would

them.

Additional objectives were established with the Project

Director,

In general these objectives were centered around enhancing

the working relationships within the teams and between the team
leaders; integrating the secretaries and aides into the staffs; and

assisting the staffs in understanding and being more perceptive
about group process.

By enhancing each individual’s process skills,

style of leadership, and group member participation, it was hoped

that improved staff and team meetings would result.

To formulate and describe the process and to evaluate the
results, the following has been done:
1.

The objectives for the project have been specified.

2.

The underlying conceptual framework has been investigated

in a review of the literature in the area of group process, process

consultation and the role of a change agent.
3.

In particular, the specific behaviors in the group have

been observed in the area of communication, member roles and functions
in groups, group problem-solving and decision-making, group norms
and group growth, and leadership and feedback when appropriate to

groups and individuals.
4.

The extent to which the project achieved its goals has

been assessed.
5.

A

suiranary

of the study has been made with implications

from the study suggested and recc*timendaticns for its further use
proposed.
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Significance of the Study

The study is significant because this author has not found any
documented longitudinal case studies of ongoina process consultation
with teaching staffs and administrators of

a

study is significant in

It may prove to be a

a

second respect.

school system.

This

stimulus for encouraging the use of process consultation skills in
the schools.
Lastly, this study attempts to bridge the gap between theory

and practice by implementing the concepts and research of behavioral

scientists in the areas of group process, process consultation,
and change agentry.

Much documentation, such as that recorded in

this study still needs to be done on the application and use of

theory in different situations.

Definition of Terms

Group process is the actual, concrete behaviors in

a

group~how

things are happening rather than what is being talked about.

Whether

members of the group are discussing textbooks or learning difficulties of children, certain processes basic to all groups are taking
place.

The processes crucial for effective organization performance

as used in this dissertation are:

(1) communication;

(2)

member roles

and functions ir groups; (3) group problem-solving and decisionmaking; (4) group norms and group growth; (5) leadership.
(1969, pp. 15-63) further defines each process:

Schein
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Communication

The process of transferring information from one person to
another is communication.

The easiest analysis of communication

is to focus on the frequency and duration of communication acts.

The next level of complexity of observation would be to determine
who talks to whom, who interrupts whom, and what style of communica-

tion is used.

Information sharing can be both cognitive and affective.

Member Roles and Functions in Groups

Task functions carry forward the work requirements of the
meeting.

Some examples of task functions are:

in.it iating

ideas

on work procedures , seeking information or opinions from others,

giving information or opinions, and summarizing what has gone on
in the meeting.

Maintenance functions help group members develop satisfying
interpersonal processes.
are:

Some examples of maintenance functions

insuring that those listening have a chance to check on what

they have heard, reconciling disagreement, sensing group need, and

being warm and responsive to others.

Group Problem-Solving and Group Decision-Making

There are two basic cycles of activity

— one

which occurs prior

to any decision or action, and one which occurs after a decision to
act has been taken.
lation,

(2)

The first cycle consists of (1) problem formu-

generating proposals for solution, and (3) forecasting

the consequences of the proposed solutions.

The second cycle

involves:

(1) action planning,

(2) action steps, and (3) evaluation

of outcomes.

One of the key steps in the problem-solving process is the

making of decisions.

This is when the problem-solving unit has to

decide between two or more possible alternatives.

decision-making methods are:

(1)

Some different

lack of response (plop), (2)

authority rule, (3) minority rule (voting), (4) consensus, and (5)
unanimous consent.

Group Norms and Group Growth

Group norms are a set of assumptions or expectations held by
the members of a group or organization concerning what kind of be-

havior is right or wrong, good or bad, appropriate or inappropriate,
allowed or not allowed.

Group growth is movement in terms of increase in effectiveness to achieve goals and to satisfy member needs.

Leadership

The process of influencing the activities of an individual or
a grotip in efforts toward goal achievement in a given situation is

leadership.

An individual who is able to induce another individual

to do a certain job because of his position in the organization is

considered to have position power, while an individual who derives

his power from his fol lowers is considered to have personal power.

Some individuals can have both position and personal power (Hersey
and Blanchard, 1977).

Q

Process Consultation (P-C)

Process consultation is a "set of activities on the part of

the consultant which help the client to perceive, understand and
act upon process events which occur in the client's enviro merit"
(Schein, 1969, pp. 8-9).

A key assumption underlying process consultation is that the

client must learn to see the problem himself, to share in the diagnosis, and to be actively involved in generating a remedy.

The

process consultant may play a key role in helping to share in the

diagnosis and in providing alternative remedies which may not have

occurred to the client.

He or she encourages the client to make

the ultimate decision as to what remedy to apply.

The consultant

does this on the assunption that if he or she teaches the client to

diagnose and remedy situations, problems will be solved more perman-

ently and the client will be able to solve new problems as they
arise.

The process consultant must be an expert in not only how to

diagnose but also in how to develop a helping relationship.

Process Consultant and Process Observer

These terms are sometimes used interchangeably.

However, in

this study when the researcher is collecting data it is in the role
of process observer.

When making interventions into the group

process her role is that of a prccess consultant.

The process consultant is committed to developing within the
implementing
client groups themselves a capacity for forming and

their own change program .

The consultant initially tries to
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establish him or herself as "a trustworthy, helpful adjunct to the
group's own process" (Bowers, 1973, p. 25).

The consultant attempts

/

to bring data to the surface that are usually ignored in work or-

ganizations such as attitudes, feelings, Individual needs, reasons
for conflict, informal processes, etc.

Treatments are sometimes

carried out with individuals, but more often in natural work groups,
and they deal primarily with interpersonal and group events (Bowers,

1973).

The function of the process observer is to observe the group
while it proceeds toward attainment of task goals and then feed

back process observations.

The observer does not participate in

general discussion; his/her attention is focused on process rather

than content.

The observer needs to maintain his/her vantage point

of objectivity.

The assumption
to the sort of
are doing, can
behave as they

is that dispassionate observing in addition
participant observation all group members
help members learn more about why groups
do (Miles, 1959, p. 107).

Change Agent

A change agent is

a

person who diagnoses and intervenes into

systems to help an individual or a group identify discrepancies be-

tween what is actually happening and what they would like to have
happen.

Once this is done the change agent helps the group to

actual
develop strategies for reducing the discrepancy between the
and the ideal.
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Bennis discusses the competence of the change agent which

must encompass

a

wide range of knowledge Including:

(1) conceptual

diagnostic knowledge cutting across the behavioral sciences, (2)
theories and methods of organizational change, (3) knowledge and
sources of help, and (4) orientation to the ethical and evaluative

functions of the change agent's role#
In addition to this intellectual grasp, the change
agent must also possess the operational and relational
skills of listening, observing, identifying and reporting; ability to form relationships based on trust; and
a high degree of behavioral flexibility##..
Finally, the
change agent should act congruently (authentically), in
accordance with the values he is attempting to superimpose upon the client system's value system. The change
agent must not impose democratic or humanistic values
in an authoritarian or inhuman manner (Bennis, 1969,
pp. 49-50),

Task Group Effectiveness
In defining an effective task group the researcher will consider

seven criteria (Wyatt, 1972, no page numbers given):

The people and their relation: They are
open and direct. Conflicts are not avoided but
resolved. People listen, feel heard, and build
on each other's ideas.
The goals and purposes: The goals are
2.
specific, clear and explicit thus fostering involvement of those affected. There is a high commitment
to the goals. They are used to evaluate progress and
are changeable.
Leadership and membership: There is a phil3.
osophy of cooperation. People are respected on the basis
of competence. How much leadership functions will be
1.

shared is .le^r.
Decision-making: The decision-making pro4.
cedures used are relevant to the situation with differon
ent procedures used at different times depending
issue.
the
of
importance
resources needed and
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5.
Format, procedures, ways of work: The ways of
work are explicit and mutually determined. Yet the
procedures are flexible, and fit the purpose, time frame
and preference of the members.
6.
Evaluation: There are specific times to reflect on the process and effectiveness of the group.
There is a desire to improve the effectiveness and
satisfaction of the group. The goals provide a framework for evaluation.
7.
Other factors: The size is workable given the
task. The environment is comfortable. The right resources are included. The time management is discussed,
shared and used well. There are clear conclusions and
plans for the next step.

Design of the Study

Population
The on-going process consultation in this study was conducted
in three early childhood schools in a New England town which were

instituting the AN ISA program of educational development.*

In

addition, process consultation and training were conducted with
the

A?,'

ISA Steering Committee comprised of administrators (Super-

intendent, Coordinator of Research, Director of the AN ISA Project,
and Principals) and teacher representatives.

Process consultation was available to each of the five work

groups during regularly scheduled team meetings.

The groups con-

sisted of one team of five teachers at Center School kindergarten;

*The name of the town will not be revealed and the name of
names of the personnel ha’*e been changed tc
the schools arc
allow the author to report as accurately as possible the group
process that occurred during the year.
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two teams of four each at East School and the AN ISA Steering

Committee comprised of representatives from each of the three
early childhood schools and administrators.

In addition, process

consultation was available to the teachers for staff meetings, to
the Principal and individual teachers when requested.

Three of

the four teams met once a week and the fourth team met informally
and as needed.

The Steering Committee met once every two weeks.

Observations and process consultation were recorded on
scheduled basis.

a

regularly

Because, however, the needs and time available

for process work varied with each group, the number of observations of each group also varied.

The Case Study Approach
The investigator's choice of the case study method is supported
by Messick (1970) who suggests a systematic analytical approach to

determining the relative impact of any social action program.

Gross,

Giacquinta and Berstein (1971) document the importance of the case
study for a qualitative understanding of the impact of different
innovations.

Walton (1972) views the case study as the most ef-

fective means for getting situational data on the viability of
various change strategies.

Collection of Data
Data for this study are of two kinds:

analytical data.

descriptive data and

The descriptive data records the process used by

administhe implementer and the reactions of the teachers and/or

trators to the process consultation.

The analytical data measures

in

TABLE 1.1
MEETING TIME SPENT WITH EACH GROUP

Approximate
Number of Hours

Percentage
of Total Time

Steering Committee

30

24

In-Service

24

19

East School

30*

29

Kindergarten

15

13

West School

19

15

Total

124

100

Group

Includes both staff meetings and East teams I and II.
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the changes in the teacher /administrators

1

actions and perceptions.

Descriptive data were collected in the following ways:

Observation :

The collected observations of the group process

were fed back to the group in the form of process reports during
and at the end of the meetings.

collection.

This formed the basis for the data

The observations collected focused on the human

processes described in the definition of terms except when there
was a specific problem that kept the group from performing its

task and then the focus was on that problem.

Questionnaires :
naire

v;as

Matt Mile’s ’’Planning For Learning” question-

used as a diagnostic instrument to identify those areas

of group process that individuals were interested in pursuing in

their meetings.

The results of the questionnaires were summarized

and fed back to the groups for purposes of problem solving and

decision-making.

Analytical data were collected in the following ways:
Instruments :

Primary tools for analyzing the results of the

intervention were the ratings on:

Organizational Development Scale

(Warren Bennis); Rating Group Effectiveness (Edgar Schein); Group

Effect iveness Instrument (Schnruck and Runkel); and Group Growth

Evaluation (National Training Laboratories).

The ratings were

averaged and then charted to see if there were any differences in
perceptions of behavior changes over time.

Evaluations :

Two of the forms used for evaluation were con-

structed by the author (for evaluating the Steering Committee

16

workshop and the author's role as process consultant) and the
third form had been prepared by the Research Director (for evaluating in-service meetings).

Analysis of Data

The primary tool for analyzing the results was the record of
process observation notes and their relationship to the theoretical
model.

In addition the teachers' ratings on the Rating Group Ef-

fectiveness , Group Growth Evaluation , Group Effectiveness Instrunent
and the ANISA Steering Committee's ratings on the Rating Group Ef-

fectiveness , the Organizational Development Scale , and ratings on
the process observation workshop were reviewed by the investigator
and analyzed for knowledge or attitudinal change.

Areas of change

were noted as well as areas where growth was slow,

-or

non-existent.

Also an instnmient was designed and administered to all the groups

evaluating the effectiveness of the researcher in her role as process
consultant during the year.

The investigator considered the extent

to which the project achieved its goals and suggested implications
for use of a process consultant in a school.

Limitations of the Study

The limitations of this dissertation are directly related to
the strengths
search.

ctrd

weaknesses of the case study as a method of re-

strength
Case studies are strong in realism, significance,

of variables and theory orientation.

As a method of drawing insight

and knowledge about a phenoraenom it is powerful.
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However, despite these strengths Kerlinger (1954) describes

the case study as "a scientific weak cousin of laboratory and field

experiments.
acter.

Its most serious weakness is its ex post facto char-

Thus statements of causal relations are much weaker than

they are in experimental research" (p. 124).

Another methodological weakness is the lack of precision in the

measurement of field variables.
are practical problems:

Other weaknesses of the case study

feasibility, cost, sampling and time.

The

real difficulty comes in drawing inferences from the case study
data, because the sample size is only one.

Also, the researcher

is both participant and observer, thus open to bias.

Specific limitations of this study include:
gator of the case study was

a

(1)

The investi-

participant/observer throughout the

study and was a major facilitator of the implementation of theory
in the school setting; (2) The study was limited to the time period

September, 1574 to May, 1975, with data collection beginning and

ending during the same time period.

Organization of the Study

Chapter 1 has provided an overview of the study including the

definition of essential terminology and

methodology to be followed.

Chapter

2

a

description of the

surveys the relevant litera-

consultature covering the theory of organizational change, process

tion and the role of

a

change agent.

Cnapter

3

describes the project

ANISA elementary
site, the philosophy and objectives of the
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school change project, and finally it defines the author's role in
the project and her initial contact with the administrative staff
of the school system.

The author's experience as a process con-

sultant for five distinct groups of teachers and/or administrators
is described in terms of five case studies in Chapter 4.

Chapter

analyzes the major findings of the study, while Chapter 6 presents
and analyzes the respective group evaluations of the consultant.

The final chapter contains

a summary, a

recommendations for future research

conclusion and makes

5

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

There are three distinct bodies of literature which are
relevant to the present dissertation:

(1) the theory of

organi-

zational change, (2) role of the change agent, and (3) models of

consultation (including a brief history of consultation in general
and process consultation in particular).

The theory of organizational change coupled with the wore
applied theory of the role of the change agent provides the broad

theoretical background against which one can view the attempt by
the AN ISA consultants to introduce organizational change into a

New England school system during the academic years 1973-74 and
1974-75,

Consequently, it is useful for understanding the present

study since it provides an analytical basis for viewing the overall

change environment in which the author was working as a process
consultant.

While the author was not the primary change agent, she

did help facilitate the changes involved in adopting the ANISA

model of education and she initiated change in terms of modifying
the group process of those groups with which she worked.

With

respect to the school system, the author’s defined role was to
serve as a consultant in group process for a number of different

groups within the school system during the period in which the

system was undergoing organizational change.
Consequently, the literature on consultation and in particular

process consultation is of prime importance in understanding the
19
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results in analysis to Le reported in subsequent chapters.

It

should also be pointed out, that both the AN ISA consultants and

the author in her role as process consultant have adopted certain

theoretical bases for performing their separate roles.

Since it

may be Important for the reader to understand the theoretical bent
of both consultants, we will point out at the appropriate point

those theoretical principles adhered to by the respective consultants.

The philosophy under lying the ANISA project itself as

well as the specific strategy for implementing the project are

both discussed in detail in Chapter

3.

Organizational Change

Since the various consultant modes are an outgrowth of change
theory, we begin with a review of the major theories of social and

organizational change.

As noted above, most change agents and/or

consultants operate from a theory of change.

models of change are as follows:

The most important

research, development and

diffusion; social interaction and diffusion; intervention theory

and method; change as a linkage process; action research; planned
change: and change as a problem-solving process.

Each of these

models will be described in some detail.

Re -earch

,

Deve 1 crvnent and Diffusion

The assumptions underlying the research, development and
diffusion process are:
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(a) Scientists, generate new knowledge (data) needed by
the users, via a complex, rational process of research

and development;
(b) Users are passive consumers; if the new knowledge

or innovation is presented over the " right" channel
of communication, in an appropriate way at the
proper time, then the user will accept it;
(c)

The entire process of research, development, and
diffusion consists of a rational sequence of coordinated
activities; if the sequence is correctly (rationally)
followed and coordinated, acceptance of innovations
(new data) by the users will necessarily occur (Sashkin,
Morris and Horst, 1973, p. 511),

The key question to consider in this approach is how can the
disseminator adequately identify the user population and select
the communication medium, method and time for the innovation which

will result in user acceptance.
Some of the problems of this model as noted by Havelock et al .
(1969) are that the research, development and diffusion model is

"overrational, overidealized, excessively research oriented, and

inadequately user -oriented’' (pp. 11-17).
Specifically, the model seems to describe communication and

adoption of innovation accurately but only over a long time periodsuch as twenty to forty years.

Because the details of the process

are ignored, it is difficult to discern how the time lag can be

avoided.

Any failure must be attributed to improper packaging or

transmission, but due to the vast number of alternative packaging
very
designs and transmission methods such a conclusion is not

helpful to the disseminator who must proceed on
basis (Sashkin, Morris and Horst, 1973, p. 512).

a trial and error
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Social Interaction Tneory

Havelock and Havelock (1973) note that social interaction
theory predicts that the following factors will be important in
the diffusion of innovations through a social system:

(1)

The

individual user belongs to a network of social relations which
largely influence his behavior in adopting on innovation and (2)

the individual's place in the network (centrality, peripheral ity,
isolation) determines the rate of acceptance of new ideas,

(3)

Informal personal contact is a vital part of the influence and

adoption process,

(4) Group membership is a major predictor of

individual adoption and (5) the rate of diffusion through a social
system follows a predictable 5 -curve

—very

slow beginning followed

by a period of very rapid diffusion, followed by a late adopter
period.

The authors then note that there are four identifiable
strategies to promote social change which are consistent with
social interaction theory:

(1)

Natural diffusion occurs naturally

without the need of a change agent through a process of "a very
extended early period of testing, development, trial and error, and
sporadic localized adoption, innovations dir fuse in a remarkably

regular pattern" (p. 19).

(2)

The Natural Communication Network

Utilization strategy would require identification of opinion
and
leadership and circles of influence within the social system

key points,
the subsequent channeling of information to such
salesmen,
The Network T^uilding systems use informal contact by

(3)

enlisting of natural opinion leaders as "demonstrators,” and group

meetings of various sorts as integral parts of the innovation

diffusion program.

(4) A successful Multiple Media Approach would

involve the phasing of different media approaches to synchronize

with progressive stages of user involvement.

Intervention Theory and Method

Another theory of organizational change has been developed by
Argyris (1970) and is called "intervention theory."

In contrast

to the other theories this concentrates on internal changes in the

organization and focuses on the flow and use of information within
the system.

The interventionist is trying to alter the basic

processes of information flow and not make specific recommendations

to implement specific content decisions.
Argyris argues that organizational problems are not solved
because the people in the system do not know how to:
(a) generate problem-relevant data;
(b) communicate a shared commitment to the decisions.

As the interventionists model these actions, in the context of real
and relevant problems, the client system learns to use and eventually

internalizes the information flow process critical for organization

effectiveness.

Underlying Argyris* model is a set of assumptions about the
organizations and
way information is generated, used and shared in
of these
Argyris does not offer any research regarding the validity
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assumptions*

The model itself seems to use research more as a

client-training process for the development of skills in generating
valid data, and since the model itself is more on the order of the
clinical case it is very difficult to evaluate (Sashkin, Morri 3 and
Horst, 1973, p. 515)*

Change as a Linkage Process

When Havelock and Havelock (1973) talk about change as a linkage
process they are actually interpreting the social interaction,

problem solving, and research, development and diffusion models.
In this model the concept of linkage starts with a focu3 on the

user as a problem solver.

In other words, the user experiences an

initial felt need, which leads him to make a diagnosis and problem
He then works through search and retrieval phases to a

statement.

solution and finally to the application of that solution.

The model

stresses that the user must be meaningfully related to outside

resources.
In effect, the user makes contact with the outside resource

system

and interacts with it to get something relevant to help him

with the solution process.

Then the user must enter into a re-

ciprocal relationship with the resource system that corresponds to
what is happening to the user.

For the resource systems or persons to have a meaningful
exchange with the user, they should be able to:
1.

stimulate the user’s need;

2.

stimulate the search activity that the user has gone

through i and
3.

stimulate the solution-application procedure.

The development of reciprocating relationships goes beyond the
point of improving individual problem-solving processes toward the

creation of a stable and long-lasting social influence network.

To

this end, an effective change process requires linkage to many

remote resource persons and ultimately these overlapping linkages
form a ’’chain of knowledge utilization.”

Action Research
The action research model derives from the work of Lewin (1947a,
1947b, 1948) and Lippitt et al . (1958) and is primarily a process

model focusing on the development of the action research process

within the client system.

The model (as discussed by Sashkin, Morris and Horst, 1973)
emphasizes the link between research and action.

Data gathering,

analysis, and diagnosis (research) lead to planning and implementa-

tion (action), the results of which are carefully evaluated (research).

This evaluation provides data for further diagnosis and

action.

Then, a continuous cycle of research and action provides

a general model for problem solving and change.

A further factor

in this model is addition of research knowledge to the general

knowledge of behavioral science.
One of the key questions is how can the change agent/researcher

design the data collection and action experiment to attack in detail

the client's specific concern while producing behavioral knowledge
of a more general utility.

In addition, the change agent/researcher

has multiple roles, which may sometimes be in conflict.

Hired to

help the client and to teach him to solve problems more effectively,
the change agent must also teach the client how to evaluate the

results of action.

Effective application of the model also requires

considerable commitment and effort on the part of the client*

Planned Change

The theory of planned change, an integrated, systematic and
comprehensive model of change in social systems, was first developed
by Lippitt, Watson and Westley (1958).

The Lippett et al . theory

expanded Lewin's (1947a) three-stage model of change (unfreezing,
moving, refreezing) into seven phases:

establishing a need for

change; establishing a change relationship between client and change
agent; data collection and diagnosis; action planning; action im-

plementation; generalization and stabilization of change; termina-

tion of the change relationship.

The two primary principles con-

cerning information flow and data use are:
(a) all information must be openly shared between client

and change agent, including information about the values
and methods of each;
(b)

information is useful only insofar as it can be translated directly into action (Sashkin, Morris and Horst.
1973, p. ol5).

Although the Lippitt model ultimately aims at internalization
the emof the change process within the client system, in reality

specific
phasis is on solving specific problems and creating
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changes.

In addition, the theory of planned change might be well

grounded in theory and research, but there is little emphasis on
research measurement and evaluation of results.

Implementation of the ANISA project was based primarily on
the Lippett theory of planned change and it followed the seven
phases specified above.

In addition, it adhered to the principle

of open sharing of information and the direct translation of

information into action.

Change as a Problem-Solving Process

The major advocates of this orientation include Lippitt,
Watson and Westley (1958), Goodwin Watson (1967), Charles Jung
(1967), and Herbert Thelen (1967), most of whom are social psy-

chologists in the group dynamics -human relations tradition.
First, those who advocate this stance would say that user need is

the most important consideration and the only acceptable value-

stance for the change agent; second, that diagnosis of need must
always be an integral part of the total process; third, that the

outside change agent should be nondirective, rarely violating the
integrity of the user by placing himself in a directive or expert
status; fourth, that the internal resources, for example, those

resources already existing and easily accessible within the client

system itself should always be fully utilized; and fifth, that
self-initiated and self -applied innovation will have the strongest
user commitment and the best chances for long-term survival
(Havelock and Havelock, 1973, pp. 8-9).
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Members of the 1970 conference on change agent training
derived six propositions from the problem-solving perspective:
1.

Users are not always aware of their real needs, and the

change agents must create awareness of need.
2.

Users' needs cannot be served effectively until an effort

has been made to translate and define those needs into a diagnosis

which represents a coherent set of problems to be worked on.

Diag-

nosis should be based on a definition and clarification of the

user's and the change agent's values.

A prime responsibility of

the change agent should be to teach and share diagnostic skills

with as many members of the client system as possible.
3.

User-initiated change is likely to be stronger and more

long-lasting than change initiated by outsiders.

Even if change is

not user initiated, at least user involvement must be real, since

commitment and involvement are vital to implementation.

User in-

volvement is especially important in need-stating and tru3t-building
although it may be less important in the creation and development
of the innovation itself.

However, when innovation is perceived

as imposed from above, serious disequilibrium in the form of

sabotage may result.
4.

The user system should have an adequate internalized problem-

solving strategy, i.e., an orderly set of processes for sensing
and expressing needs, diagnosis, resource retrieval and evaluation.

Too many educational systems tend to take

a reactive rather than a

proactive approach to problem-solving*

In other words, they respond

only to political and social coercion and then only after their
problems have reached a level of painful and destructive crisis.

Change agents note the importance of developing institutional pro-

visions for problem-solving at the user level.

This is especially

true in schools.
5.

Change agents work more effectively if they employ a non-

directive strategy.

The problem-solving perspective has roots in

the "client-centered" counseling approach developed by Carl Rogers
(1951).

According to this view, change agents 3hould not impose

their views of the problem or the solution on the client.

Rather,

they should assist the client in defining the problem for himself
and working as his own problem-solver.

Change agents should take

the role of sincere and active listeners, encouraging clients to

articulate their thinking and feelings.
6.

Change agents are primarily helpful as process consultants

and trainers, helping clients understand the human relations of

decision-making and changing.
mid-1960s.

This view was very important in the

However, now some people feel the need for the con-

temporary change agent to be more of an advocate and an activist

partisan in many situations, particularly when they perceive a gross

disequilibrium of power (Havelock and Havelock, 1973, pp. 9-12 J.

1

^Partly because of the nature of her position as process consultant, but primarily through her training and philosophy, the
problemauthor adhered most closely to the theory of change as a
consultant.
process
as
role
her
out
solving process in carrying
the reader
In reading the case studies which follow in Chapter 4,
above.
denoted
should bear in mind the six principles
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The theory of why and under what conditions organizational
change takes place logically leads to the question of how one
can
go about introducing organizational change as a matter of
policy,

which in turn brings us to a consideration of the specific role
of a change agent.

Role of the Change Agent

With respect to the major theories of change, three basic

roles of the change agent seem to emerge:

consultant, trainer

and researcher.

Change Agent as Consultant
In the role of a consultant the change agent places the

client in touch with data from outside the client system or helps
the client to generate data from within the system.

The purpose

is to help the client find, through analysis of valid data,

solutions to organizational problems, or make the client aware
of new ideas which would result in increased effectiveness of
the organization in terms of internal operations and output or

product.
In discussing consulting it is imperative to look at the joint

issues of motivation and commitment on the part of the client and
the consultant

.

Lippitt writes, "The change agent must assess the
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client's readiness to enter into the helping relationship, and he

must determine whether or not the client possesses sufficient

motivation and capacity to hold up his end of the partnership#"
He goes on to say, "The degree and quality of change which the
client achieves will depend largely upon how much energy and

ability he can bring to the working relationship" (Lippitt, Watson
and West ley, 1958, p. 92),
In studying the motivations of helpers and clients, Kolb

said, "The achievement motivation of the helper and receiver of

help determines how concerned they will be about accomplishing
their task or solving the problem" (Kolb and Boyatzis, 1968, p.
277),

A person will learn, grow, or solve a problem to the ex-

tent that he is motivated.

If commitment is lacking, progress

or change will be slow if not impossible.

"What are my motives as a consultant for becoming involved

in this helping relationship?"

Lippitt addresses this issue and

says, "Being a professional helper implies responsibility for a

high level of self-awareness about one's own values and needs as
they may influence the helping relationship" (Lippitt, 1959,
p. 158).

Various consultants have formulated bases for the right to
intervene with attempts to give help.

One approach is a "group

welfare" orientation perceived as a basis for intervention when
there were symptoms that the group is suffering because of inef-

ficiencies and inadequacies of its efforts to move toward ito
efforts.
goals, such as low productivity or failure of group

Another
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approach is to intervene if the social processes of the group are
causing individual discomfort and frustration.
Besides a justification for intervention, there is the question
of:

What are the goals for change?

Some consultants feel they are

justified in acting only in terms of goals which have been formulated and accepted by both the client and the consultant.

On the

other hand, some consultants feel they have a right to certain

methodological goals, such as problem-solving procedures, but do
not have a right to provide answers to specific problems.

The analysis of change forces and resistance forces

is an

important part of the initial assessment job for the consultant

which continues during all stages of the consulting relationship.
Kurt Lewin (1947a) developed a technique for diagnosing situations

(Force Field Analysis) which assumes that in any situation there

are both driving and restraining forces that influence change.

Driving forces are those forces affecting a situation in a partic-

ular direction.
forces.

Restraining forces act to decrease the driving

Examples of driving forces would be incentive earnings and

competition, while apathy and hostility would be examples of re-

straining forces.

Equilibrium is reached when the sum of the

driving forces equals the sum of the restraining forces.
"In working with individuals, feelings of pain and dissatis-

faction are most frequently the dominant driving forces for change,
but in work with groups very often one of the most important moti-

vations or potential motivations is a desire to improve group
efficiency, tc achieve some higher level of functioning, even
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though there may be no critical problems in the present situation.

Therefore one of the consultant's jobs with groups is very frequently to help clarify 'images of potentiality' rather than to

focus on ways of alleviating present pain" (Lippitt, 1959, p. 159).

Critical to the success of the consultant is learning about
the supporting and conflicting relationships between subgroups.

For example, one subgroup might be eager to change, but this does
not necessarily mean another subgroup or the organization as a

whole may be ready for change.

Knowledge of the subgroup rela-

tionships will determine to a great extent whether the consultant
is able to develop the necessary and appropriate relationship to

the total group and its various subgroups.

Change Agent as Trainer

The consultant who works with groups through the problems of
changing are aware of various stages involved in the change process,
and of the different levels of relationship and different kinds of

helping skills required.

Lewin (1947a) first saw this as a three

phase analysis while Lippitt, Watson and Westley (1958) expanded
this to seven stages.

These are:

1.

The development of a need for change;

2.

The establishment of a consulting relationship;

J.

The clarification of clienu problem;

4.

The examination of alternative solutions and goals;

5

efforts;
The transformation of intentions into actual change

.
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6.

The generalization and stabilization of

a

new level of

functioning or group structure; and
7.

Achieving a terminal relationship with the consultant

and a continuity of change-ability.

Although these can be rather general labels for a great
variety of activities, it does help to see the general shift that
occurs in the consulting activities when the consultant works
with a group on phase 4, the examination of alternative possibilities

for improvement.

At this point special skill training will be

needed to support the group's change efforts.
It is our belief that most consulting relationships
with groups require a consult ant -trainer role to
carry through an adequate job of problem solving.
It is important for the consultant to clarify for
himself the nature and the timing of this shift from
the more nondirective role of helping a group develop
and clarify its own goals for change to the more
active directive role of helping the group learn the
procedures and skills needed for them to move with
efficiency and success toward the goals they have
established (Lippitt, 1959, p. 159),

Through training, the change agent helps the client learn how

to use data to bring about change.
simply making

The change agent is aware that

data available to the client does not assume that he

will use it to benefit the system.

Therefore, the purpose becomes

one of helping the client derive implication for action from data,
and build and test action plans.

In addition, the change agent

client
wishes to leave the client with a new set of skills which the

the change
can use to solve future problems more effectively after

agent terminates his/her relationship with the client.
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Chancre Agent as Researcher

How does the change agent help promote
changeability?

a

continuity of creative

One of the most challenging tasks is to discover ways

of training the group to use procedures of data collection and an-

alysis on a continuing basis which will permit the identification
of new problems.

What this means is that it will help the group to

develop functions of group observation and feedback as

a

continuing

part of the group practice, without continuing dependency on the
agent (Lippitt, 1959).

The change agent may model the role of researcher for the purpose of training the client in the skills needed to evaluate the

effectiveness of action plans.

In addition, the change agent may

be concerned with adding to the general knowledge of applied be-

havioral science.

His/her purpose is to design the data use process

so that it includes an evaluation component.

The change agent must

not only include an evaluation design as part of his activity, but

must compare the outcome with similar evaluations of alternative
processes.

Models of Consultation

In order to more fully understand the concept of process con-

sultation, the researcher would like to present

a

brief overview of

the major models of consultation.

The words ’’consultation” or ’’consultant" are used in many
ettings.

person who is
T*e general image of a consultant is a
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called in to solve a problem or to give answers.

This type of

consultation is what the researcher would call an "expert
consultant."

The "expert consultant" is a person who has specific content
knowledge or skills which the client needs.

The client needs to

have a problem solved, a service performed, or a study made, and

the expert consultant takes responsibility for providing these
functions.

This type of consultation is based on the belief that

the client does not need to know or cannot learn the skills to

solve his own problems.
By contrast, a "resource consultant" has knowledge or skills

that a client may ask for, but he leaves the client with the re-

sponsibility for choosing to use the knowledge and for solving the
problem.

He is a resource to the helpee as the helpee works to

solve his own problem.

This research will focus on a "process consultation" in which
a consultant brings process skills to the client situation.

He/she

sees as a major role the sharing of process observations, helping

the client increase process skills, and improving ways of working

on problems, so that the client will be better equipped to take

.

responsibility for solving his own problems now and in the future.
This approach is based on the assumption that the client has skills
and resources and the capacity to develop them.
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Rrief History of the Development of the Consultant Role
In 1943 Brown wrote about the increasing use of consultants in

government and how this model was being used more often in business
and industry, while Kern (1969) has pointed out that mental health

consultation to agencies began in the 1930s and increased in
frequency in the 1940s.
Another important phase in the history of consultation is the
writings of Charlotte Towle and her workshops on consultation in
the late 1940s and the early 1950s.

She is credited with developing

the concept of three operational aspects of the consultant’s behavior:

his role, his functions, and his process (Gilbert, 1960).

In more recent years Schein has written:

”We do not have

•

•

•

a neat typology of consultation processes, but a few models can be

identified from the literature, (Tilles, 1961; Argyris, 1961;
Daccord, 1967)

1'

(Schein, 1969, p. 4).

Specific Kodels
Slowly the field and theory of consultation have developed first
in business consultation and consultation to government, then in the

field of mental health, and more recently in business and industry
using third-party process consultation based upon the theory of the

applied behavioral sciences and the concepts of organizational

development.

Consultation has been defined by many authors in many fields.
model, the
The oldest conceptualizations appear to be the medical
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expert service model, and the flow-of- informat ion model.

Schein describes the medical model when he writes, "One or
more executives in the organization decide to bring in a consultant

...

to 'look them over'

....

The consultants are

supposed to find out what is wrong with which part of the organization, and then, like a physician, recommend a program of

therapy" (Schein, 1969, p. 6).
In the expert service or purchase-of -expert information model,

"the buyer, an individual manager or some group in the organization,

defines a need

...

and, if he doesn't feel the organization it-

self has the time or capability, he will look for a consultant to

fill the need" (Schein, 1969, p. 5).

The flow of information model has been described by Tilles
(1961):

"Many executives and consultants think of the relation-

ship between client and consultant as if it were a problem in the

flow of information.

They talk about

...

information first

flowing from the client to the consultant, and the flowing back

•

•

•

It implies that if there is a free flow of information, all will be

well" (p. S9).

With the growth of practice, new definitions and uses of con-

sultation emerge.

One of the developments was the emergence of human

relations consultation which has been described by Beckhard:

The consultation process is always a personal relationship between a person or persons who are trying to solve
a problem or develop a plan and another person or group

trying to help these efforts. Consultation has two
(1) Work on the solution to the problem
major aspects:

•
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itself.
(2) Relationship between the consultant and
the client. The consultant always enters such a rela—
tionship as a person with authority - achieved either
through position or role in the organization or through
possession of specialized knowledge (Reckhard, 1961, p. 1).

In exploring the dimensions of a consultant's job Lippitt writes:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

The consultation relationship is a voluntary
relationship between
a professional helper (consultant) and a helpneeding system (client)
in which the consultant is attempting to give
help to the client in the solving of some
current or potential problem
and the relationship is perceived as temporary
by both parties.
Also, the consultant is an "outsider" i.e., is
not part of any hierarchical power system in which
the client is located (Lippitt, 1959, p. 5).

In more recent years there have been two additional significant

works on consultation:

Walton's definition of third-party consulta-

tion and Schein's further refinement of the definition and practice
of process consultation.

Walton's third-party consultation "helps

two members of an organization manage their interpersonal conflict#
It presents a model for diagnosing recurrent conflict between two

persons.

Then on the basis of our understanding of the dynamics of

interpersonal conflict episodes, we derive a number of strategic

functions which the third party can perform to facilitate a constructive confrontation of conflict" (Walton, 1969, p. 1)#

Schein's definition of process consultation is "a set of
activities on toe part of the consultant which helps the client
to perceive, understand and act upon process events which occur in
the client's environment" (Schein, 1969, p. 9).

In summary, the literature on consultation began in
the late
1930s and has developed through the years to include
several

explicit theories.

To date the most clearly defined models are

expert consultation, third-party consultation and process

consultation.

Process Consultation

Historical Roots
In his recent book, Schein traces the five historical roots
of process consultation:
1#

in group dynamics as originally developed by Kurt

Lewin;
2,

in the techniques of studying group processes such as

those developed by Chappie (1940) in anthropology, Bales (1950) in

sociology and Carter et al . (1951) in psychology!
3.

in group dynamics training methods associated with the

National Training Laboratories (Bradford et al ., 1965; Schein and
Bennis, 1965),

The NTL approach represents the most important

historical forerunner to P-C, since most of the assumptions which
P-C makes in relation to working with an organization are derived
of assumptions which "trainers" make in working with laboratory-

training groups.

For example, the trainer does not view himself

as a teacher or an expert, but rather as someone who helps group

members to discover what kinds of events are occurring in the group
and what effects these events are having or themselves and other

group members;

;

'll

4.

in the study of group relations and interpersonal relations

in industrial organizations originating in the work of Mayo,

Roethlisberger, and Dickson and carried forward by Arensberg,
Whyte, Homans, and others.

These studies describe how people

actually relate to each other and show that it bears only a limited

relation to how the formal organizational structure says they
should behave.

These studies demonstrate the need to study human

processes in organizations by actual observation rather than by

accepting at face value what people say in interviews or on
questionnaires
5.

in the works of Sherif, who showed that regularities

could be demonstrated not only within a small group, but between
groups (Schein, 1969, pp. 12-13).

Assumptions Underlying Process Consultation

Schein describes several assumptions which define the consultant’s role and reflect many of the consultant’s values.

These

seven assumptions are:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Managers often do not know what is wrong and need
special help in diagnosing what their problems
actually are.
Managers often do not know what kinds of help consultants
can aive to them; they need to be helped to know what
kind of help to seek.
Most managers have a constructive intent to improve
things but need help in identifying what to improve
and ho#* to improve it.
Most organizations can be more effective if they
learn to diagnose their own strengths and weaknesses.
form
Mo organizational form is perfect; hence, every
which
for
weaknesses
of organization will have some
compensatory mechanisms need to be found.

5.

6.

7.

A consultant could probably not, without exhaustive
and time-consuming study, learn enough about the
culture of the organization to suggest reliable new
courses of action. Therefore, he must work Jointly
with members of the organization who do knew the
culture intimately from having lived within it.
The client must learn to see the problem for himself,
to share in the diagnosis, and to be actively involved
in generating a remedy. One of the process consultant's
roles is to provide new and challenging alternatives
for the client to consider. Decision-making about these
alternatives must, however, remain in the hands of the

client.
It is of prjjme importance that the process consultation
be expert in how to diagnose and hew to establish effective helping relationships with clients. Effective
P-C involves the passing on of both these skills (Schein,
1969, p. 8).

Defining the Role of the Process Consultant
Out of these assumptions a more precise definition of process

consultation is formulated.

"P-C is a set of activities on the part

of the consultant which help the client to perceive, understand, and

act upon process events which occur in the client's environment.

The process consultant seeks to give the client 'insight* into what
is going on around him, within him, and between him and other

people.

The events to be observed and learned from are primarily

the various human actions which occur in the normal flow of work,
in the conduct of meetings, and in formal or informal encounters

between members of the organization.

Of particular relevance are

the client's own actions and their impact on other people" (Schein,
1969, p. 9).

This definition brings in more assumptions which relate in
diagnosis.
general to what one looks for in making organizational

'The important elements to study in an organization are the human

processes which occur" (Schein, 1969, p. 9).

In addition the

process consultant is primarily an expert on processes at the
individual, interpersonal, and intergroup levels.

consultant may have other areas of expertise.

The process

However, Schein

feels that improvement in organizational effectiveness will occur

through effective problem finding in the human process area, which
in turn will depend upon the ability of managers to learn diagnostic

skills through exposure to P-C.

In summary, the consultant's role

demands a combination of skills in:
1.

Establishing a helping relationship.

2.

Knowing what kinds of processes to look for in organizations.

3.

Intervening in such a way that organizational processes are
improved (Schein, 1969, p. 14).

Stages of Process Intervention

According to Schein (1969, p. 78), there are seven sequential
stages which roust be followed by the process consultant in the

process of completing a successful intervention:

(1)

initial con-

tact with the client organization; (2) defining the relationship,

formal contract, and psychological contract; (3) selecting a
(5)
setting and a method of work; (4) data gathering and diagnosis;

intervention; (6) evaluation of results; and (7) disengagement.
start
Initial Contact .— Entry into an organization cannot

assumption .that interuntil someone in the organization accepts the
important targets for
personal relationships and processes are
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learning.

In addition, at least one or more internal people need

to be willing to expose their processes to scrutiny.

Defining the Relationship . —Following the initial contact an

explanatory meeting is set up for the purpose of determining what
the problem is and to assess whether the consultant's involvement
is likely to be of help to the organization.

At this meeting the

formal contract (statement of consultant's time commitment to the
project and the compensation involved) will usually be negotiated.

Formal contract negotiations should also involve agreement by both
parties on the psychological contract, which can be defined as what
the client really expects from the P-C and what the P-C expects in
the way of support and information from the client.

For example,

the client may want the consultant to recommend termination of a

certain employee and the P-C needs to specify that he expects the
client to provide access to certain meetings and other sources of

relevant information.

Selecting a Setting and a Method of Work .

— Stage

near the final stages of the exploratory meeting.

three begins

At this point

the setting in which to work, the time schedule, method of work and
initial statements about goals to be achieved are decided.

The

consultant should engage in a focused process of observation and
feedback.

The setting chosen should be as near the top of the

organization as possible since the higher the level the more likely
be observed in operit is that basic norms, values, and goals can
ation.

setting or group
In essence, the consultant should seek that
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of people who have potentially the most influence on the organiza-

tion.

Likewise, the setting should be where the consultant can

observe the group in some regularly scheduled activity.

A weekly

or bi-monthly meeting provides the ideal setting.

Data Gathering .—There are basically three methods by which a

consultant gathers data:

(1) direct observation,

(2)

individual or

group interviews, and (3) questionnaires or survey instruments.

When observing individuals or groups the most crucial processes
to observe are:

(1) communication,

(2) member roles and functions

in groups, (3) group problem-solving and decision-making, (4) group

norms and group growth, (5) leadership and authority, and (6) inter-

group cooperation and competition.

The content of individual or group interviews usually depends

on the nature of the problem first presented to the consultant.
These issues are usually discussed in an informal way and although
the questions vary, the theme revolves around organizational

effectiveness.
Questionnaires or some survey instrument to be filled out are

appropriate if there are

a large

number of people to be surveyed.

In this case the questionnaire would be designed to achieve on a

large scale what the interview is designed to achieve on an

individual basis.

Intervention . —There are three types of interventions:

agenda-setting intervention, feedback of observations or other
groups.
data, and coaching or counseling of individuals or

The basic purpose of the agenda-setting intervention is to
make the group more sensitive to its own internal processes.

A

process consultant might, for example, suggest that each of the

groups allocate
meeting.

5

to 15 minutes at the end for review of the

In some cases groups fill out post-meecing reaction

forms which can be tabulated and used for discussion purposes.
Questions to the group would be open-ended, designed to illicit

discussion from the group.

The consultant must resist answering

the questions from personal feelings or observations since these

might be both irrelevant and untypical and hence would not help the
group learn to gather its own data and draw its own conclusions.
Out of these process sessions members begin to see need for

changes in the way in which they arrive at and process their work
agendas.

At this time the consultant gives various alternatives

or suggestions as to how to make the meetings more effective.

Feedback of observations or other data, the second type of
intervention, would be used when some group has agreed to a meeting
in which interpersonal processes would be discussed.

Before this

is undertaken, however, there must be some indication that feedback

of observations would be a legitimate activity for the group to

undertake.

.

Feedback can also be given to individuals after the

consultant has gathered data either by interview or by direct observation.

However, in order for this to be effective the individual

-This feedhas to have indicated a readiness to hear such feedback.

learning
back must be given in such a manner that it will facilitate
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on the part of the recipient.

To that end it must be concrete,

descriptive, verifiable, timely and specific.

Giving feedback to individuals or groups many times leads to

coaching or counseling.

For example, a leader might want to

change his behavior or a group might want to make its meetings

more interesting.

In these situations the consultant’s role is to

add alternatives to those already brought up by the client, but not

to solve the client’s problems.

The major difference between being only a counselor and being
a process consultant is the fact that data gathering has given the

process consultant facts which a counselor does not have.

This is

true since a P-C has observed the client in action and ha3 heard
what other people have said about him.

Thus this additional

knowledge helps to assist the P-C in presenting more alternatives
and choices to the client.

A common time to intervene in a group

is when a typical problem is occurring that the group has tried to

overcome.

The consultant can point out what is occurring and

suggest the group examine the consequences.

Evaluation of Results .— In order to evaluate the results of the
intervention, the P-C looks for evidence that certain values are

changing and certain skills are increasing.

Is the management of

interpersonal and group activities considered just as important as

task performance?

Is the process by which the work is done con-

sidered to be important as well as the task to be accomplished?
set
Is there general acceptance of those periods which have been
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aside for the analysis of interpersonal relations and

ar.

understanding

that this knowledge ultimately leads to more effective task

performance?
Probably the most important skill the P-C has to teach is

the ability to diagnose and work on one's own problems.

One of

the best indicators of growth of this skill is the willingness of
groups to process analyze or review the agenda by themselves without the presence of a process consultant.

In addition, the P-C

*

might ask how skillful they are in picking out key group events,
in sharing feelings and in reviewing group action.
It is quite clear that the willingness to engage in activities

which were previously done just by the consultant indicates a

change in values.

Disengagement . —This is a process which is mutually agreed

upon by consultant and client.

Many times involvement does not

drop to zero, but may continue at

a low level.

Likewise, the door

is always left open to the client for further work if this is so

desired by the client.

Process Observation

The Skills of Process Observation .

—When

a group is having

difficulties at a group meeting and relationships have broken down,
what the group inen needs is to suspend task operations while it
looks at its process; checks how people feel about the group, its

norms and its method of operating; and permits airing of problems
and conflicts which may have arisen.

However, most groups do not
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engage in this kind of behavior unless a process consultant is
present or one of the members takes a real process orientation

The process consultant suggests that the group allocate

a

period of time such as 15 to 30 minutes to review its own meeting
and to collect member feelings about the meeting.

This can be

collected in an open-ended way or with the help of diagnostic instruments.

If an instrunent is used, somewhat more time must be

allocated to analysis.

The role of process consultant during

diagnostic periods must be carefully managed to avoid a data overlook and allow the group to make its own observations.

The basic mission of the process consultant is:

"To get the

group to share in diagnosis and to help the group to learn to
diagnose its own processes" (Schein, 1969, p. 44).

If the P-C

takes the lead in giving observations, there is great danger that
the group will abdicate its own responsibility for diagnosis.

Finally, the initial presentation of the consultant’s personal

observations creates the risk of reporting things which are less
important to the group and which are a reflection of the consultant’s own biases.

Given these pitfalls, it is important that the process
consultant encourage the group not only to allocate time
for diagnosis, but to take the lead itself in trying to
articulate and understand its own processes. Once the
group has identified an area where members themselves
have observations to make, it is entirely appropriate
for consultant to add his own observations and to use the
opportunity to deepen members* understanding by giving
not only observations but some group theory. But the
group must take the lead, and the consultant must work
within the areas defined by the group as relevant (Schein,
1969, pp. 44-45).

Schein (1969) goes on further to say that the change process
is not merely one of transmitting ideas, but of changing values

and of teaching skills.

To be an effective process consultant, the

person needs good diagnostic and intervention skills.

Through the

consultant's own interventions, from an ambiguous power base and in
the midst of on-going work, he/she must build involvement and commitment, and must gain acceptance for the importance of looking at

process.

The process model starts with the assunption that the organiza-

tion knows how to solve its particular problems or knows how to get
help in solving them, but that it often does not know how to use
its own resources effectively either in initial problem solution or
in implementation of solutions.

The process model further assumes

that inadequate use of internal resources or ineffective implementa-

tion results from process problems.

By this is meant that people

fail to communicate effectively with each other, due to mistrust,
or destructive competition, or punishment of things they mean to

reward and vice versa, or failure to give feedback, etc.
Therefore, "the job of the process consultant is to help the

organization to solve its own problems by making it aware of organizational processes, of the consequences of these processes, and of
the mechanisms by which they can be changed.

The process consultant

helps the oraariization to learn from self-diagnosis and selfintervention" (Schein, 1969, p. 135).

The ultimate concern of the

process consultant is the organization's capacity to do for itself
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what the consultant has done for the organization.
Problems Faced by the Observer . -.Understanding the basic

framework out of which an observer operates, what then are the
kinds of problems faced by an observer?

There are problems of what

to observe, when, what records to keep, what to feed back, how and

when,

Gibb and Gibb

(

1955

)

suggest the observer make sure the

group has informed the observer what to look for, so special at-

tention can be paid to meeting
going on in any group.

its

needs.

There is a great deal

In fact, they list 27 different things an

observer can look for, such as:

who talks to whom, roles missing

in the group, pressures for and against decisions, attempts by the

members to control the group, leader behavior, group standards,
subgrouping or coalitions, quality of work going on, etc.

Another question the observer must ask is:

According to what

standards or criteria should one evaluate a group?

That is, what

constitutes a "good" group; what is "good" group functioning?

Ac-

cording to Dickerman (1948) a "good" group is a democratically

functioning group on both the external goal level and the internal

member-functioning level.

Evaluation might be in the form of

these four relative criteria:
1.
2.
3.

4.

How well is this group as a group progressing towards
some production or action goal it has set for itself?
How well is this fitting its immediate goals into the
broader zramev/ork of our democratic society?
How well is this group utilizing the potentialities of
its members to contribute towards its work goals?
How well is this group "growing" its members, how well
is it helping them become even better contributors to
assume a wider variety of essential group roles, than
their present potentialities allow them? (Dickerman,
1948, p. 117).

The assumption being made is that the further the group "grows"
along these four dimensions, the more "mature" a group it is.

Using

these four criteria of the "good" group as a yardstick the observer's

purposes and functions would be to make observations pertinent to
these four areas and to call the members' attention to their

functioning in these areas.

It would further be the duty of the

observer to perform these functions in such a way as to assist the

group to utilize these observations to improve its functioning, to
make decisions, to do something about the way it has been functioning.

The observer must consider what level of feedback is appropriate
for this group at this time.

be differentiated:

Two general levels of functioning can

the calling-to-attention or descriptive level

and the why-did-it-happen or interpretation level.

The descriptive

level serves the purpose of playing back to the group a record of

the meeting.

However, because such reporting back should be selec-

tive, it focuses the attention of the group on specific points or

happenings far more than would an all-inclusive play -back of a record.
Thus, even on the descriptive level, the observer functions to stim-

ulate group evaluation and discussion on specific group problems.
In the second level of observer-functioning the observer takes

the responsibility of advancing hypotheses or making interpretations

about why certain things happened.

The type or degree of interpreta

tion used must depend on the sensitivity, experience, and diagnostic
skill of the observer, in terms of both actual perception. and under-

standing of persons and events and judgment as co the

tj.mi»ig

and
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manner of the interpretation.

The greatest potential danger in

interpretive “feedback” by the observer would come if the observer

pronounced Judgments or attempted to present

a

superior image to

the group (Dickerman, 1948).

Three responsibilities of the observer seem to emerge:
1.

2.

3.

He must consider himself to be a member of the group
rather than sane outside person, who as an outsider has
some kind of special professional relationship to the
group.
Like any good group member, he /she must have a high
degree of sensitivity concerning his responsibility
to make contributions that will be constructive for
the stage of growth the group is in at some particular time.
He/she must attempt to pass on to the group more and
more of his observer functions or roles in order to
free the group from dependence on his specialized
role (Dickerman, 1948, p. 119).

Feedback . --The first experience of feedback of information is

relatively crucial and requires skill by the observer in presenting
the comments.

The members tend to be defensive in their feelings.

With experience, groups find the observer's comments are valuable
information.

Frequently the observer presents comments about

data which he/she has tabulated in the form of the observer's

feelings and asks the group whether they were feeling the same way.

Presenting the observations in this manner permits the group to

reject them without difficulty if the members are not emotionally

ready to accept them.
The following are guidelines in reporting information to a
group:
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1•

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

sensitive to what information the group is ready to
use - what will be most helpful to the group now, rather
than what was the most interesting point observed.
Don't "avalanche" the group with information. If too
much information is given it can't be used. Select
only two or three observations which will stimulate
thinking and discussion. let the group ask for more
information as it needs it.
Don't priase the group too much. Learning doesn't
take place by being told only when we are "on target."
Mentioning accomplishments is desirable as it helps
difficulties get honestly faced.
Don't punish or preach or Judge. The observer can't
play the role of God. He says, "It was interesting that
participation was less widespread today than yesterday."
He doesn’t say, "Some of you dominated the discussion
today."
It is easier to discuss role behavior than people's
behavior. "What role did the group need filled at that
time," rather than, "That behavior is bad."
Go lightly on personality clashes. It Is usually better
to discuss what helped and what hindered the whole group
(Bradford, Stock and Horwitz, 1953, p. 49).

Situational Leadership Theory

Group process problems frequently involve ineffective leadership
by group leaders or educational administrators.

Consequently, an

important part of the P~C's role is diagnosis of leadership problems

especially in terms of ensuring that the leadership style is consistent with the level of individual or group maturity.

Hersey and

Blanchard's Situational leadership Theory is particularly useful

for diagnosing problems in this area.

Situational Leadership Theory is based upon an interplay among
(1^ the amount of direction (task behavior) a j.eader gives,

(2) the

leader
amount of socio-emotional support (relationship behavior) a

on a
provides, and (3) the 'maturity' level that followers exhibit

specific task

(Kersey and Blanchard, 1977).
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Maturity in this theory is defined as "the capacity
to set
high but attainable goals

(

achievement -mot ivat ion )

,

willingness

and ability to take responsibility, and education and/or
experience
of an individual or group" (Hersey and Blanchard,
1977, p. 161).

The relation between task relevant maturity and the appropriate
leadership style is portrayed in Figure 2.1 below.

This figure

represents the appropriate leadership style for the level of

maturity of the followers and is portrayed by
through the four quadrants.

a

curvilinear line

The maturity level is depicted on a

continuum ranging from immaturity to maturity.

The curve in the style-of-leader portion of the model means
that as the maturity level of one»s followers develops along the
continuum from immature to mature, the appropriate style of leadership also moves along the curvilinear line.

In order to determine

the appropriate leadership style one must first determine the

maturity level of the individual or group in relation to the task
that the leaders are attempting to accomplish through their efforts.

To determine the leadership style a right angle

is constructed from

that point which identifies the maturity level of the followers to
a point which intersects on the style of leader portion of the

model

Effective Styles

(High)

Behavior

Relationship

Mature

FIGURE °.l

SITUATIONAL LEADERSHIP THEORY
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When the author discusses the leadership style of various
group members in the following chapter, she will be referring
to
this particular model.

In certain instances a leader has only one

leadership style which might be appropriate only for certain situations,

For example, a high task/low relationship style is

^PP^opciate for individuals or groups with a low level of maturity
on a specific task.

However, a3 their maturity increases the

leader should increase the relationship behavior and decrease the

task behavior.

On the other hand, an individual with

a

predominantly

low task/low relationship style would be said to be most effective

working with individuals who are mature in both the performance of

task and psychological maturity.
In addition to leadership the consultant must be aware of the

use of power in an organization.

Amitai Etzioni (1961) discusses

the difference between personal power and position power and says
that an individual who is able to induce another individual to do
a certain job because of his position in the organization is con-

sidered to have position power, while an individual deriving his

power from his followers is considered to have personal power.

Some individuals have both personal power and position power.
Hersey and Blanchard (1977) further discuss leadership as being
successful or effective.

If a person attempts to influence another

person to do a certain job and that person does the job only because
of the leader’s position, the leader is said to be successful but

not effective.

If, on the other hand, the person does the job
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because the person finds the job rewarding and the organisation's
goals are consistent with the individual’s personal goals, then
the leader is said to have both personal and position power.

Ef-

fectiveness is also on a continuum from very ineffective to very
effective.

Success has to do with how the individual or group

behaves, whereas effectiveness describes the predisposition of an

individual or group and is attitudinal in nature.

Summary

The chapter began with

a

review of the literature on the theory

of organizational change and models of the role of the change agent

which provides the theoretical underpinnings for understanding the

ANISA project as

a

planned process of organizational change.

second major part of the chapter was devoted to

a

The

review of the theory

of process consultation and a detailed description of the role and

skills of the process consultant.

The latter information is important

in understanding both the actions taken by the author in her role as

process consultant to the various groups in the school system and her

analysis of the development of group process within each of the respective groups.
6

respectively.

This material will be developed in Chapters

5

and

Before describing the actual case studies themselves

in Chapter 4, we will use Chapter

3

to provide the reader with back-

ground information on the researcn site, the ANISA project, and an
overall view of the author's role as

a

process consultant, including

descriptions of her initial contact with the school system.

CHAPTER

III

BACKGROUMD INFORMAT ION

Because ANISA is a process model focusing on how to learn

rather than what to learn, it was felt that it would be helpful
to have a process consultant to work with the Principal and
staff in the implementation of ANISA.

What follows is a description of the author's early contacts

with the school leading up to eventual defining of her role.
chapter will cover the following topics:

The

(1) a description of the

New England community and the school system, (2) the ANISA
elementary school change project, and (3) a preview-summary of
the consultant' 3 general approach to the performance of her role
in terms of a general description of the sequential stages of

process consultation followed by the author.

Description of Research Site

The setting of the study is a small rural-residential New
England town located on the bi-way approximately
distant between two metropolitan centers.
industry and none is wanted.

1

15

miles equi-

There is little or no

The people who have lived in the town

for generations and newcomers are attracted to the town because of
it-

s old color J-al charm and beauty.

"Case
following section is based on Richard T. Lincoln's
Implementation
Study of the Strategies of Planned Change Used in the
materials,
pp. 1-15.
mimeographed
of the ANISA Model of Education,"

^he
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The town's population in 1970 was 9 f 700, of which 3,300 were
school age children.

Because the town is large geographically

with 43.1 square miles of land and over one hundred miles of
roads, ninety-five percent of the children travel to school by

bus.
"The town's populace is composed of

a

large number of farm

owner /workers, business owner /managers, professionals, retired

persons and

a

politically powerful aristocracy.

middle class is almost non-existent.

The factory -worker

The largest ethnic group is

of Polish descent and there is a two to three percent negro popula-

tion deriving from the days of slavery and the underground
railroad" (Lincoln, 1976, p. 3).
Because of little industry, tax revenues are based almost

entirely upon the value of residential property and farm land.

The town is politically conservative and there are few funds for
The town makes education its number one public

excesses or frills.

concern with the school budget accounting for sixty percent of the
town expenditure during 1974.

The staff of the school system consists of approximately one
hundred and forty professionals serving the 2,300 students in five
buildings:

Center School - Grades K and

3,

East School

- Grades 1 and 2

West School

-

Grades

1

Middle School - Grades 6,
High School

-

4, 5

and 2
7, 8

Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
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Of primary concern to this paper are the three early childhood

schools:

kindergarten located in Center School, East School and

West School,

See Table 3,1 for a summary of organizational

structure and administration of the early childhood program.

The Center School building is primarily devoted to programs for
later childhood, grades 3, 4 and 5,

Because of a shortage of

space in East and West Schools, however, the town’s kindergarten

program is also housed in this building.

East School was built

in 1924 and it contains nine classrooms, serving six and seven

year old children (grades

1

and 2).

lies in the western part of the town.

West School, built in 1934,
Its six classrooms also

serve six and seven year old students (grades

1

and 2).

Administratively, the schools are organized under a principal
at each of four levels:

later adolescence.

early and later childhood and early and

The Early Childhood Education Program (grades

K-l-2) was administered by the Early Childhood Principal and con-

tained approximately 350 students, which was the target population
for the ANISA program.

Completing the administration group is a

Superintendent of Schools, an Assistant Superintendent of Schools,
and a Director of Pupil Services and Special Education.
•

not a focus in this paper, the other populations
program were the two independent pre-schcols
ANISA
served by the
in town, one of which is a parent -run program for approximately
16 three year olds and 36 four year olds, and the other school
serves approximately 21 three year olds, 31 four year olds, and
32 children in day care.
^ Although

X

.
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The implementation of the ANISA Model of Education was made
possible through a Title III grant from the State Department of
Education,

Project-ANISA was funded for the three academic years

1973-74, 1974-75 and 1976-76,

for this program,
following:

A total of $212,000 was appropriated

Project-ANISA proposed to demonstrated the

(a) the application of the ANISA model to early

childhood education and (b) the application of a process model of
planned change demonstrating how the innovation was to be

accomplished

ANISA Project

The writer entered the school system at the beginning of the
second year of a major change effort involving the early childhood
staffs.

In order to understand the researcher's role as a process

consultant it will be necessary to summarize the basic tenets of
the ANISA project,

ANISA is a comprehensive educational model which has been in

development for the last fourteen years.

3

Authors of the model.

Dr. Daniel C. Jordan and Dr. Donald T. Streets, are from the School

of Education, Center for Human Development at the University of

Massachusetts, Amherst.
3

Implementation of the project began in

The wore "ANISA" refers to an ancient symbol meaning the
"tree of life." It represents the concept of continuous growth
and fruition in the context of shelter and protection. It is
also an acronym for the American National Institute for Social
Advancement.
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1973 at two public school sites.

Two small pilot projects were

also started in Headstart centers.

AN IS A Model

7

The primary goal of the ANISA model is to transform schools
and homes into places where children will develop into competent

learners.

4

It is a scientif ically-based educational system that

fosters children's natural love of learning and helps them to

become confident and productive human beings.

If children love to

learn, it stands to reason that they will be attracted to learning

opportunities , and will therefore enjoy taking on responsibilities

that require new learning.

Problems and the challenge of finding

their solutions will interest them.

With this attitude toward

learning, children will continue to develop and grow throughout
life.

"The ANISA literature states that any child who can be

assisted in becoming a competent learner will have been given the

main tool for negotiating his destiny, regardless of the difficulties or circumstances he may face.
learning how to learn.

Learning competence means

It is a power that enables an individual

to handle any situation he may encounter in life and to move on

from there" (Jordan and Streets, 1972, p. 24).

An effective and competent learner knows how to learn.

how to learn is itself something that has to be ^earned but

Yet,
io

^The following section is based on The ANUA Model, A
materials,
Comprehensive Plan for Educational Renewal," printed
,f

1975, pp. 1-24.
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but is rarely taught in schools.

A traditional curriculum em-

phasizes what to learn, rather than how to learn; what to see or
hear, not how to see and listen; what to think, rather than how

to think; what to feel, but not how to feel; what to strive for

rather than how to strive.

The ANISA curriculum emphasizes the

"hows" of learning.

Adding the "hows" to the "whats" of the traditional curriculum

makes the ANISA model comprehensive and ensures the development of
the whole child, rather than just the part of the child concerned

with the memorization of facts.

Although memorizing different

kinds of information is certainly important, learning includes far

more than that.

In schools based on the model, five other kinds of

learning concerned with the "hows" are given high priority:
1.

Learning how to move and gain maximum control over the

voluntary muscles;
2.

Learning how to perceive (development of the senses);

3.

Learning how to think clearly (problem-solving through the

use of logical reasoning);
4.

Learning how to exercise the will (producing sclf-

discipline and the ability to concentrate or pay attention);
5.

Learning how to feel and respond emotionally to any

situation appropriately.
other
Some of the other factors that make ANISA different from

educational systems are:

there is an explicit philosophical basis

well as
which recognizes the person as a spiritual as

a

physical
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being whose capacity for development is limitless; there is an
emphasis on moral development so that when children become adults

they will help maintain order and unity in society while making

constructive efforts to change it to improve the quality of life
for everyone; there is a central role for the arts and a high

priority given to science.

Some other principles are the guaran-

teeing of success by creating conditions for success while avoiding
failure.

The AN IS A model provides individualised instruction and

flexible grouping so that children can have the experiences they
need, when they need them, for as long as they need them.

Children

teach children so that all children consolidate their own learning
by teaching other children for a certain amount of time each day.

The problem of evaluation of performance is solved in the ANISA
model by selecting for each child specific objectives suitable for
his or her developmental level, with specific feedback on how the

child is progressing.

Implementation of ANISA

The implementation process began (1973-74) in two independent
nursery schools and the public school kindergarten.

year of implementation (1974-75) included grades

1

The second
and 2 as well.

The third year (1975-76) was intended to be one of consolidating
the
the gains made during the change process and preparing for

extension of ANISA into grades

3,

4,

5

and possibly beyond.

disserThe school year 1974- 75 is the primary focus of the

tation.

at the
During this year the ANISA program was continued
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kindergarten located in Center School while it was also being
introduced for six and seven year olds at East School and West
School.

Because each of the three schools started its AN ISA

program from different existing programs, and each was at a
different stage in its adoption of the model, the three schools

varied in many respects.

The West School was a multi-aged school where the entire
faculty of five operated as a team with considerable movement of

children between rooms and among staff.

The East School remained

graded (first and second) with modified self-contained classrooms.

The three kindergarten teachers and their aides operated as

a

team

and were currently beginning their second year of implementing the

AN33A model.
In addition to these schools a new organizational structure,

with the ANISA Steering Committee, was formed,

Membership in this

group consisted of the Project Director, Principal of the Early
Childhood Program, Principal of the upper elementary grades.

Superintendent of Schools, the Research Coordinator, ANISA specialists
from the University, representatives from kindergarten, West, East
and the two nursery schools.

Population Served by ANISA Project
the
As can be seen by Table 3.2, approximately one-fourth of

total school population was being served by the ANISA program.
rural area.
Participants served came from a predominantly white,
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Eight teachers and two aides at East School and five
teachers
and two aides at West School provided a program to
approximately
274 pupils, while three kindergarten teachers and three aides
pro-

vided

a

kindergarten program to approximately 134 children.

In the

private schools four pre-school teachers and one aide provided

a

direct instructional program at the two nursery schools.

Descriptive History of the Change Process
In order to understand more fully the change effort occurring

and what it was intended to do, a descriptive history of the change

process follows.

This traces the initial development of the ANISA

program and the formative plans for 19 74- 75.

Statement of the Problem
It is the author’s opinion that many innovative programs fail be-

cause individual, group, and institutional reactions to the change process preclude evaluation and adoption of the program on its own merits.

Theoretically the ANISA model held much promise, but the innovation had not been operationally tested in the real world and therefore
the originators of the ANISA theory were interested in having the

model implemented in a school system.

They were especially con-

cerned that ANISA not become an excellent concept that failed due
to factors other than educational merit.

Thus after examining

^The following is based on the Annual Evaluation Report for
July 1, 19 73 -June 30, 1974, to the Commissioner of Education, U. S.
Office of Education, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
to support a Demonstration Project under Provisions of Title III
of the Elementary and Secondary Act of 1965 (PL 89-10).

)
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several models of planned change the one most acceptable
change

model was a process model of planned change.

The theoretical framework developed by Lippitt, Watson and
West ley (1958) and elaborated by Hersey and Blanchard (1972),

Etzione (1961), Lewin (1947a) and others served as the basis for
processes of planned change.

The conceptual framework provided the

strategies and tactics for implementing the AN ISA innovation.

The second long-range goal of the project, therefore, was to
demonstrate the application of a process model of planned change
showing how the innovation was to be accomplished.

(The first goal

was the application of the ANISA model to early childhood education.

Phases of Planned Change

The planning process itself was based on the seven phases of
planned change developed by Lippitt, Watson and Westley (1958), as

described in Chapter 2.

A narrative description of changes ac-

complished with the total system as the focus is presented below.

These same phases of change were employed with each sub-system;
thus, using a general systems approach, different sub-systems,
i.e., nursery, kindergarten, and grade 1 groups, etc., developed

by moving in a somewhat linear manner through each of the seven
phases.

Each sub-system could be at different stages of growth at

any one time.

The following are the seven phases:

Pha se 1 - Development of a need for change .

— In

early 1970,

the Principal for Early Childhood Education recommended that changes
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in educational practice would be necessary if the primary levels

were to educate young children adequately.

Visitations, in-service

meetings, committee work and use of consultants characterized this
period.

Attempts to individualize instruction, to be more flexible

in groupings, and to use new instructional materials were made by

most teachers.

It soon became apparent that a framework to guide

the efforts of the faculty was needed if the program efforts were
to endure.

Phase

2 -

Establishment of a change relationship . --Consultation

with Dr. Daniel C. Jordan at the University of Massachusetts convinced town planners that the AN IS A model was indeed comprehensive
and appeared suited to the town’s needs.

Subsequent meetings of

town planners with Dr. Jordan established a collaborative relation-

ship for planning to demonstrate the AN ISA model as a Title III
project.

Phase

3 -

Clarification of the client system's problem. --In

December, 1972, the Board of Education formally committed itself to

further explorations of the ANISA model and the preparation of a
formal Title III proposal.

Initial strategy was to develop a three

year roll-up plan (a plan to move the program up through the grades)
involving grades K through

2,

grades

3

through 5, and grades 6

through 8 in years 1972 through ^975, respectively.

This proposed

strategy recognized the widespread acceptance of the ANISA conincorcepts beyond the early childhood staff and their desire to

porate ANISA concepts into their teaching practices.

However, in
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January, 1973, Dr. Jordan advised that such

strategy was inconsistent with the

All ISA

a

rapid leap-frog

model; that it would be

best to implement ANXSA with the very youngest children; thereby
the program would evolve one year at a time.
Phase 4 - Establishing goals and intentions of action . —Based

on Dr. Jordan's advice, a plan of action was developed and shared

with the early childhood faculty.

This plan called for a three

year program of teacher education and program implementation be-

ginning with pre-school and kindergarten, followed by the first
grade and then the second grade levels.

The initial Title

in

pro-

posal established goals and intentions of action by identifying the

two major goals of the ANISA model which included

a

process model

of change for implementing the ANISA program, and as was stated pre-

viously, the application of the ANISA model to early childhood

education.
veloped.

During 1973-74, the major goals were accepted as deOne change was made to involve all staff in the first and

second grades.

The existing organizational structure of East and

West Schools required this change.

Children were no longer organised

according to grade level but multi-age grouping was used involving

individualized instruction.

This precluded any grade level dis-

tinction for a year-by-year programatic roll-up of the program from
one grade level to the next.
and approved.

The Title III proposal was submitted

Contractual arrangements were established with the

University of Massachusetts for training purposes.

The Board of

beginning
Education approved the program which was to be implemented
in June, 1973.
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Phase 5 - The transformation of Intentions Into actual change
efforts . —The change efforts began with the six week pre-service

program at the University of Massachusetts.

Most of the intentions

as specified in the initial proposal were implemented with a few

exceptions, one of which was limited use of external process ob-

servers during the year with significantly expanded plans for Dr.

Blanchard during 1974-75.

(The use of process consultants was

written into the original grant proposal.

It was not until the

author, who was hired as a process consultant during the academic

year 1974-75, that this aspect of the grant developed.)

The

Learning Competency Teams at both nursery schools and kindergarten
levels functioned effectively with actual outcomes approximating

theoretical expectations— representing movement to Phase 5.

These

teams had, to some degree, already moved into Phase 6; they were

generalizing and stabilizing many of the changes required by the

ANISA model.

Need for reinforcement through pre-service still

existed; however, these sub-systems moved toward Phase
a terminal relationship.

7

— achieving

It was notable that for 1974- 75, the

staffs for the six and seven year old children at East and West

Schools were working through Phases

2

and 3.

-Phase 6 - The generalization and stabilization of change.

During 1974-75 it was expected that the nursery and kindergarten

teams would move comfortably into this phase.

The program was

of the
developed as planned— well within theoretical expectations

ANISA model

before
This program was to be monitored very closely
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decisions were made that involved commitment on the part of the
whole school system to the ANISA model.

One option receiving con-

siderable attention was to stabilize the change process at the

early childhood level by full refinement of ANISA before expanding
to the upper levels.
Phase 7 - Achieving a terminal relationship . —As anticipated,

there was a great deal of dependence on Dr. Jordan and his team

during the first year.

While the improved competence of the

Principal, Project Director, and Learning Competency Teams were

manifest, the problem still existed of developing an in-house

trainer for greater local autonomy.

The cumulative effect of

training efforts moved the early childhood staff in the direction
of greater independence although they were far from achieving a

terminal relationship.

For example, during 1974-75, a four week

rather than a six week pre-service program was planned; a more
efficient in-service program was also developed relying more heavily

on local staff.

Other supportive help was considered for the ANISA

staffs from the Ford Foundation, National Institute of Education,
etc.

These efforts were in the direction of developing the most

intensive ANISA intervention to allow the town to achieve more

quickly an independent and terminal relationship to ANISA staff.

Pr a view- Summary of Consultant's

General Approach to Her Role

As previously noted, the author's role as P-C involved

model of
facilitating the changes involved in adopting the ANISA
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education and initiating changes in terms of modifying the group
process of the respective teams of teachers, the Steering Committee,
and the in-service programs.

The consultant’s sequential approach

to her general role can best be described in terms of Schein’s (1969)

seven stages of process consultation (as explained in Chapter 2).
Before proceeding to the individual case studies which are

extremely detailed, it will be useful for the reader to have an
overall view of the consultant's approach to her role during the
year.

Initial Contract

The initial contract between the consultant and the school
system came in the form of a phone call from the Project Director

who was actively seeking a process consultant.

Because of his

prior experience and extensive background in organizational de-

velopment, he clearly understood the nature of the P-C and the

contributions a P-C could make to the various group processes
involved in the implementation of the ANISA project.
His major reason for seeking a P-C was to facilitate the

learning of group process skills by individual teachers in order

to make them more effective teachers and to provide them with the
skills for the implementation of the ANISA model.

In addition, he

believed a F-C vculd be useful in helping the Early Childhood
Principal deal more effectively with the teaching staffs of the

various schools under her administrative responsibility*
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Defining the Relationship, Formal Contract, and Psychological Contract

On July 25, 1975, the consultant met with the Project Director
for the first time.

At the meeting the formal contract was agreed

upon and the Project Director provided the consultant with

a clear

statement of what he expected her role to be, the procedures to be
followed, and the objectives to be achieved.

following specific objectives:

He mentioned the

to develop team leadership and team

dynamics; to clarify tasks; to mobilize a group for decision-making;
to understand leadership and followership; to practice giving feed-

back to each other and to the leader.

As a by-product the teachers

would understand the use of groups with children and would hopefully

develop greater self-understanding in the classroom.
At a later date the Project Director and the consultant dis-

cussed at greater length the goals and objectives that should be
pursued, and mutually agreed upon the following:

East School
1.

To enhance working relationships within the teams and

between the team leaders.
2.

To integrate secretary and aides into the staff; no

status differences.

West School
1.

To assist the staff in understanding and being more

perceptive about group process.
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Kindergarten
1.

To prepare the kindergarten teachers for possible

dissolving of their team (i.e., the possibility of dividing
the kindergarten classes and integrating them with grades

1

and 2

at East and West Schools).
2.

To'

facilitate kindergarten teachers feeling a part of

the Early Childhood Education team-five, six and seven year olds.

Steering Committee
1.

To process observe and give feedback at the Steering

Committee meetings.

In General
1.

To facilitate

a team feeling within the whole Early Childhood

Education staff which included the Early Childhood Principal,
teachers, aides, secretaries and specialists.

Following the meeting with the Project Director, the consultant
met with the Early Childhood Principal in order to begin establishing
a relationship and in order to obtain her evaluation of the situa-

tion at each of the respective schools.

The information obtained

from the Principal about the individual schools will be reported in
the respective case studies in Chapter 4.

Selecting a Set ring and a Method of Work

The primary setting for the process consultant was the regularly scheduled meetings of the various groups to whom she had been
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assigned.

The method of work involved primarily observation
and

group discussion within the context of formal meetings.

These

methods were supplemented at various points during the year
by
informal interviews.

Data Gathering

There are basically three methods by which a consultant gathers
data:

(1) direct observation;

(2) individual or group interviews,

and (3) questionnaires or survey instruments.

used in this case study was direct observation.

The primary method
Informal inter-

views were used to establish relationships with people, and to
get a feel for what things were going well or poorly in their work,
and in what ways group members wanted to see things changed.

Questionnaires were used initially with some groups to find out
what areas of group process they were most interested in learning
(see Case Study on kindergarten and V/est).

Other questionnaires

were used primarily as diagnostic tools to look at group effectiveness.

The instruments used were:

(1) Warren Bennis' Organizational

Development Scale , (2) Edgar Schein's Rating Group Effectiveness ,
(3) Schmuck and Runkel's Group Effectiveness Instrument ,

(4)

National

Training Laboratories' Group Growth Evaluation , (5) Matt Miles'
Planning for Learning , (6) Instrument designed by the consultant
for use as an evaluation tool by the Steering Committee at the^r

process workshop, and (7) Instrument designed by the Research

Director of the school system to evaluate the in-service programs.
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Intervent lor.3

The consultant used the following major types of Interventions:
(1) agenda-setting,

(2) observation feedback, and (3) coaching and

counseling both individuals and groups.

Evaluation of Results
The results of the consultant’s interventions and process

consultation were evaluated on the basis of observed changes in
groups and individual behavior and feedback received from a

questionnaire evaluating the performance of the consultant.

The

results of the evaluation questionnaire are reported in Chapter 6:
Evaluation and Analysis of the Role of the Process Consultant,

Disengagement
Disengagement of this particular process consultant was
dictated by the fact that she could only make a one-year commit-

ment to the position with the school system.

At the end of her

contract, however, another process consultant was hired to con-

tinue this aspect of the ANISA project.

Consequently, disengage-

ment had not been achieved at the time the present author left
the school system.

Eventually a permanent employee of the school

system wa s trained to take over sane of the functions of the process

consultant

CHAPTER

IV

THE VARIOUS ROLES OF A PROCESS CONSULTANT:
PROCESS OBSERVATIONS FROM FIVE CASES

Introduction

As was pointed out in Chapter 3, the author’s role as process

consultant to the school system involved working with:

(1) four

separate teams from individual schools (East School I and II, West
School, and Center School kindergarten)

East School, (3) the

,

(2) the joint staff of the

Steering Committee for the entire ANISA

project, and (4) the ANISA consultants from the University of

Massachusetts in providing an in-service training program to
facilitate the implementation of the ANISA project in the school
system.

Each of these particular responsibilities of the con-

sultant involved meeting with different groups and her role within
and between each of these respective groups was multi-dimensional
in the sense that the role was not limited to being a process con-

sultant within each group, but was expanded to include leadership
and group skill training, the facilitation of inter-group communi-

cations, and the designing of a new in-service model which featured

active participation by teachers.

The author feels that a detailed

description of her experiences will be helpful to individuals who
are considering entering the field of Organizational Development

and Change.
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The process of describing the consultant's multi-dimensional
roles within and between the groups listed above will obviously
be quite lengthy, but necessary for the reader to understand the
full dimensions of the role of

a

process consultant.

Because the members of East School Teams I and II were also

members of the East School staff, no case studies are included
in the dissertation for the individual teams, but the inter-

team relationships are analyzed within the East School staff
case study.
It is important to note that the material presented in the

chapter is the edited process observation notes of the author.

From a methodological standpoint they should be viewed as "field
notes" which are presented as the subjective observations of the

author as they

v/ere

originally made.

No analysis other than

that made by the author in the field is presented in the chapter
to preserve the consistency of the observation data.

Chapter

5

contains an overall summary followed by an analy-

sis of the results of each case study.

The approach being adopted

here closely parallels the methodological approach of Anthropology
•whereby the final "after the fact" analysis is clearly differen-

tiated from the field observations of the original investigator.
In this manner, subsequent researchers may view the field
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observations as original data against which they can evaluate any

theory which has been derived from the data.
Because the author’s role of process consultant involved

working with

5

distinct groups, it was felt that her experiences

could best be described by treating each group as

a

separate case

The case study approach seemed particularly appropriate

study.

for the following reasons:
1.

There was considerable variation among groups as to both

their purpose and composition (i.e., three of the groups were

relatively small teams of teachers while the Steering Committee
was much larger and was composed of both teachers and adminis-

trators and the in-service training program involved an even
larger group composed of all individuals within the school system

involved in the ANISA project).
2.

The time spent by the consultant with each group varied

considerably.
3.

Since there was considerable difference in the purpose

and function of various groups, the instruments used to measure

the perceptions and reactions of each group varied according to
the purpose for which the group was formed.
4.

Since the author's role as process consultant involved

many hours of meetings and contacts, the resulting information
would be overwhelming unless organized on an individual group
basis
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Each case study will describe in chronological
order the

meetings of the particular group over the school
year.

In addition

to the meetings themselves, the case studies will
describe the

interaction the consultant had with the members of the group.
(In some cases, the consultant had interaction with
individual

members of the group independent of the group meetings.)
the groups varied by purpose and function

arvi

Since

since the author

was more involved with some groups than others, there is consider-

able difference in the amount and type of information collected
by group.

Consequently, the format of the case studies will differ

accordingly, with some case studies being more detailed than others.

Case Study Number

1 -

Steering Committee

Function and Composition
Steering Committee, the administrative group of the ANISA project,
met bi-monthly to determine the direction ANISA would follow in the
schools.

The chairperson of the Steering Committee was the ANISA

Project Director who was also Director of Pupil Services and Special
Education.

Other members of the committee were the Superintendent,

the Research Coordinator, the ANISA consultant from the University

of Massachusetts, the Early Childhood Principal, the Upper Elementary

School Principal and teacher representatives from Center School
kindergarten, East and West Schools, and Cooperative and First

Church Nursery Schools.
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Objectives of the Process Consultant

The author's role in this group was to serve as their
process
observer.

During the first three meetings I simply observed, took

process notes and following the meeting gave feedback to the
Project

Director who led the meetings.

In subsequent meetings I gave feed-

back to the group, trained the group in process skills and used
va-.

ious instruments to assist the group in understanding themselves

as they operated.

The task effectiveness of the group was also

rated.

My objective for the year was to sufficiently familiarize the
members of the committee with the techniques of group process so
that they could eventually do their own group processing without the
aid of a process consultant.

Since the committee included all persons who were responsible
for introducing the ANISA model into the school system, this case
study provides the best overview of what was happening in the school

system during the year and hence it is presented first.

Because

the meetings usually lasted two hours (in contrast to the individual

team meetings which typically ran 30 to 60 minutes), the descriptions
of the individual meetings are longer and more detailed than those
of the meetings described in subsequent case studies.

We now turn to a summary of the individual meetings.
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Observations from Individual Meetings

September 26

Content.—The meeting began at 2:30 in the town hall.

Members

were seated at a long table (see seating chart) with the Project
Director, who was Chairperson, seated at the end of the table.

ANXSA high-nutritional snacks, usually fresh fruit such as apples
and oranges, were provided in addition to coffee and tea.

The

major portion of the meeting dealt with the in-service program and

who should plan in-service.

A committee was suggested to plan for

in-service, but that was later tabled in favor of keeping it the

Steering Committee's responsibility.

During the meeting the following decisions were made:

(1)

to

have a content/process model design for in-service, (2) to work with
each school site to try to meet

its

needs, and (3) to evaluate

and provide feedback.

Communication .

—The

feeling/tone of the meeting was friendly,

helpful, concerned, open to sharing both problems and possible

solutions.

The gro\ip was cohesive in terms of group development.

They had goals and a purpose.
Early in the discussion on in-service training the Superintendent,
Project Director, ANISA consultant, Principal and teacher representing
expressed
West seemed to have the most influence on the group as they

their ideas.

There was considerable note-taking, eye contact, and

other.
nodding to indicate they were listening and hearing each
of the Upper
responding during this exchange was the Principal

Not

ee

Elementary School and the nursery school representative.

The

directionality of the conversation went from the leader to the
group, individual members to the leader and individual members
to

the AN IS A consultant.

Communication pattern late in the meeting:

Director of
Research

4:00 - 4:10

Principal

Kindergarten Teacher

West
Principal
Early Childhood

East

Process Observer

Nursery School Teacher

Superintendent

ANISA Consultant

Leadership . --The Project Director started the meeting by introducing the process observer.

In a very democratic leadership style

the Project Director read the agenda and suggested that the group

feel free to add to it as they went along.

In addressing old

business he suggested the highest priority be to meet the needs of
the staff.

His concern for meeting their needs appeared several

times during the meeting.

The Superintendent, although not the chairperson at the meeting,
seemed strongly in control and r Q -emp'nasized the need to be closely
in touch with how the teachers were thinking.

needs of the teachers."

"Pay attention to the
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The Project Director and the Superintendent assuned the major
leadership roles of giving and coordinating information although
several others, in the group had information to share.

The Super-

intendent evaluated ideas on several occasions while the Project
Director harmonized and kept the "gate open" for everyone to
participate.

At one point the Superintendent brought

a

silent

Upper Elementary Principal into the discussion with questions.

Maintenance roles were played as people seemed to listen and to

hear each other.

A nursery school teacher felt comfortable saying,

"I didn’t understand what you said."

The silence by some members

could be interpreted as consent more than disagreement or disinterest.

The Project Director summarized at the end of the in-service

discussion.

Observer Reaction —The Project Director had a high need for a
.

process implementation with particular emphasis on problem solving
and interpersonal skills.

He felt it was necessary for teams to

become involved with the process if the model was to remain#

As a

result, he was concerned that there be a combined focus on content/

process at the next in-service.

The Principal's primary need was for teachers to internalize
theory so they would know how to implement the model.

The Research

Coordinator was interested in "how to combine process and content."
it
Put in terms or leadership style (defined above in Chapter 3),

on.
would be high task moving more into relationships later

The

opportunity to
Superintendent wanted to make sure everyone had an

es

to have their needs discussed.

to the needs by site.

He felt it was Important to listen

The teacher from West felt it was Important

to feel comfortable about what they were doing.

group the more we learn.

1'

’The smaller the

The consultant from the ANISA staff was

concerned about the number of staff working at each site.

October 10
Content. --The meeting scheduled to start at 2:30 did not begin

until 2:55.

This meeting was primarily

service held October 10.

a

discussion of the in-

In svmmary, these comments were mostly

negative about the in-service program.

At West they felt the ex-

perts were negative in tone, making the teachers feel uncomfortable—
the teachers wanted more practical ideas rather than theoretical
ideas.

At East the overall feeling was not quite as negative al-

though they felt discouraged and that they were being asked to do
so much.

The Project Director summarized and said, "Is it fair to

say the in-service did not meet the needs of the teachers?"

From all these negative comments it was decided that they were
"moving too far forward too fast."

"We are caught up in theory."

There needed to be better diagnosis on the part of consultants—
to reinforce positive things taking place.

From here it was de-

cided to set one or two goals for each team for the in-service
programs.

"If ooals are not

met.-

do it over uyain."

A decision

language.
was made to shake down ANISA theory into practical

B9

Communication.

—All

members participated in the discussion and

seemed totally involved in the process.
v:ere

The lines of communication

between and among members.

Research Director
West

Kindergarten
Teacher

x

Principal

x

Process Observer

x

Superintendent

Last 10 minutes
of meeting

East

AN IS A Consultant

Many feelings were expressed during this meeting.
"Whatever we were doing wasn't right.

West teacher:

I'm working day and night."

As she spoke, she used her hands effectively, talked to Project

Director and the group as a whole.
couraged; what can I do?"

with what we are doing."

East teacher:

"I felt dis-

"There's no more time and so many changes
"It somewhat met our needs.

However, we

"We can't do this, so one

were somewhat positively discouraged."

must pace oneself."

The climate for communication was

a

trusting

one— trusting

enough so people felt secure to say what they felt, particularly
in giving negative feedback and expressing feelings about the in-

service program

Leadership . —The Project Director displayed maintenance skills
in taping the meeting for the people not present, in particular the

Early Childhood Principal.

The Research Coordinator summarized,

clarified and kept the gate open for future questioning.

He

further suggested that there was a communications problem and feedback was necessary to consultants and to the Steering Ccmroittce.
He recommended that the Steering Committee be more careful in

selecting consultants to make sure they could handle the problems
identified by the Steering Committee.

Observer Reaction .—This seemed to be an intense meeting with

many feelings expressed.

I was pleased when the Superintendent

commented to me following the meeting that he appreciated the
role I played in the first in-service.

In comparison, he felt the

other consultants were direct, talked too much, and said things

that were 30 years old.

November 7
Co ntent.

— Again

the meeting scheduled to begin at 2:30 started

at 2:55.

Informal talk occurred prior to the beginning of the

meeting.

At this meeting the author vised materials and instruments

provided by the Research Director of the school system.

I looked

primarily to the communication problems, participation, and the
roles people played in groups, in addition to the climate.

(See

Appendix III for Observer form.)
Communication.-- The meeting -ook place
1

conference room.

xii

the high school

The tables were not arranged in an ideal manner,

during tne
but ventilation was good and there were no distractions

meeting .

The emotional climate was accepting, non-evaluative,
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friendly, informal and the members appeared to feel
secure.

The

goals, which in this case was the agenda, were realistic
except

that the time was cut down by starting late.

Twice I charted communication patterns, once at the beginning
and once toward the end of the meeting.

2:55 - 3:00
Research Director

West

First Church
Nursery School

Upper Elan. Rep.
Early Childhood Principal

Co-op Nursery
School

Principal Upper Elem.
School

Process Observer
East

Superintendent x

x Kindergarten

As can be seen by the chart, the Project Director spoke several times

primarily giving information to the group.
During the latter part of the meeting from 4:10 to 4:20 commun-

ication patterns occurred more between and among group members.

Project Director

Research Director

West
First Church
Nursery School

Upper Elem. Rep.
Early Childhood Principal

Co-op Nursery
School

-

Principal Upper Elem.
School

Process Observer
East

Superintendent x

x Kindergarten
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There was still considerable communication to and through the
Project Director although others had input to decisions also.

Non-verbal communication as observed through eye contact and
attention following indicated the group was very involved in the
process.

Leadership . —The status figures, or authority figures by virtue
of their position powers were the Porject Director, the Superintendent,
the Research Coordinator and the Early Childhood Principal.

Observer Reaction .

—The

major portion of the author's observa-

tions included checking the mmber of times each group member re-

sponded in task or maintenance roles during a 30-minute period.

This helped the group to look at what roles were present, over
supplied, or non-existent in the group.

The results of this check

showed the Project Director, the Early Childhood Principal, the

Superintendent, the Research Coordinator and the teacher representing
West School played the majority of task roles.

November 26
Content .—This meeting marks the point at which the author's
role changed dramatically from passive process observer to active

process consultant.

At the beginning of the meeting it was de-

cided that the group have a chairman, recorder and process observer
to work as a tea™.

I suggested that in addition to process ob-

might
serving I would like to teach them some skills so that they
skills in the
be able to process their own group and to use these
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other groups in which they are members,

I asked the committee

how much time they might want to devote to learning process skills
(i.e., half a meeting, every other week, once a month, etc.).

The

response from the group was favorable and I put together a proposal for the next meeting.

The committee then moved on to the planned agenda.

The first

decision to come before the group had to do with the nutrition
policy.

Since the rest of the group was not particularly inter-

ested, the Project Director made the decision himself to have the

Research Director meet with other representatives to draft a policy

The group then addressed the two major decision-making

statement.

problems on the agenda:

(1) the fact that rhe teaching specialists

(i.e., art, music, physical education, etc.) were not represented

on the Steering Committee and (2) whether or not to reaffirm the
previously decided policy of integrating 5, 6 and 7 year olds at
each of the three elementary schools (i.e., Center School kindergarten.

East and West Schools).

Communication . —The West representative described the problem
of the specialists not being represented on the Steering Committee.

The Research Director, the Project. Director, the kindergarten
representative, the Early Childhood Principal all clarified and

elaborated by saying ’’there were ten specialists who are feeling
left out.”

They needed to be Included in an in-service even though

they were not available until 3:30.
veloped,

sur-h

Alternative solutions were de-

specialists
as the idea of having liaisons with the

represented by buildings.

The Research Director kept the dis-

cussion relevant by suggesting that
the specialists' point of view.

a

person be selected to represent

Summarizing the discussion, the

Project Director suggested that each specialist be assigned to

member from the Steering Committee.

a

To test the consequences of

proposed solutions and to test responsibility and commitment to the
emerging decision, the Project Director began assigning Steering

Committee representatives to the teachers.

The final decision-making

produced a list of the names of all specialists and which representatives from the Steering Committee would be responsible for conveying

information and acting as liaison persons to the particular specialists.

The entire process took 15 minutes.

During this whole decision-

making process the Superintendent and the Elementary School Principal
showed very low interest.

The second decision-making process concerning the integration of
5, 6 and

7

year olds took approximately 45 minutes.

Clarifying and

elaborating questions were asked by the kindergarten and West representatives.

The Project Director talked about Board policy and regu-

lations and recommended that the Steering Committee recommend the
same as the previous year.

As the questions were being discussed,

the Superintendent cut off the Early Childhood Principal when she
was adding discussion about

a

particular child.

He continued the

discussion elaborating on the kindergarten program saying that both
additional space and teachers would be necessary.
the point of view of the Board of Education.

He spoke from
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The Project Director then asked if they wanted to take this
problem back to the team, followed by the Research Director asking
if they didn't need time to think about it.

In testing the re-

sponsibility and commitment to the emerging decision the Project
Director said, "Is it the pleasure of the group to bring this back
to the team or to decide now?"

The decision was finally made to

freeze movement and then address the problem through the inservice program.

During the decision-making process the Project Director had to

bring the group back time and again to the issue and then attempted
to bring closure to it by saying, "Are we ready to endorse?"

As

can be seen by the previous discussion, this decision was not an
easy one and it finally ended by simply reiterating Board policy

on early admissions and "rolling" children into the next level
when the student was considered "ready."
Leadership .

—The

Project Director, as leader of the group,

played his usual role of high task/high relationships.
the Research Director kept the group on task.

Both he and

The Superintendent

in one instance "put the project director down" and in general

maintained his role as an authority figure.

The Principal, on

the other hand, appeared to wander off the topic from time to time.

Observer Reaction .

—I

process of decision-making.

used the meeting time to observe the

The meeting went till after 5:00 p.m.

During my report out session, I began by asking them what they

thought about the decision-making process.

I went on to make
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process observations about the two Important decisions made by the
group.

December 18
Content .

'

—The

meeting started at 3:00 p.m.

The group norm

seemed to be that the group started later each time.

Even though

some people arrived at 2:30 p.m. the meeting never started until

much later.

The agenda included the nutrition program, scholarships

for nursery school, planning the agenda for the next meeting, and
the role of the specialists in the Steering Committee.

Communication . --The Project Director talked about the nutrition
program and as he did he gave clear statements on goals, behavioral
The research Director continued

objectives and policy statements.

embellishing this topic and the need for biological potentiality.

The Early Childhood Principal continued the discussion.

As she

did, she used her hands to get the attention of the group.

was no discussion from teachers.

There

The topic moved from here to one

about the Very Early AN ISA Program

—only

the Superintendent and the

Project Director talked about this from their position of power to

make decisions.
In general the tone of the meeting during the discussion on

in-service program for specialists was one of putting down.

The

Elementary School representative gave negative comments about

r

were
specialist from her school, the Superintendent said there
it up
words floating around us, and the West representative summed
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by saying, "They [ANISA consultants] are doing the best they can,

but we are asking for something they can't deliver."

When the agenda item moved to scholarships, the Project
Director reviewed for the Superintendent where they were in the

meeting by clarifying issues, playing as he did a maintenance role.
He also brought the Superintendent coffee, again showing maintenance.

However, the Superintendent came back with a put down

statement:

"You read the books, I don't."

During this period of

time the other members of the committee seemed interested, but

were not verbally involved nor did they contribute to the discussion.
In another maintenance tension-relieving statement, the Project

Director told a Joke to illustrate the point.

The tension had

been high in the group and this seemed appropriate.

Following

the discussion ensuing between nursery school and kindergarten
teachers and the Early Childhood Principal about scholarships the
Project Director then summarized.

As the people talked members of

the Steering Committee looked at the Director.

He then summarized

again and added information.
A decision was made to spend the next meeting discussing

theoretical and philosophical issues around ANISA.

Teachers

representing each of the three ANISA sites in addition to the
process observer would plan this meeting.

Later in the meeting

when discussing the in-service program for specialists the Project
Director told the Early Childhood Principal, "I find you critical
of a meeting you didn't attend."

More interaction occurred between
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the Director and the Early Childhood Principal about working with

the University of Massachusetts on a proposal about specialists.

Again West commented that the University was reluctant to say
they couldn't do something.

Finally the Project Director made

the decision to send the specialists to a meeting at the University.

Leadership .-- During this meeting the author concentrated on
observing the leadership style of the Superintendent:
peculiar type of leadership.

He had a

At one point during the meeting he

said, "May I make a dig?" when referring to an item he did not

remember.

As he spoke his head was down, his eyes were shifting,

and his hands were on his head.

In a tired, monotonous voice

which was difficult for the group to follow, he spoke about

building training programs around the needs of teachers and the
things that would make their life easier.

On occasions he would put on his "black hat," as he referred
to it, and gave negative reasons why a particular project would

not work, thus justifying why he would put a project or in some
cases a person down.

On other occasions he would insert process

comments such as he did in

th5_s

meeting when he asked the Research

Director if he wanted to say something.

He seemed sensitive to

.

the Researcher's need to discuss an issue and seemed genuinely

interested in what this person wanted to share with the group.

Observer Reaction . —My reaction was as before

— it

was an us /them

feeling and the teachers and the ANISA consultant were not working
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together as a team for similar goals.

The teachers seemed to project

their feelings of frustration on the ANISA staff for not sufficiently

providing them with answers as to how to implement ANISA in the
,

classroom.

I

saw them as looking outward for the consultants to

tell them rather than looking at the philosophy and what they had

learned in training and applying this to their own particular class-

room situation.

January 16
Content .

—The

meeting was changed to start at 3:00 and ac-

cording to the kindergarten teacher this time seemed more comfortable.
As the Project Director opened the meeting he restricted the meeting

to the philosophy issue.
As a result of a prior meeting between the three representative

schools and the consultant, the following format had been decided
upon.
was:

The overall goal for addressing the topic of ANISA philosophy
"What does ANISA theory mean to me."

presentation of an overview of ANISA

— 15

The format was:

a

minutes; followed by each

person from the committee directing different questions pertaining
to the various aspects of the theory.

Approximate time limits were

set and a format for the meeting had been mailed out to each person
in advance.

Communicat ion . --Each teacher representative presented an
aspect of ANISA theory to the group, commenting on what ANISA
theory meant to them.

Because the teachers had prepared and were

administrators.
leading the group, they were more outspoken than the
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^£cidershii£.-Jrhe leadership rotated among the three
teacher

representatives who had prepared the agenda.

All three teachers

who presented material performed effectively in the leadership
role.

Observer R eaction .— —My role during this meeting was to record

on newsprint the discussion by the group.

This was then typed up

and distributed to members in the form of Steering Committee notes

from this meeting.

This was the first meeting that the teachers

assumed the leadership role.

It was clear that the administrators

were impressed by the teachers' knowledge of ANISA philosophy and

understanding of the ANISA project goals.

January 21
Summary of Meeting . --The meeting was devoted to a training
session on group process lead by the author.

The training session

emphasized the dimensions of group process (i.e., leadership,
communications, decision-making, roles people play in groups, and

non-verbal communication) through a lecture tte given by the consultant.

A simulation exercise provided an opportunity to practice

the new learned theory of process observation.

The rules of

feedback were discussed and feedback was given to both individuals
and groups.

See Chapter 5 for participant evaluation of the workshop.

February 7

Content.—The Project Director started the meeting by calling
for the tabled agenda.

The group then drew an agenda for this

meeting and the Project Director arbitrarily prioritized the agenda
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according to "your needs."

The discussion centered around feedback

from the February 4 in-service.

The meeting quickly evolved into

real "crisis meeting" with various committee members questioning

a

the value and/or feasibility of the entire AN ISA project.
result, no decisions were made at the meeting.

As a

The group spent

the entire meeting talking about in-service and had not touched on

the other seven agenda items.

Because of the crisis nature of the

meeting, it will be described at length in the Communication
section.

The reader is asked to note especially the positions

taken by the representatives from the various schools since
this will be useful in understanding the subsequent individual

school case studies.

Communication . —The Communication section is presented pri-

marily as a running dialogue so that the reader can capture the
flavor as well as the communication patterns of the meeting.

The kindergarten representative started the discussion by
giving a positive evaluation of the February 4 in-service (which
covered the philosophy and principles of ANISA).

East representa-

tives saw it as structured and giving a false impression, although

positive in tone.
anxious."

"Not the way it really is, we are tense and

West, on the other hand, said it was positive and good

to hear what everyone was doing.

things."

"However, we are net doing new

The Project Director inquired about the goal of the

meeting, but said it sounded like a fairly good meeting.

The

kindergarten teacher said she felt "depressed by negativism and

1C2

wondered how they could move out of negativism into positivism."
She felt each team must internalize the theory and move it into
the right direction.

West expanded this concern about responding

positively to parents in the community and that in some ways she
felt AN1SA might be hurting their volunteer program.

The Re-

search Director talked about the cohesiveness in meeting as a

group and felt the Early Childhood staff must meet to have cohesion and an understanding for key concepts,

"AN ISA is a way of

thinking."

More discussion ensued particularly by the West representative
who confused ANISA philosophy with practice and wondered if at this

point this was the best they could do.

She spoke in a defensive

tone of voice and asked, "Is this ANISA?"

The Project Director

elaborated and said, 'Technique is not ANISA."

He continued to

control the direction of the meeting by asking all the questions.

His style also was to control the amount of time spent on each
issue.

As a result of this the group moved off on tangents on

several occasions.

In an attempt to convince East and West about

the merits of ANISA he took up a great deal of the time.

He was

backed up by the ANISA consultant, but try as they may, they did
not convince East end West representatives about the merits of

AN ISA .

They only saw the problems of implementing ANISA in the

classroom.
ANISA.

The Project Director set himself up as an authority on

All comments and decisions went through him.
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Discussion continued on in-service training and who should
plan the in-service.

The Research Director brought up how awkward

it was for the total group to do the planning.

ion.

I supported this opin-

The kindergarten representative felt it consolidated team

barriers by planning with representatives from each team.

The

Project Director again added comments followed by the ANISA con-

sultant who talked on implementation.

She felt this should not

be contracted for and that the "nuts and bolts" of the in-service

should be planned by the local people.

Last minute planning was

not enough time for the ANISA consultant.

After more discussion

between the ANISA consultant and Project Director, the Research
Coordinator made the recommendation to delegate in-service.

The

Superintendent said he didn't follow what was being said and felt
he had a need for the "folder stuff ers" to relate to this.

In

other words, he meant the teachers who were not at the meeting.

He asked East and West if they felt that knowledgeable and said
that the group essentially was "not at the basis of the problem."
In a dialogue between the teachers and the ANISA consultant the

question finally arose, "Do the teachers want ANISA?"

The Super-

intendent then asked the group, "Do the rank and file want it?"

The West representative, in an emotionally -charged statement,
wanted to know if they were changing for the sake of changing and
asked for help in this process.

The Early Childhood Principal felt

it was important that these needs have an input and that innovations

laid on classrooms go flat.

The ANISA consultant moved to neutralize

the emotionally -charged situation and said there were many ways to

do AN ISA things, one of which was to address the frustrations of

stuffing folders in an in-service program.

The Superintendent leveled with the group and spoke of love,
understanding, and learning how to cooperate.
"Why are we doing this?"

He asked the question,

West who was being heard and understood

for the frustrations she expressed certainly influenced the group.
She felt their need for greater communication of needs between ad-

ministration and teachers.

In an effort to push for some kind of

decision, the Research Coordinator wanted to know as a member of

Steering Committee just where the in-service could go.

Again con-

cerned with the individual needs of teachers, the Superintendent
did not want the innovation to "bomb out" because of not meeting

individual needs.

The Project Director asked the group, "Is this

group prepared to delegate?"

Again no decision was made and the

administrators continued to talk amongst themselves.

The Super-

intendent brought up the Harvard Evaluation of what should and what
should not be done.

This was then followed by the ANISA consultant

who spoke of teacher needs, model needs, administration needs, and

whether the system wanted it.
implementation.

Then she told of how to move towards

The Research Coordinator talked about being pro-

fessional and meeting individual needs as well as teacher needs-"heads with direction."

As he spoke he smiled and used his hands.

members
He did not have as much influence in the group as other

during this particular decision-making process.

1C5

Leadership .

— During

this discussion it wa 3 evident that the

Project Director was the leader.

The members supporting each other

and ANISA were the Project Director, kindergarten representative,

Research Coordinator, ANISA consultant, Superintendent, end the two
nursery school representatives.

Those members having definite

questions about ANISA were the West, East, and the Upper Elementary

representatives.

The Upper- Elementary School Principal said nothing

and thus it was hard to decide exactly where he stood on the issue.

The Superintendent talked as if he were the authority, said to
the ANISA consultant, "I'm not faulting you, but were you

.

.

.?"

This style of leadership immediately put the ANISA consultant on
the defensive and she responded by:

(1) clarifying the purpose,

(2) defending her position and speaking of the content of a partic-

ular letter that was written, and (3) giving an explanation of

individualization.

Observer Reaction .

—I

commented on the fact that meetings have

endings and that the group must keep within time frames to accomplish
the task.

There were several hidden agendas being pushed during

this meeting; I talked about what I felt they were:

The Project

Director's agenda to push for implementation of ANISA; the Research

Coordinator's agenda to duplicate the workshop he had attended
with the developer of ANISA present; the kindergarten representative wanting positive ness to come out of ANISA, the ANISA con-

sultant wanting direction to plan in-service, and the Superintendent

concerned about what form ANISA would take next year.

There was

considerable talk between administrators and no one seemed to
pick up on the fact that two members of Steering Committee had
said nothing.

/

I said I felt it was the group’s responsibility to

do something about those members who did not talk (Upper Elementary

Principal and nursery school representative).

There was further

discussion and agreement about the hidden agenda items, but no
one commented on the participation issue.

March 13
Content . --The meeting again started 15 minutes late despite
the fact that the time had been moved up from 2:30 to 3:00 p.m.

The group norm was to begin late.

At the beginning of the meeting

the West representative suggested setting time limits and prioritizing

the agenda.

team at West.
time limits.

She had picked this idea up from my work with their

The group agreed and organized the agenda around the
Orie

person commented, however, that when time limits

were set the persons with the leadership/resources did most of the
talking.
Communication . --The general atmosphere of the group was in-

formal, cooperative, supportive and permissive.

The quantity and

quality of the work in terms of accomplishment of task was high.

The goals and methods were clear as stated in the agenda.
In analyzing who makes what kind of contribution, during a

specific 45 minute period, it was observed that the Project Director
gave
initiated (3) times, sought information and opinions (4) times,

information and opinions (6) times, clarified and elaborated

(5)
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tiroes,

summarized (1) time,

relevant behavior.

took;

consensus (1) tlme--all task

He also facilitated an open, sharing climate by

asking one representative if she would like to attend Board
meetings.
West representative— initiated (1), and sought information
(1)

Kindergarten representative— sought information (1), gave
information and opinion (1), clarified and elaborated (1)

Co-op Nursery School representative— sought information, opinions
(2), gave information, opinions (1), clarified/elaborated (1),

and set standards (1)

Upper Elementary representative

— sought

information (1)

ANISA consultant—gave information (2) and clarified (1)
Upper Elementary Principal— sought information (1) and gave

information and opinions (1)

Superintendent

— sought

information, opinions (1), gave informa-

tion, opinions (2), and clarified and elaborated (1)

Early Childhood Principal— gave information, opinions (1)
East representative—made no comments

The following chart was constructed from a communications
check which covered only a portion of the meeting.

Although the

chart shows only a few members talking, most people did talk and

seemed both involved and united in their decision-making.
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Seating Chart:

Kind er gart en

West

Co-op Nursery School

Project Director

East

Principal Early
Childhood

Upper Elementary
Representative

Superintendent

AN ISA Consultant
Upper Elementary Principal

Leadership . --The Project Director was attentive to group
process and supported others.

He was concerned with the topic and

although he talked more than other group members, he still helped
the group complete the task.

Observer Reaction .—The final 30 minutes of the meeting was
set aside for a discussion of group process.

The consultant began

the group process section of the meeting by administering the

Rating Group Effectiveness instrument and then asked the group
members to discuss their individual reaction to seme of the various
questions on the instrument,

(See Chapter 5 for analysis of the

instrument results.)
In regard to the question as to whether group members were

able to freely express their feelings and receive empathetic responses, the Upper Elementary representative said she felt that

only positive statements about ANISA were empathetically received
and that if negative feelings were expressed you were made to feel
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"like you are sticking your neck out."

Another teacher representative

said that the Steering Committee was such a task oriented group that

"sometimes you don't feel like you can say or talk about how you are

feeling about an issue."

The ANISA consultant said some people

don't feel the need to talk at every meeting and that there is a
need for diversity of opinion in groups.
At the end of the group process session the consultant pro-

vided the group with feedback on the quality of their decision-making
process.

My comments were favorable os I pointed out that decisions

were made, consensus was sought and tested, deviant viewpoints were

appreciated and used to improve decisions.

On certain occasions

decisions were made by part of the group (minority rule) and that

silence meant consent by other group members.

It was sometimes dis-

covered that an actual majority was against an idea, but each one

hesitated to speak up because one thought that all the other silent
ones were for it.

Trapped by silence means consent.

Finally, I commented on the various methods of making group

decisions, i.e., (1) lack of group response (plop), (2) authority
rule, (3) minority rule, (4) majority rule, (5) consensus, and (6)

unanimity.

I suggested it might be helpful to take time to agree

on which method to use for what kinds of tasks and in what kinds of
situations.

March 31
Content.

The Project Director began the meeting by asking for
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additional items for the agenda.

Together the group prioritized

the agenda and set time limits.

Several 5-minute items in which

discussion did not have to be made were shared first.
The Co-op Nursery School teacher discussed the format designed for in-service and the very successful results achieved with
this design.

In speaking candidly about in-service, the Co-op

representative said, "It's easy

v/hen

Mary is there" (referring to

my presence in the group in assisting the planning of in-service).

The Early Childhood Principal felt that as long as there was a
representative from Steering Committee to plan in-service, then
this was appropriate.

Basically the in-service was a teacher designed and teacher
implemented training program.

Representatives from each school

were responsible for demonstrating practical application of the

philosophical principles involved in ANISA.

Consultants from the

University served in the role of resource people giving a more indepth view of the particular principle involved.

Concerning the nutrition policy, the Project Director shared
information with the group about the ANISA snack book.

An exchange

occurred between the Early Childhood Principal and the Project
Director and the Project Director replied he had a need "to get it
launched."

Again the Project Director shared information on the

on-site evaluations in a very expressive way.
most con
To the question of early admittance, the three. people

cerned with this issue spoke to the problem:

the Early Childhood
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Principal, the kindergarten teacher and the Project Director.

The

problem seemed to be solved when they realized a prior regulation
existed about this.

The issue of volunteers arose again.

This seemed to be a

perennial problem whether working in teams or in the Steering
Committee as a whole.

Problems involved with working with volunteers

were shared by the West and East representatives and the Early

Childhood Principal.
Evaluation, another issue of concern to the Steering Committee,

brought many reactions by members of the group.

Feelings of dis-

satisfaction with what had been expressed in the report were given
by West, and the Early Childhood Principal stated, "East felt the
same way."

They felt they were being criticized for not doing things

that they actually were doing, but Just had not been seen by the

evaluator on that particular day.

The Project Director summarized

before moving on to a discussion of the Title III grant and the
things to build into the proposal.

A general discussion ensued

again between the three representatives from kindergarten, East and
West about the communication occurring between the University and
the town.

The Superintendent talked to the Project Director in an

attempt to draw out concerns.
and with learning sessions.

Help seemed to be needed with theory
In an attempt to get thoughts out, he

asked the group a question and it fell dead.

When the Project

Director asked specific teachers no one appeared interested; thus
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the Superintendent surunarized, "Let's assume everyone is tired."

The Project Director attacked the same issue from a different
angle.

"What do you want the third year grant to do for you?"

West said, "Helpl"

Kindergarten said, "On-site developer."

The

Superintendent then came up with an alternative of a University
of Massachusetts staff developer and someone from their own staff

to do on-site training.

The

F.ast

criticism of "people coming down."

representative responded with

The West representative could

see this grant money used to buy human time and wanted to go

forward with the program.

"In this model and process implementa-

tion, one should have training skill for the staff members."

"We

never thought about the help Mary could bring us in developing
our own leadership/resources."

My response to this was, "I've

said from the beginning you have the resources to solve your own

problems.

I've been training you in leadership to take over your

own program."
Communicat ion .— Both the Project Director and the ANISA con-

sultant spoke on record-keeping.

Questions and responses came frem

the Early Childhood Principal, the kindergarten, West and East

representatives.

Each time these individuals spoke they looked at

the Project Director.

The Early Childhood Principal and the Project

positions,
Director, seated at opposite ends of the table in command

eye contact to
were more expansive in their talking using hands and

include all the members as they spoke.

In the middle of one dis-

began talking about
cussion the Principal cut off the topic and
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evaluation.

The Superintendent articulated many of his ideas well,

using his hands to talk.

The trust level in the group was moderate openness in the ex-

pression of ideas and for the most part a polite atmosphere.

In

some cases, for example when discussing in-service, the ideas and

opinions were freely expressed with little tension.

Listening

skills were quite high with a high attentiveness to input char-

acterized by paraphrasing, non-defensive questioning and elaboration
of ideas from others.

A potential conflict between the Early

Childhood Principal and the kindergarten teacher was confronted
with disagreements and tensions explored.

Leadership . --The leadership or influence in the group came

primarily from the Project Director, but to a certain extent several
members effectively moved the group toward the achievement of group
objectives.

The level of competence of this group was high.

Members

were well prepared, and there were ample resources (with the ex-

ception of the absent Research Coordinator) and the group had the
task relevant education necessary for completion of group objectives.

Observer Reaction . --During the group process section of the

meeting the consultant stressed the importance of developing the

human resources already available within the school system.
remarks can be summarized as follows:

My

’’People have the ability to

solve their own problems given the proper guidance and support.
in
The resources for the implementation of ANISA are located right
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the school system with the teachers we have here.”

The notion of

an in-house consultant to work closely with the University of

Massachusetts next year to train for the eventual take-over of
staff development is a valid consideration.

In addition a staff

developer could be trained to do process observing and eventually

do this for the school system.
Another consideration is the notion of continual building of

positive self-concept through positive reinforcement.

This follows

along with the ’’releasing of teachers' human potential.”

Strength

training and leadership training for teachers should continue in

an effort to have teachers assime implementation.

Skill training

in group process, leadership, group membership problem solving, and

establishing a helping relationship between people and groups would
all be a part of this.

I pointed out that this philosophy had been

used as the basis for changing the in-service training model (see
In-Service Case Study) to have the teachers themselves design and

implement the program using the University of Massachusetts as a

resource for a more in-depth look at the practical application of

ANISA philosophy.
During the actual meeting (i.e., before the group process
session) the consultant evaluated the maturity level of the Steering

Conmittee us inn the Group Maturity Profile as a guide.
of the committee was as follows*

My evaluation

The level of satisfaction with

interpersonal relationships within the group and the levex of satis-

faction with group performance were high.

The main purpose of the
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group was to exchange information; for example, record keeping, inservice plans, nutrition policy, on-site evaluations, volunteers
and Title III grant.

On certain occasions the group could be

described as a problem-solving group with group interactions aimed
at diagnosis of a problem with possible alternative solutions.

They were an output group to the extent that they had

a

prioritized

agenda, a task clearly defined, and the purpose of the group was to

complete its task as efficiently as possible.

It was a process

group to the extent that relationships within the group took
precedence, particularly at the end of the meeting when the main

purpose of member interaction was to examine how groups function.
Basically the type of decision making was group consensus, the

willingness of all to accept the decision on major issues.

The

norm seemed to be one of starting late, relaxing initially while

waiting for others to arrive.

However, once the group settled

down to the task, they set the agenda, prioritized the agenda for
5

minutes and then set about doing the shorter items first before

getting into problem-solving.
On occasion the group wandered from objectives such as when

the Principal abruptly switched from a discussion on record keeping

to one on evaluation.

On the main, however, the objectives as

stated in the agenda were closely adhered to by group members.

Problem-solving techniques used by the group included an tinderstanding of how a group works.

The ideas generated from the group

wqeq greater than the individuals' ideas.

Thus brainstorming

techniques were appropriately used by this group.
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My thoughts at this time concerning my own role were:
takes a long time to build credibility.

It

The pay-offs for the work

I had done did not occur until much later in the year.

Much of

my work had to be done on the basis of intuition grounded in a
particular philosophy.

When there was

a

need I filled it, by

being sensitive, by listening, and by following through with a
plan of action.

May 6
Content . —"Shorter and shorter, later and later," the Project

Director said as he started the meeting at 3:20 p.m., even though
several members of the committee were not there.

Once begun, how-

ever, the group felt comfortable to add agenda items and to set

time limits.

There was a brief discussion of the April in-service where the
ratings tallied only a fraction lower than at the March meeting.

This was followed by a discussion on handwriting by the teachers
and the AH ISA consultant, summarized by the Project Director.

More

information sharing occurred on the issues of summer school, the

Title III grant proposal, record keeping, the specialist meeting
and a year end gathering for the entire faculty to be held at West

School,

The problems involved in the extension c* ANISA into the bater
Childhood Program were discussed at length.

Agreement was made to

allow third grade teachers to visit East and West and to have a

.
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meeting with second grade parents to inform them of the third grade
program.

The Upper Elementary School Principal asked twice to have

the teachers from East and West come over and see what his teachers

were doing.

Communication . —For the most part, the group showed mild
interest; members were somewhat involved, but not totally.

energy of the group appeared low.

The

At one point the Superintendent

interrupted to ask the guest from the nursery school about how

many parents would be at the Board meeting that evening.

The ex-

change between the teachers suggested they were not hearing one
another.

For example, the Early Childhood Principal would listen

and say, "I fully agree, but I think

.

.

.

The Project Director

sensed this frustration in not hearing each other and intervened by

attempting to inform the Principal of what had precipitated the
discussion.

The representative from West seemed uninterested which followed
along with her other behavior prior to the meeting which could be

described as hostile and uninterested
For one of the first times in the meetings I observed the Upper

Elementary School Principal was brought into the discussion concerning the problems involved in extension of ANISA into the elementary

school.

Leadership .— As in the case of most previous meetings, leadership was provided primarily by the Project Director, who spoke
emphasize
concisely and with great articulation using his hands to

points
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On the issue of record keeping the kindergarten
teacher
initiated the discussion and each time a teacher would
comment
the Project Director would follow up with questions,
continually

clarifying and moving the group toward a decision.

task force to address this issue?"
together?"

"Do we need a

"How should we put this all

"Are you saying the Early Childhood Principal should

bring this all together?"

curriculum look like?"
Observer Reaction .

"I hear the question, what does the

"How are we going to attack?"

—-The

group process section of the meeting

has now progressed to the point where the observer's reaction is

being presented as feedback to members and both the consultant and

various members of the group are jointly analyzing the group process
of the meeting.

At the end of this meeting I asked the group questions about

how they felt the meeting went.

Were the goals accomplished?

Did

you feel you had an opportunity to say what you wanted to say?
How do you feel about the time constraints?
communication process?

How did you see the

The nursery school representative said she

felt "it was a good meeting, accomplishing our objectives."

ANISA consultant said she felt it was good.

The

"We accomplished our

objectives, moving quickly through certain items and spending more

time on other items."

She noted that certain individuals raised

their hands but weren't recognized.

One group member said, "If you

miss an opportunity to comment right at the time, it's hard to fit
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it in later on.”

The Project Director said this was the reason

for a group no larger than this size.
I said most of the items at the beginning of the meeting were

inform at ion- sharing with the Project Director providing the infor-

mation and only two or three other individuals commenting.

The

issues where there was a great deal of interaction and decision-

making had to do with record keeping and rolling -up into the third
grade.

The West representative mentioned how she felt people were

more apt to bring up controversial issues than they were before.
For example, the Upper Elementary Principal discussing rolling-up

ANISA into the third grade and the kindergarten teacher sharing
ideas on record keeping.

People felt open and ready to respond

and there was a high trust level in the group.

The West representative talked about how she got into a ”but/and”

situation when discussing record keeping.

I said much of this could

be eliminated if we simply listened to each other and used more

paraphrasing.

Usually, and in this case it was particularly true,

they were closer in agreement than they thought.
It was agreed by the group that their style seemed to be to

pick off short items on the agenda.

The Project Director kept

track of time and kept the group on the task.

However, it seemed

when considering major issues the group did not move on until they
were ready.
We also discussed hidden agendas and I mentioned that the
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Superintendent had gotten in a hidden agenda item when he asked the
nursery school guest about who would be at the Board meeting during
the time the group was carrying on a discussion on summer school,

which was totally unrelated to the Board meeting.

The people not sharing process comments were the Superintendent,
the Early Childhood Principal, the Upper Elementary Principal and

the guest who was both a teacher from the Co-op Nursery School and
a

third grade mother concerned about rolling ANISA up into the upper

elementary grades.

I later regretted that I had not asked the group

about the dynamics of having a new member present and how to include

her more in the discussion.
I then had the group fill out the Organizational Development

Questionnair e about where they felt they were last fall in terms of

group growth as compared to where they saw themselves now.
Chapter

5

(See

for analysis of this data.)

May 27
Cont ent.

—The

Project Director asked me from the point of view

of a process consultant when he should start the meeting since five

members were not present.

I gave my observation that when the

group was scheduled to start at 2:30 p.m. we actually started at
3:00.

Likewise when we were scheduled to start at 3:00 p.m. we

actually start- ^ at 3:23.

Therefore this seemed to be an issue to

with
discuss with the group and that my ovm feeling was to proceed

the meeting since a time had been set.
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In a movement of concern for the people in the group,
the

Project Director tabled an item of whether to move the Upper

Elementary representative off the committee and move a third grade
teacher on until that person was present and part of the decision-

making process.

The Early Childhood Principal spoke of group trust

and felt that trust was built in the continuation of the group as
it existed.

The norm was discussed that anyone could come to the

Steering Committee meetings, but that only one voice was allowed
at the table.

There was a brief discussion of the Title III grant proposal
and this was followed by emotionally charged discussion of the

School Board's termination of certain teachers and aides who were

highly regarded by the AHISA Steering Committee members.
Communication .

— At

the beginning of the meeting no time frames

were set for discussion of issues and everyone looked to the Project
Director as they spoke.

However, this was not true further into the

meeting when there was a great deal of exchange between committee
members.

For example, the kindergarten teacher spoke softly but

directly to the East School representative and asked how she felt
about a particular issue.

After some further discussion the Project

Director said, "I see, now I hear these three points," and proceeded
to summarize what had transpired.

During the first part of the meeting I would describe the
group as concerned with process.

There was a good feeling in the

group— an openness, and caring— thus increasing the trust

level.
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This did not deter the group from making decisions by consensus
and moving along to complete the task.

One of the factors con-

tributing to this "group feeling" was the attitude of the Superintendent who seemed kinder in his responses and not as sarcastic.

Group members were able to ask him questions and receive information without feeling defensive.
As the group talked about the Title III grant proposal this

same cohesiveness occurred almost like the group was beginning to

think alike.

There was a relaxed feeling and even laughter.

Positive feedback was given by the Early Childhood Principal while
the Superintendent talked of the citizens' support and how more

There was, as a

families were reached than one would believe.
result, a tremendous support for education.

The Project Director

talked about the slide presentation being done on ANISA as more

evidence of the success of the project.

At this point he asked

the group permission to move beyond the grant.
A nervousness was expressed by the East representative about

visitors coming to the school, but the Early Childhood Principal

reassured her through additional information that there was nothing
to worry about.

She replied with a thank you.

The tone of the meeting seemed to change when the Superintendent
gave information to the group regarding the issue of aides.

In a

Superput -down statement to the Early Childhood Principal, the
discussion.
intendent said, "Don't push it" and cut her off from the

of his put-down
He went on to clarify his position, but the impact
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statement completely changed the tone of the meeting from one of
good group process to a very heavy threatening environment.

The

West representative talked about swimming up-stream with ANISA and

referred to the issue of hiring people on a participatory model.

The issue of firing some competent teachers because of a decrease
in enrollment and seniority rule was weighing heavy on the teachers.

A long silence occurred before the Superintendent clarified the
School Board position and where he stood on this issue.

The

kindergarten teacher felt the School Board had no right to make a
decision "if ANISA is what we say it is."

The Superintendent

replied with a "But Dick" statement when the Project Director
talked about competence versus longevity and how to learn from
the situation and perhaps in the future hire aides on a competency
base.

There was considerable sadness in the group knowing that

competent teachers would have to go at the end of the year.

The

Superintendent held firm to the fact that there was "no way around
it," and thus hit a conflicting issue with the Project Director.

There was an attempt to problem solve and discuss the process of
evaluating aides in the future.

The Superintendent blocked these

moves by saying, "No one is saying it, but is it administratively
feasible?"

The Project Director spoke of "cleaning our own house"

(i.e., we the Steering Committee should develop our own policy

position on this issue), and the meeting ended with the Superintendent
unfair"
in a loud voice telling one representative it was "grossly
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(i.e.

the fact that he was put on the spot by the other members of

t

the Steering Committee),

Leadership .—Again the major leadership role was assumed by
the Project Director who exhibited many human relations skills

which enabled him to lead the group from a position of personal
power.

His leadership role, however, was completely subjugated to

the position power of the Superintendent when the latter chose to

impose it over the issue of teacher and aide dismissal.

importance is the leadership

Of prime

position taken at crucial points in

the meeting by the kindergarten teacher especially when her leader-

ship role placed her in conflict with the Superintendent.
Observer Reaction .

—The

meeting provided a clear example of the

power of higher level administrators to override positions taken

by committees, even though the positions appear to be entirely
logical and are arrived at through good group process.

June 4
Content .—The meeting again started late to the frustration of
the Project Director and he again asked me what I thought about
this.

I explained what the group norms

were—that

if the meeting

was scheduled to start at 2:30 then the group finally began at

began as
3:00 p.m. or if it was scheduled to start at 3:00 then it
it did today at 3:30 p.m.

v
If there were to e any change in this

this issue.
pattern, then the group would have to deal with

Two

they had forgotten
of the members finally arrived late and said
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about the meeting until the last minute.

The Superintendent and

the Research Director arrived 40 minutes late with no excuse for

their tardiness.

(It might be noted that the time issue surfaced

again and again to the frustration of the Project Director, yet
he chose not to deal with it in the group.)
When the meeting did finally begin, the kindergarten teacher

suggested time frames be set which was acknowledged with apprecia-

tion by the Project Director.

The group dealt with the way in which

the Upper Elementary Principal had told the Upper Elementary repre-

sentative that she was to be replaced on the Steering Committee by
a

third grade representative the following year.

The West represen-

tative supported her position on Steering Committee and made a

The group felt the Principal did not listen

motion to keep her on.

at the previous meeting and asked her to leave without the per-

mission of the group.
committee.

The question arose as to whether she wanted to be on

the committee.

the works.

A decision was made to keep her on the

The Principal replied he hadn’t meant to screw up

The Project Director felt that the person should

participate in the decision and actually say if he doesn't want
to be on the committee.

The final portion of the meeting was devoted to a report by
the kindergarten representative on her visit to the site of another

AN ISA project.
sites

Comparisons were made by the group between the two
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Communication ,

— During

the first part of the meeting the

energy of the group seemed low.

because of starting late.

The meeting moved slowly, perhaps

The Superintendent was withdrawn from

the discussion, hand on head, shrugging his shoulders and abstaining

from group interaction.

During the general discussion members participating were the
Principal, the Project Director, the East and West representatives.

Nothing was said by the two nursery school representatives.
leader ship . --Leadership was provided primarily by the kinder-

garten and West teacher representatives.

The West representative

had considerable influence in the group and did this not only by

what she said, but by how she said it.

She amended the original

decision when members suggested they felt uncomfortable making a
decision without the Upper Elementary representative there, to say
instead they wanted her on the coirenittee and then would let her

make the decision.

The kindergarten representative also influenced

the group to a great degree.

As she gave information on the site

of another ANISA project, people listened carefully and were very

attentive.

Both she and the West representative displayed more

confidence as they talked and influenced the group to a greater
degree than earlier in the year.

For example, as the West represen-

tative elaborated on a point the Early Childhood Principal smiled
and nodded, indicating her non-verbal approval.

Expressing his

confidence in her, the Superintendent said, "You have the resources

to answer this question."
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The kindergarten teacher showed great energy and excitement
about the trip to the other ANISA site, thus increasing her leadership in the group.

Even when a very difficult question was put to

her from the Superintendent she responded directly with strong eye
contact and voice.
Observer Reaction .—The leadership of several of the teachers

which had begun to emerge during the second half of the year was

clearly evident at this meeting, as well as the previous meeting.

The West representative and especially the kindergarten representative
provided strong and effective leadership during both meetings even

when questioned by the Early Childhood Principal and the Superintendent.

Case Study Number

2 -

In-Service

Introduction
In-service training was provided through Title III funds for

the on-going training of teachers in the ANISA model.

The time

allocated for this training was one-half day per month (2 hours).
All teachers and aides from the Early Childhood Program plus

personnel from the nursery schools participated in in-service
training programs.

A consultant from the University of Massa-

chusetts specifically trained in ANISA theory and applications
for cowas responsible for planning the in-service programs and

would be
ordinating the various personnel from the University who

assisting in the program.

In addition she served as a liaison

person between the University and the town and served
on the Steering
Committee.

Since the ANISA consultant and process consultant were

together at all the initial meetings we decided to collaborate on
the design of the first in-service.

Because the first in-service met with an unfavorable response
from the teachers and because the consultant's role

v/as

shifting to

more direct work with the teaching groups, the Project Director and
the consultant mutually decided that she should concentrate her

efforts on the Steering Committee and on working with the teaching
teams from the various schools.

The consultant returned to the in-service programs at the
specific request of the Steering Committee in order to assist
W. L. Tilley in the planning of the group dynamics program.

Since the consultant was involved in a leadership role in the

in-service programs, she was not able to take detailed process
notes on the communication patterns which occurred in the various

in-service meetings.

Consequently, the format for the in-service

case study will include for each meeting only two sections:

(1)

content of the meeting (which may include seme discussion of
communication), and (2) observer reactions.

The content of the

meetings will be reported in chronological order.

Each of the

in-service sessions was evaluated by the participants and the

results of these evaluations will be reported in Chapter 5.
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Observations from Individual Meetings
October 8
Content .

—

i

wo ANISA consultants and myself designed the workshop

and served as trainers.

following goals:

Following introductions we presented the

To implement alternative schedules and class-

(1)

room management procedures, (2) To design and model participatory
learning experiences, and (3) To practice problem-solving and goal-

setting techniques.

Next, the principles of scheduling and classroom

management were presented.

As process consultant my objective was

to help the group in implementing these principles.

In my presenta-

tion I addressed the issue of power that teachers had to make decisions and the idea that they were responsible for translating

theory into practice.

No techniques would be perfect so what they

must do is to internalize the philosophical theory of ANISA and

translate this into procedures appropriate in the classroom.

They were then assigned to two groups according to teams and
instructed to brainstorm for 15 minutes, followed by prioritizing
the two or three best ideas.

each group reported out.
an aide in another group.

The person appointed note-taker from

A teacher reported out in one group and

This was significant in terms of our

\

original goals of integrating the aides into the faculty.

After the report out I talked about implementing ideas

— "some

of which you cannot do anything about right away, or some of which

might be sent to the representative on Steering Committee.”

Then

we worked on transforming ideas into goal statements with respon-

sibility and commitment for following through.

In order to
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personalize this and think in terms of "What can I do?"
we had the
group break into dyads by finding a person they did
not ordinarily

work with for purposes of mixing up the group and then
sharing with
that person v/hat they planned to do between today and tomorrow
about that goal, what they would be doing next week, and what they

would be doing during the month.

As a total group the teachers

shared ideas about how they could implement alternative schedules
and classroom management procedures.

For example, the librarian

was going into the classes to learn how the books were used in the
classes; another teacher was going to design a math resource center.

The assessment from the Superintendent, the Early Childhood
Principal, and the Project Director following the in-service was very

positive.

They were pleased with the process model which had been

designed.

However, when the overall ratings were checked and when

feedback was received at Steering Committee, the initial positive
feelings noted by administration and trainers were not substantiated

by other workshop participants.

Their feeling was one of being

asked to do too much too soon, when they felt that they needed more

structure and specific directions on how to implement ANISA.

Observer Reaction .

— In

analyzing the apparent dissatisfaction

of the teachers, it was apparent that this was a very immature group

in terms of task relevant education and/or experience.

Had the

maturity level of the group been properly diagnosed then appropriate
workshops would have been more structured with examples of how to

run an ANISA classroom

—
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In-Service Training Goals

As a result of the unfavorable response to the first in-service
(see Chapter

5),,

the Steering Committee recommended that each

school construct goals for what they perceived as their in-service

training needs.

The goals for the respective schools are as

follows:
West.
1.
2.

Learning centers in rooms with one adult for readers
and non-readers.
Create situation where children can float with
limited number of adults between five rooms.

Kindergarten .
1.

2.
3.

Dealing with 5's, 6's, 7* s— preparation for and in
math, language art, reading— plan for consistent
development.
Systematic record keeping across all these areas,
stages.
Materials workshops (making, sharing, and recycling).

Cooperative Nursery School . -1.

Set up activities using our materials in reading
readiness and math.

January
Content .

—The

consultant was not directly involved with in-

service again until January when she assisted W. L. Tilley in an

Experience in Group Dynamics , a three hour in-service training program designed to introduce teachers experientially to the concept
of group dynamics.

The consultant's role at the lab was that of an

assistant, performing such tasks as making sure the groups understood
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the particular tasks assigned to them, writing the main concepts of

human dynamics on newsprint for purposes of group discussion and
process observing and giving feedback during the communications
exercises.

Reaction to this particular in-service was positive

from East, kindergarten and Co-op and negative from West.

(See

January 22 meeting with the West team when this was discussed.)
Observer Reaction .— Dr . Tilley’s workshop was primarily in

human relations stressing inter-group communications, feedback
and trust building.

This was a school-wide in-service training

session which closely paralleled the ANISA concepts.

The program

was quite effective, espeically given the fact that over 100

teachers participated in a human relations program.

February 4
Content .

—This

meeting was initiated by the Early Childhood

Principal who felt the teachers needed to have a better under-

standing of ANISA theory, and to have positive feelings about what
they were doing, and how this related to ANISA principles.

The

consultant participated in this meeting at the request of the
Principal.

Prior to the meeting each teacher

\</as

assigned either

the first
to discuss one positive thing that happened to them during
school.
five months of school or one outstanding activity in

the Principal
Possible topic suggestions were given to teachers by

on any issue of
although the teachers were given freedom to speak

their choosing.
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The meeting took place in the basement of East School.
ANISA snacks were provided for the teachers midway through the
meeting.

The teachers seated themselves randomly throughout the

large circle of chairs with the exception of West School who
sat together in a block.

During these mini presentations about positive experiences,
the Early Childhood Principal would interject questions after

each person talked.

Sometimes the observer felt these questions

were just for the sake of asking questions and as a method of

controlling the group.

The kindergarten and nursery school teachers talked about
changes from last year's goals and the developmental level of
children.

"Did this year seem like a more comfortable year?"

They spoke of modeling and the two concepts "Children are what
you are" and "Interest begets knowledge."

The Principal kept control of the meeting, but at the same
time kept the meeting moving.

She included the aides from each

of the schools and asked them about positive experiences to share

with the group.

They had not been informed ahead of time that

they would be asked to speak and seemed extremely reticent and

uncomfortable about sharing in the large group.
When this portion of the meeting was over the Principal who
had observed that the consultant was taking notes asked if I would
share some process observations (reported below under Observer
Reaction)

.

U4
Following these process comments the ANISA consultant spoke to
the group to relate what the various teachers were doing to ANISA

principles.

She exhibited great strength as a teacher.

articulated well and tied in process and content.

She

During her

comments the teachers were reasonably attentive, although I did
note some side conversations , knitting, etc.
looked to her for leadership.

Overall I felt they

Positive comments following her

presentation came from the kindergarten and nursery school teachers
and the Principal.

One of the Kindergarten teachers brought up the idea of the

entire staff studying each specification.

favorably by wanting to have
service.

a

The Principal responded

teachers committee plan the next in-

Bev from West cut off discussion on this idea.

Later,

however, when the topic was raised again the group seemed more

agreeable to studying various ANISA specifications.

Negative

comments came from Joan (West) who felt it was a "time bind to do
too many specifications.”

When I suggested the idea of cross-

teaming as a method of exchanging ideas among the staff and pre-

paring and studying ANISA specifications, Joan (West) said it would
be difficult and impractical because of time constraints for teachers

from different schools to get together and work on a specification.
Even though there was opposition from West, it was decided by the
other teacViers to choose a specification and work in small groups
to plan presentat ions of the specifications.

Finally, Bev (West)
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who earlier had not been in favor of the idea, suggested
working

within the school teams, studying the specification, and preparing
demonstrations .for the entire group at the next in-service.

In

addition, there would be small group sharing and discussion in the

design.

The specification suggested by the Principal and decided

by the group was "attention."

Observer Reaction .—The consultant's reaction as shared with
the participants:

"Sharing ideas is difficult in a large group.

What happens many times is that people are thinking what they have
to say instead of really listening to each other.
'Do people really listen to each other?'"

My guestion is,

I suggested in the

future the group be given time at the beginning to think through
what they have to say, thus freeing up their minds to concentrate

on listening to others.

"Sharing ideas in small groups is somewhat

easier because there is more possibility for truestions and inter-

action among group members."

I spoke to the group about the issues

of anxiety, listening and grouping.

"Speaking in a large group is

difficult because of the anxiety involved and I sensed some of that
anxiety today.

Everyone has feelings of anxiety going into a group.

I know I do and I'm sure even the Principal has.

To listen to

others requires of each of us attention, appreciation and affection.

Paving attention involves focusing on that person and sharing this
through body contact and eye contact.
have to say

— they

Then appreciate what they

have shared something that is special to them.

It's important to show affection either verbally by telling them

individually you appreciated what they said, or in our non-verbals
perhaps by nodding, smiling or whatever."
I spoke also about grouping and how we felt comfortable with

people we know.

Because this

war,

the first time we had gotten

together as a group (the Early Childhood staff) it was logical

that we would feel some anxiety, but that as we grew more comfortable
with each other much of this anxiety would pass.

I noted that West

was seated all together in a group and that I felt in order to gain

the most from our in-service sessions , teachers from each school
should make an effort to talk with teachers from other schools as
a way of finding out what other teachers were doing.

One observation not shared with the participants:

Even though

other teachers and the consultant suggested the participatory type
of program, it took the teacher from West giving her approval before

the group finally made the decision.

February 21
Content .

—The

consultant worked with the three teacher represen-

tatives from Steering Committee who were responsible for planning
in-service.

The design which evolved turned out to be highly

effective as evidenced by the fact that the overall ratings for
this particular in-service were the highest for the year.

Chapter 5.)

(See

Note that this desig.i involved team presentations and

cross -teaming, in which each new group was required to prepare

spontaneously a new illustration of the attention specif icatj.on uo
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reinforce the prior learning.

The high rate of success for this

session can be attributed to the fact that the design used theory

in conjunction /with practical applications of theory in a classroom
setting.

Observer Reaction . --If there was a high point or a turning point
in the project, the consultant would have to rate the February 21

in-service as an important date when everything came together.
For ANISA to become a reality the teachers had to assume a major

responsibility in the implementation of the project and at this
in-service it was clear for the first time that the teachers could

assume this responsibility.

March 11
Content. --Prior to the meeting the consultant met with the
leaders to arrange the approximate time frames for the various

parts of the presentation in order to complete the tasks in the

two-hour time limit.

She also rearranged the chairs in a horseshoe

with a small table at the head for the presenters.

After commenting at the February in-service about the advantage of using in-service sessions to meet and talk with teachers
of different schools, the Wes t team, including their aides, came

in and sat down together as a block.

Their non-verbals of crossed

legs and arms seated back in their chairs indicated to me their

general resistance to the format of the in-service.

Only occasionally

during the presentation did they show any animation or interest.

Some

12S

took notes.

One teacher appeared mad at the world with resistance

and dislike written all over her face.
Al.

the beginning of the meeting the Principal gave feedback

about the clear directions given involving the task prior to the
in-service.

She also defined the role of the aides as being silent

members since they were not prepared.
their option to participate.

By doing this, she cut off

When the kindergarten teacher, who

was designated as overall leader, explained the program and gave

the time frames the Principal commented, ’’Haven't they come a long

way?” and then followed with ’’Haven’t I come a long way?”, in-

dicating the maturity of the group and her ability to relinquish
control and leadership.
By way of introduction the Principal talked about being out of

school and how the staff got along so well without her--again rein-

forcing their maturity.

The Principal asked the consultant to

comment on her experiences as a consultant in Grot on-Duns table as
part of the Mains breaming program and Law 766.

Although I felt

comparison between school systems was not appropriate, I was made
more aware of what we had in this school system and the unity and

consistency brought to bear by the overriding ANISA philosophy, the

theory of curriculum and the proper environment for learning.
Basically how really fortunate we were to be exposed to the inno-

vative program for learning which we were now in the process of
implementing in the school system.
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When the West School teachers made their presentation they

received little applause from the total group.

Unlike the other

groups their presentation did not show careful thought and preparation.

Following all the presentations the ANISA consultant made no

reference to what West had done, but made direct reference to what
the other groups had demonstrated and how it related to ANISA

philosophy.

Just before the end of the in-service the consultant was asked

by the leader to summarize and give process feedback to the group.
I learned statements" were used as a method of oral summarization

*'

of what had happened that day, and as a way of gaining direction for

future in-service programs.

Comments received were:

"Good ideas are gained in sharing,"

"Fun for us and fun for the children," "There’s talent in this

group," "Affection, competence, and patience."

"Learning is by doing.
you.

My comments were:

Leadership skills were practiced by many of

Implementation of ANISA into the classroom occurs with

teachers.

It doesn't matter how much the administration can be

pushing a program, it's the teacher who makes it happen."
Where do we go from here?

"Teacher in-put is necessary for us

to take back to ANISA Steering Committee and thus process /content

comments are a necessary pert

this."

The ANISA consultant said

she "liked the leadership from teachers."

The process consultant's

was
overall feeling during this evaluation period was that there

difficulty in getting teachers to comment and as

a

result the leader

and the process consultant were doing more commenting than

necessary.

The silences, however, could be interpreted as

meaning consent, by the rest of the group.
Possible topics for the next in-service were discussed, using

different teachers from each school to plan the in-service.

The

two major areas of concern were ground rules and cooperation.

Teachers from kindergarten, Co-op and East volunteered eagerly
while the teachers from West were more reluctant to participate.

The consultant's rationale for suggesting other teachers from
each school be responsible for the planning of in-service was:
1.

Developing shared leadership among the teachers.

2.

Active participation brings involvement and commitment,

thus implementation of the model.
3.

Teachers know their needs and therefore should have the

greatest input into the model for their in-service.
4.

Diffuse the power by strengthening other members and

giving them the power to make decisions.
5.

Who should plan in-service?

Perhaps the representative

teachers from Steering Committee.
6.

Question to consider:

If we are asking aides to attend

in-service, then they should be there for a reason.

How can they

learn if they are not preparing ahead of time and participating in
the in-service other than just observing?

team effort?

Are they not part of the

Don't they work directly with children every day?
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Observer Reaction . --The resistance to participation by
the West
team was clearly evident from this meeting.

This was a reflection

of even further, resistance occurring at team meetings (see
West

Case Study).

Clearly if one cannot develop effective teams within

the schools they are not likely to be effective when they are in-

corporated into larger groups.

March 18
Content . —The meeting was with In-Service Planning Team:
Helen, kindergarten; Patty, West; Betty from Co-op Nursery School;
and Carolyn, East.

The meeting began at 3:15.

Betty started the meeting with a

general discussion of what the topic of in-service might be.

When

Carolyn arrived (five minutes late) she settled the issue by
stating she was interested in cooperation because of the problems

they were facing in their school.

When the talk began to ramble on, the consultant found herself
taking a leadership role by suggesting they might like to set up an
agenda, prioritize it and then set time limits.

to focus on

a topic,

The group decided

the meeting format, issue of aides, time

frame and letter to send to teachers prior to in-service.

A consensus decision was arrived at involving studying "cooperation" as specified in the ANISA philosophy.

Helen further defined

the plan to study perception, psycho-motor, cognitive and affective

skills in conjunction with cooperation.

The format was decided as
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was the amount of time to be spent for each activity.

The consul-

tant's suggestion for increasing the time each group had to
plan
and present a new variation of the specification was readily
agreed
upon.

Some additional time was spent looking at the issue of aides
and aide involvement.

It was suggested to make sure one set of

materials was provided per school and to both check on reimbursing
aides and remind aides they got paid until 4:00 if they submitted

forms.

In reference to the resistance of aides in attending in-

service, it was decided each school deal individually with this
problem.

When I asked the group who would chair the meeting, Helen
volunteered, but then I suggested the West or East representative

might be a better choice since kindergarten had chaired the last
meeting.

The group then asked Carolyn from East to lead the meeting.

Following the meeting I spoke briefly with Patty from West
reinforcing her interest and involvement in the meeting.

One of

the skills she had identified earlier in the year that she was

interested in improving was her participation.
as an opportunity for her to become involved.

I saw this in-service
I later followed our

conversation with another talk and identified how she might lead
portion of the in-service.

Although quite reluctant to even con-

sider this at first, she later decided this might be something

important for her own growth.

a
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Oboerver Re action . —This meeting illustrates the always
-present
danger

that,

the consultant may take over the leadership when her

role should be to develop leadership by group members.

April

3

Conten t.

— Because

Carolyn was concerned about her ability to

lead the forthcoming April in-service session, I met with her

individually to help her plan her presentation.
We discussed the order and agenda of the in-service meeting

to be held the following Tuesday.

We decided there was a need to

set time limits to accomplish all the activities.
In a candid discussion that followed she shared feelings

about the disappointment of the East School staff over the evaluation

by the Harvard evaluation team.

She also said the staff was feeling

down because one of the new teachers would probably be terminated
(due to decreased enrollment and seniority).

cause they kept hearing rumors.

They were upset be-

Then finally a letter was sent to

Charlene informing her she was on a one-year contract.

They were

most concerned by the way in which this was handled and how much
better it might have been had someone from the administration contacted her personally to inform her of the situation.

Observer Reaction .

—As

a consultant I found that meeting

individually with teachers was an effective way of improving teacher
leadership

I'll

April 8
Content .

— When

the consultant arrived at the in-service

meeting she first spoke to Carolyn who informed her of a change in
plans.

Because the consultant had been out of town, she had not

been consulted about the change.

Apparently Betty and Helen had

been talking and felt that ground rules needed to be discussed
at the in-service in addition to the cooperation specification.

The decision had been made to pass out questionnaires to the
teachers at the beginning of the meeting asking approval to discuss

ground rules as the second part of the meeting.

It was also de-

cided Carolyn would lead the first portion of the meeting and Helen

the second portion of the meeting.

The presentations were well received by the group.

Hand

applause occurred for the teacher rhythm band led by Vera as an
example of the implementation of the cooperation specification.
(The Principal commented to me afterwards how Vera sparkles in the

leadership position and then sits back and does nothing later on.)

Helen and Ingrid from kindergarten summarized the cooperation
specification.

Dr. Dan Jordan who originally wrote the ANISA

philosophy stopped in to visit the meeting and gave a brief
address to the group.

Helen and I organized the next portion of the meeting.

We

problems
divided into small groups with the task of brainstorming

in enforcing "ground rules."
of brainstorming.

I reviewed with the group the rules

They then were told to prioritize the top
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three.

We summarized and took the top five problems.

The groups were divided according to

a

cross-team approach

with representatives from each school on the teams.

I spcke

briefly about the definition of a problem which was a discrepancy

between ”what actually is and what we would like to see happen."
Each group was then asked to brainstorm possible solutions and
come up with action steps during a 15 minute period.

Each group

then reported out solutions and as a total group we arrived at
action steps.

Basically this was well received by the group.

found it somewhat difficult to define the problem.

They

However, once

past that part they made attempts at solutions and action plans.

They learned by hearing what others were doing about this common
problem.

The meeting ran after 4:00 p.m. and two teachers got up and
left right at 4:00 p.m.

Helen, as leader, went on and on and was

not able to summarize concisely, thus slowing down the pace of the
meeting.

Patty from West reported out data from her group twice,

showing improvement in her ability to stand up and lead groups.

Observer Reaction .—The consultant’s process comments to the

group focused on the group's flexibility and adaptability to address
distheir own needs as evidenced by the change of format to include

cussing ANISA ground rules as

we'll as

the cooperation specification.

to the atThe leaders of the workshop saw this need, brought it
in the design.
tention of the group, and made the necessary changes

Positive comments followed from members of the group.

Then

one of the teachers from West asked, "Why do we have to be in small

groups and use this format?

AN ISA consultant has to say?"

Why don't we just listen to what the

There appeared to be tremendous

resistance on the part of this teacher from West to the in-service

design requiring involvement in the process of planning in-service.
Apparently she did not want to have anything infringe upon her
after school time.

As other group members reacted to her comment,

however, it was evident she was in the minority.

Most teachers and

aides felt that the preparation time was well worth the effort in
terms of understanding and practicing the specification in the

classroom.

Although volunteers from each team agreed to plan the in-service
it was later decided they would not have to meet and would instead

be responsible for gathering questions to send to the Harvard

evaluation team.

This would then provide guidelines for other

types of material covered in the final in-service training program*

Case Study Number

3 -

East School

Intr odu c t ion

The East School was a multi-age school for grades

1

and 2.

The

school had a staff of eight teachers, two aides and a secretary.

ANISA model
In order to facilitate effective planning within the
and one aide
the staff was divided into two teams (four teachers

per team), according to location in the building.

The teachers met
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in their respective teams in order to deal with daily curriculum

planning, planning the weekly specialized activity period, and

managing resources and the use of parent volunteers.

All teachers

and aides attended the East School staff meetings which dealt with
total school planning, school wide problems, and school policy

issues.

Essentially, major policy decisions were made at the

staff meetings while the team meetings dealt with the details of

implementing policy in the individual classrooms.
Before meeting with the East School staff, the consultant
had preliminary meetings with the Project Director and the Early

Childhood Principal.

The Project Director described several major

problems at East School:

five of the eight teachers were new,

there was a conflict between the two team leaders, the aides were

seen as second class citizens and the secretary was a power unto
herself, and because East had just become multi-aged the change
implied by the ANISA project was more traumatic than in West

School.

The Project Director and consultant agreed that her goals for
the year at East would be to enhance working relations within teams
and between the team leaders and to integrate the secretary and

aides into the staff with no status difference.

East School was described by the Principal as resisting change.

While they no

encouragement

1 -'

1

multi-aging and the ANISA model, a great deal of
nudging had been necessary.

A specific problem

.
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was described concerning supervision of recess.

The aides (who

felt like second class citizens) went to the team first with the

problem and then to the Principal before the problem was resolved*
Before the Principal came here West School was thought of as
a second class school (called by some a "cow school") because of

the country location and caliber of students.

Now West School

with its forward-looking staff and program had surpassed Bast

School in terms of the educational product they were producing.

The Project Director and Principal agreed that while the administration was probably biased toward West School, the ANISA model seemed
to be working better in East School.

The format for describing the individual meetings will be
content, communication, leadership, and observer reaction.

Observations from Individual Meetings

September 17
Content .

— Discussion

of parent meetings was the only topic

covered

Communication . --The communication pattern was one-way.

The

Principal talked continuously and the group listened in a passive

bored way.

The non-verbal communication of the teachers involved

watching the clock, shuffling papers, and in general indicating
that they were uninterested.

to the Principal.

Only the two team leaders responded

The other team members remained silent.
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Leadership . —The Principalis leadership style could be
described as high task/low relationship.

controlled

th<?

meeting the entire hour.

She dominated and

Following the meeting

the Principal seemed concerned, wondering if she had talked too

much, if she had been positive enough, and asked the consultant

for feedback after the meeting.

Observer Reaction . --Having learned from prior experience
(see West School Case Study) how threatening it was for me to come

in and take notes on group process, I decided to just sit in, have

the Principal introduce me to the group, and give a brief explanation
of my role.

Mainly I wanted to be seen as non-threatening and then

to reach out to them on a friendly, helpful, personal basis and

establish contact in that way.
As an observer at the meeting, it was easy for me to see why

the teachers wera bored.
I told the Principal some of the observations I had made.

Positive:

she was very articulate and a good speaker.

Negative:

if we wanted to build a team in the school it was necessary for

staff meetings to be more than one-way communication; staff seemed

bored listening for one hour.

I suggested she might improve the

meetings by getting more input and discussion from the rest of the
staff.

-
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November 5

A

Content . --Major concerns expressed at the meeting were:

(1)

the difficulty a number of teachers were having in implementing
the ANISA project and (2) the question of how to effectively
use

aides and volunteers.
At the onset of the staff meeting (attended by all the teachers
and aides without the Principal) I asked the group for direction
and introduced the idea of mini workshops in such areas as leader
ship, group process, goal setting, and a variety of other possi-

bilities.

They expressed interest, but not long into the meeting

I realized their needs were not for additional workshops.

First of

all, there wasn't time for training because they were more con-

cerned with surviving the first year of the implementation of ANISA
and their current problem seemed to be one of coping with the Harvard

Evaluation Team.
goals.

Secondly, they also had to come up with in-service

They wanted to be with West during the next in-service, but

they were not really interested in developing learning centers which

Prior to the staff meeting I talked with the two aides from
East School who expressed feel.ings of frustration over the tight
time schedule and not knowing in advance about long-range projects.
They also wanted to be included in with the team and to know what
was going on at staff meetings. I addressed this issue with all
of the members of Team II including the new student teachers. They
were unaware of the frustration on the part of the aides and
promised to try to include them in on team activities and at least
The', also degr«.e them advance notice on long-range proje^cs.
to see if
schedule
their
concerning
cided to check with the aides
of the
part
on
the
frustration
they could alleviate some of the
was
a
I
felt
it
how
aides.
I talked with the teachers about
be
must
aides
the
problem of inclusion and that more than anything
their
that
made to feel like they were all a part of the team and
roles were equally as important as the teachers.
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was the objective set by West.

Kathryn and Nan related how they

had spent three weeks preparing a learning activity that the children
were able to do in less than five minutes and could not see how

they would have enough time to develop learning centers.

My question I asked was how could I turn the meeting into

a

positive problem-solving group.

Other comments by teachers about their concerns:
to the issue of the ANISA people in the classroom.

cern is scheduling, planning and management."

Jackie spoke

"Our real con-

She had an aide,

a student teacher, a volunteer parent, an additional volunteer as

well as a boy student -volunteer from a local private academy, all
of whom she had to plan for.

Carolyn talked about following through

with the idea that the Principal had told her about spending in-

service time addressing underlying ANISA principles until the
teachers completely understood them.

Carolyn also questioned putting

so much time into learning centers if they wouldn't be used next year

and some other new idea might be put into effect instead.

Jane

summed it up when she said, "Our problem is we are too concerned with

pleasing everyone."
Further discussion at the meeting involved the issue of feedback

by the ANISA consultants.

Carolyn said, "If they don't have any

positive constructive answers, then we don't want to hear from them."
"We don't want to hear that we should individualize the program.

We already know we should do that.

We want to know what to do with
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20 children.

We need positive constructive comments of what we

might do given our present situation."
She went on to vocalize the frustrations of the group.
don't need team building.

We all work together fine.

ANISA theory, but do they have any content?
other schools?

"We

We hear

What has worked in

For example, what have they done in New Hampshire?

What does ANISA have to give us?

I don't have the time and I'm

not creative enough to think up things on my own."
She then brought up the issue of volunteers and aides.

volunteers teach?

volunteers?

"Can

How much time are we spending planning for these

Are we expected to do as much academically?

as far in reading as I should be.

I'm not

The parents say their kids are

happy and they like to come to school, but didn't they like coming
to school last year also?"

"And don't ever put five year olds in

here and think that's going to help."

[This reaction was to the

suggestion contained in the ANISA literature that five, six and

seven year olds might be combined in the classroom.]
At one point nearing the end of the meeting the leader, Cheryl,

turned to me and asked me to help them problem-solve.

My response

to them was to clarify and summarize what they had been saying.
In some ways she was asking me to assume the leadership role and

play some of the roles she or the group was unable to do.

From that

point on the meeting degenerated into a "bitch session," with each
teacher expressing more frustrations.
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Communication .
and complaining.

—The

whole tone of this meeting was one of griping

One teacher said, "I'm sick of hearing about Bev

(from West) and how she has individualized all her programs."

teacher said that not everyone at West had done this
the teacher.

— it

Another

depended on

Jane piped up and said, "I'm not a Bev."

Most of the negative comments came from Jane and Carolyn, team
leaders, and Jackie.

Offering only few comments, but relatively

quiet were Nan, Charlene, Vera and Kathryn.

teacher leading the meeting.

conducive

The environment was not particularly

to good communication

the sides and on either end.

Cheryl was the appointed

—a

long table with people sitting on

Nan's back was to me during the entire

meeting.

Leadership .

— After

the meeting I gave Cheryl some brief comments

about her role as leader saying how the beginning part of the meeting

had been more constructive and what we could have done to keep the

meeting moving in a more positive direction.

Due to the lateness of

the hour, we decided to discuss the meeting further at a later date.

On November 7 I provided Cheryl with further feedback by personally

presenting her a letter which (1) reinforced her effectiveness as a
clarifier and summarizer and (2) suggested ways in which she could
chair the meeting to keep the group on task to complete the agenda

within the allotted time.

Cheryl commented that the Principal tried

we can't
to be positive with the group and "in fact she is so positive

believe her."
Principal.

She also expressed a personal problem she had with the

She was the only one that bothered her at Steering Com-

to clearly
mittee meetings and as a result she found it difficult
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express the feelings and thoughts of the East School staff at these

meetings.

Nan overheard our remarks and said, "We could all be

with her in spirit sitting behind her."
Observer Reaction .

— My

feeling observing this meeting was that

the group was frustrated because they did not know enough about

ANISA and the philosophy behind ANISA to implement this in the
classroom.

Carolyn and Jackie were particularly strong in their

overall negative feelings.

Carolyn's penetrating, articulate,

strong voice got everyone's attention and as evidenced by the

quotation she talked continuously through the meeting.
I

saw myself playing a role of participant /observer.

I felt

much more a part of the group than an outsider and could really
feel their problems, their anger, and their frustrations.

When I

realized the group could not be responsive to my agenda of offering

various training sessions given their present framework, I changed
my role into one of helping Cheryl, the leader, with maintenance
and task functions of th^ group.

For example, I served as gate-

keeper, making sure everyone had a chance to talk; clarified,

summarized, and tested consensus to make sure everyone agreed and

helped the group to move towards completing their goals.

They all

seemed so uptight about the Harvard Evaluation Team that I sensed

they would not want me taking process notes.

I had a need to hear

the content, to help them articulate their goals, to find out what

was "bugging them."

Had I negotiated my role with them right at

the beginning of the meeting, some of these problems could have

been alleviated.
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Sometimes I felt my need to be liked and accepted got in the
way of helping the group to be productive and to fully understand

what was happening in terms of group process.

Thus I intervened

in the meeting and in hindsight could only justify these actions
as modeling what other members of the group should have been doing,
I told the group at the end that these were the things I had done

in hopes that they might fulfill these similar functions.
I constantly fought becoming emotionally involved and tried to

neutralize the issues.

Writing about the discussion helped me to

neutralize the issues.

I found myself gently reminding them they

did not have to do everything all at once and in fact they would

probably benefit by setting small achievable goals to gain some
success on the way to larger goals.

Also I told them that goals

could be changed if necessary depending on how things were going.
If I had not been there and suggested it was getting late, the

meeting still might have gone on.
the world.

December

"In 7h hours we can't accomplish

Let's keep our expectations low."

3

This meeting was a leadership training session for team leaders
and therefore is not divided into subsections.
leaders, to
I scheduled a meeting with Carolyn and Jane, team

plan the DeceiuDer

5

East School staff meeting.

I began the meeting

meetings,
by saying that I would be modeling techniques used in

information
talking about theory, and giving them some sheets with
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which I thought might be helpful to them.

Before I could even get

started, Jane began giving negative comments about how she didn't

know what this was all about, that she didn't want to take on an
additional responsibility, and indeed that she didn't even want to

be a leader.

Leadership had been thrust upon her by default.

had had a nervous breakdown, other teachers were new, etc.

Vera

More

and more responsibility was being thrust her way and there was no

monetary compensation.

Specifically, she mentioned having to make

decisions about books, budgets, etc.

My feeling was one of being

on the defensive and having to sell the idea to Carolyn and Jane
about chairing the meeting.
I found myself explaining that I felt the staff meetings which

I had observed in the past particularly when the Principal was

present to be very unhelpful.

From my observation,* the Principal

talked, the rest of the staff was silent, and there was virtually
no interaction between the teams.

I went on to say the purpose of

having the team leaders co-chair the meeting (or one act as leader
and the other as recorder) was to open up communications between

the teams.

Many decisions had to be made and were not being made

because there had been no regularly scheduled staff meetings.

My

purpose was to help them plan and carry out more effective staff
meetings.

I would be teaching them skills which all the teachers

could learn to help them in conducting meetings and serving as
leader.

As I was saying all this I was aware I was meeting the

15'7

dependency needs of the group.

I was giving advice, telling the

client what to do, and making suggestions.

This was based on my

diagnosis that the group was immature in terms of task relevant

information and/or experience.

Therefore, my leadership style was

high task/low relationships.
I felt Carolyn accepted my analysis and was agreeable to the

notion of chairing the meeting.

She was conscious of the fact that

the Principal had given her material to add to the agenda and that

Jane had not been aware of this information.

Jane even announced

point-blank that she would do it this time but after Thursday I
should find someone else.

When the discussion of monetary compensa-

tion was brought up I said I felt this matter should be brought up

between Carolyn, Jane and the Principal and

a

matter such as this

was inappropriate at the Thursday meeting.

Instead of doing an agenda at the beginning of our meeting, we

began making the agenda for the Thursday meeting and the two agendas
got mixed up.

Jane left two times during the meeting, which I found

very disconcerting.

In trying to teach them skills the farthest I

got was to look at convening the meeting.

portant things like:

having an ending time.

I highlighted the im-

sticking to the task, clarifying, summarizing,

When we worked up the agenda we spent a

limited amount of time deciding how long we should spend on each
item of the agenda.

Mv own feeling was that the meeting was not very satisfactory.
I wished I had told Jane

made me feel

how her negative attitude and comments
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December

5

Content .—This meeting included discussion of a Christmas

boutique and Christmas tree sponsored by parent volunteers,
faculty Christmas party, volunteerism, and the Fine Arts Program.
Communicat ion .

— Communicat ions

patterns during the first part

of the meeting:

Parent Volunteer
x
Parent Volunteer

Aide— Mrs. Hall
x

Charlene

Principal

Student Teacher

Carolyn

Cheryl.

Vera

Kathryn
x School Secretary
Aide—Mrs. Berg

Process Consultant

x
Jane

x
Nan

As can be observed by the above communications pattern diagram,

during the first part of the meeting the main participants were the
parent volunteers, the Principal, Cheryl, Kathryn and the group
leaders Carolyn and Jane.

The under participators were the aides,

secretary, Charlene, and Nan.

Vera had some comments to add.

I

noted blocking behavior by Jane and Kathryn as they prefaced comments
•"

by "well, but.

•

•

There was

a

brief report out at the end on how we had planned

the agenda with time frames and would be using a rotating leader

with skills taught to each person.

The importance of good communi-

cations between the teams was discussed, and the Principal suggested
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a liaison person between the teams to further good communication.

Charlene and Nan who shared the same large room would serve as
liaisons between the two teams.

Carolyn said she felt having

liaison people would be a big help in furthering communications.

Leadership .

— As

the Principal was giving announcements con-

cerning program planning and budgeting, the non-verbals indicated
she was still the group leader--an important person in the group,

both as a resource person and in inspiring confidence and positive

reinforcement to the group.

Regarding individualization, a real

concern to the group, she told them to pull back on individualization.

"I'm not giving double messages.

Do what you can handle."

It was decided that the teams make decisions about how to use

the student teachers.

When the issue of volunteer mothers was raised, Carolyn said,
"What shall we do?"

Comments were made by Kathryn, Jane and the

Principal and finally it was the Principal who made the decision.
She then checked with the group to see how they felt.

After the meeting I gave Carolyn positive feedback on her role
as leader.

Charlene said she was interested in everything and the

meeting was much better than past meetings.

Nan said the

Pr5.nci.pal

did not dominate the meeting by talking all the time and other

people had a chance to share.

When Kathryn expressed anxiety about

go
serving as leader next time, I said I would help her plan and

over the procedures to follow as a leader,

Cheryl said she

fel<-

the meeting had been better.

However, philosophically, she couldn't

agree with the notion of different people chairing the meeting.

I

came back and asked her if she felt she had learned anything during

her experience as leader.

She replied that she had and that it had

been the first time she had led
tasks merited remuneration.

a meeting.

I went

has a price tag and she agreed.

She felt, however, extra

on to say that not everything

We talked about getting together

and working on the presentation she would be making to Steering

Committee on the issue of volunteers.

She thanked me twice as I

left the meeting.

Observer Reaction .

— Carolyn

started the meeting by passing out

the agendas and setting an end time to the meeting.

This was the

first time agendas had been duplicated for the staff and a specific

ending time to the meeting had been set.

Also the aides and the

secretary had been invited to attend this staff meeting and future
staff meetings.

Two parent volunteers attended the first part of

the meeting to discuss plans for a Giristmas boutique and Christmas
tree.
I noted that when the group was discussing the Christmas party

there was a great deal of energy.

People smiled, joked and seemed

happy when a decision was made by consensus to have a pot luck
supper at Vera's house.

Vera took a more active role in this part of the meeting, and
seemed eager to talk about the Pine Arts Program.

The Principal

took off from here and went on and on about the program.
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I asked the group how they felt about the
meeting and the

response was positive.

In fact, they felt it was one of the best

meetings they had had.

I said we

would like to continue with a

rotating chairperson alternating from each team.

Jane said she

wouldn't chair the next meeting so Kathryn volunteered.

January 22
Content .

—The

discussion centered around the Valentine party

for children, P.T.O. meeting and other school -related issues.

Communicat ion . —The meeting was chaired by Nan

and as can

be seen from the following communications pattern diagram, the high
participators were Kathryn, Carolyn, and Nan.

Kathryn, Nan, and

Carolyn made the first decision on the Valentine party for children.

The others seemed agreeable.

I noted Cheryl was a tension reliever

on a couple occasions, a role she did not normally play.

On January 21 I met with Nan to discuss the meeting scheduled
for January 22. By the time I met with Nan the methods, procedures
and ways of organizing meetings were well established. Nevertheless,
I was surprised to see that Nan had the agenda organized, complete
with time frames for each agenda item. In our session together we
discussed what went well at the preceding meeting and how the new
structure of the meetings helped reduce the dominant role of the
Principal. Nan said meetings were necessary, but felt people
didn't say what they were really feeling. She hoped that by using
the techniques we discussed that she might help the group to begin
expressing their real feelings on given issues.
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Communicat ions patterns:

Nan
Carolyn

x

Vera

x

Principal

Aide

x

Kathryn

x

Cheryl

x

Student Teacher

x

Jane

x

Process Consultant x
x
Charlene

Leadership . —Nan as leader used the summary technique frequently.
She also asked the group many times if they had anything else to
add; and even asked specific people who hadn’t had a chance to speak

how they felt about the issues being discussed.

She had the

ability to state the problem clearly and then to illicit dis-

cussion from everyone in the group.

She brought all the alternative

suggestions to the forefront of the group, summarized them, and

helped the group make a decision.

She reminded them of ANISA theory

and how it related to what they were doing, and on a couple of

occasions inspired the group regarding their accomplishments.

She

was even able to keep control of the meeting when the Principal

•

talked at length during one occasion.

Observer P ^gc tion .—The leadership role of the Principal showed

definite improvement during this meeting.

On two occasions she

commended the group on something they had done.

cision of how to handle the P.T.O.

*s

She left the de-

up to the group rather than
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telling them how to do it.

Her pattern of defensiveness crept

up once, but she even seemed to handle this better.

Process comments from the group re-emphasized what Nan had

done well.

She handled well the potential conflict issue of the

P.T.O. meetings which the teachers did not want to have by bringing

the discussion out into the open.

She was particularly adept at

summarizing what the group had discussed and she kept the group

moving on to complete the task.

My own reactions were that the

meeting moved, perhaps because she kept to the time schedule and
cut off irrelevant discussion— particularly matters not concerned

with the immediate issue at hand.

March 20
Content .— Discussion covered in-service, report cards, home
rooms, self-contained classroom and the visiting arts program.

Communication .

—The

following communications pattern was noted

during the meeting:

Charlene
x

x

Secretary
x

Principal (a great
deal of talking)

x

Carolyn

x

Kathryn

x

Man

x

Student Teacher

x

Student Teacher
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Charlene, the chairperson, initiated the meeting with the

approval of minutes, reading of agenda and new items added to the
agenda.

This had become their standard introduction to the meeting

and it made for an orderly opening.

This meeting might be summar-

ized as one which was dominated by the Principal and a guest who

was involved in coordinating the visiting arts program with the

curriculum.

The Principal's talking could be described as lecturing.

As an idea of how stimulating the meeting was, I observed one

teacher nodding to sleep.

Finally the Principal summarized and

Charlene followed with, "So we've decided

Carolyn gave

a short

additional comments.

.

.

.

."

report on in-service and I followed with

The Principal went on to talk about report

cards, home room being the reading group, and self -contained classroom.

The Principal discussed whether to keep the same group or
switch teams with the group setting up teams for next year.

She

recommended that the two liaison people discuss the issue and make
a

recommendation to the group.
Leadership .

—The

Principal was essentially the educational

leader when discussing the five areas of potentiality and their substages of learning.

Her message to the teachers was:

understand what you are trying to do."
of delivery were very authoritarian.

"You must

Her tone of voice and method
She went on to talk about the

"painful subject" of recess— "I'm hearing it's a problem. V

There was

discussion.
apathy on the part of the teachers during the Principal's

)
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Observer Reach ion . --My overall reaction to the meeting:

The

guest talked on and on, and although she was fairly interesting
the choices she left the group were unclear.

The Principal too

seemed to fall back on the role she had played earlier in the

year of talking, dominating and controlling.

Charlene seemed

frustrated and ineffective in her role as leader.

This was the meeting that I administered the Group Effective-.
ness Instrument to gauge the group's self perception on how they

saw themselves at the beginning of the year compared to how they
saw themselves now.

(See Chapter

5

for the results and analysis

of the instrument.

April

3

Content .

—Team

teaching and multi-aging were the topics dis-

cussed in this meeting.
Communicat ion .

— As

can be seen from the following communications

pattern diagram, most group members actively participated in the
meeting; even the school secretary made a contribution.

Nothing

was said by the student teachers and Charlene who was taking notes.

Communications patterns:

Guest

Guest
Vera
Cheryl

Jackie
Process Consultant

Student Teacher

As the group discussed the advantages and disadvantages of

keeping teams there were several "but /and" comments exchanged be-

tween Nan and Jackie.

They then began to get at the real problem

/

which was not teaming, but instead the question of multi-aging.

The energy of the group seemed low at this point and people were
not concentrating on solving the problem.

Essentially, the Principal

was needed because she had the resources to solve the problem, but

she was absent from the meeting.

aging best for children?"

Carolyn questioned:

"Is multi-

Suggestions were made by Vera to

multi-age in art, music, but not in reading or math.

In summary,

it was decided to put this item on the next agenda.

The resources

were not there and two teachers were absent.

Even though talk on

the issue was ended, Carolyn reopened the whole issue with the idea
of separating children in the fall and then multi-age at a later

date.

Jackie had a difficult time cutting her off.

The meeting

ended when the group began questioning whether multi-aging was a

teacher decision or an administrator decision.

leadership .

—Jackie,

in chairing the meeting, first summarized

the comments from the guest, and then explained she was going to

organize the meeting in a new manner by having the group set

priorities and time limits at the beginning of the meeting.
arily we had done this ahead of time.

Ordin-

Jackie kept the meeting

moving and was in control most of the time.
Observer Reaction.— At the end of the meeting the group asked
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me for process feedback.

I talked

briefly about the rules of

feedback (descriptive vs. evaluative; specific vs. general; now
vs. later; solicited vs. imposed) and had them practice these

rules giving positive feedback to the chairperson, Jackie.

The group gave Jackie positive feedback on (1) clarifying—
giving clear directions, (2) summarizing what had happened, (3)

keeping within the time limits— 4:00, and (4) speaking clearly.
My evaluation of the meeting was as follows:

In terms of

problem solving the group seemed to finally understand that the

problem was related to multi-aging, but because the Principal
was not there and the group lacked the necessary resources, they

were unable to solve the problem.
a

There was loss of focus and

general confusion over how to proceed.

Just the fact that an

issue was closed and then reopened by Carolyn indicated there

had been a superficial analysis with some steps or details

omitted.

The leadership or influence in the group came primarily
from Jackie who was the appointed leader.

She helped move the

group toward achievement of group objectives.

The trust level could be described as moderate openness in
expression of ideas.

A polite atmosphere for the most part char-

acterized the environment.

The group members were not as relaxed

and seemed to be uptight.

Perhaps the meeting was too structured

for the free flow of ideas.
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Listening skills could be described as moderate attentiveness
as evidenced by some side conversation.

There was

interrupt with several blocking "but/and" comments.

a

tendency to

There was not

much paraphrasing or questioning in the discussion.
April 22

Summary Description of Meeting .

— Since

the consultant was absent

from this meeting, a complete description of the usual format cannot
be provided.

Nevertheless since the events of the meeting are

important for our subsequent analysis, a general surrmary will be

provided based on feedback given the consultant by group members

who attended the meeting.
Comments from the secretary following this meeting were, "It
was terrible."

business."

"Thirty minutes passed before we could begin old

"Nan and Charlene were not there since they assumed

they would not be rehired the following year."

Jane, who chaired

the meeting said, "We went back to the way it used to be.

right back and I couldn't do a thing about it.

We jumped

She (the Principal)

had so much welled up inside her she couldn't stop from talking."

After hearing the teachers' comments, my feeling was that the

change was not internalized.
takes a long time.
her feedback

or.

Adopting new methods and procedures

At lunch I talked with the Principal and gave

the general dissa-isf action on the part of the staff

concerning the meeting.

Basically, I told her how they felt the

meeting had not been as successful or like the other meetings as it
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could have been.

She became very defensive and said she had had

a lot to say and that in her role it was her job to communicate

with her staff.

I agreed that she had certain thinas to communicate,

but it was a matter of how this was done not so much as what was
said.

I discussed with her the purpose of having teachers as leaders

and how it was necessary to reinforce what we had been doing.

She

was not particularly open to the feedback, but heard what I had said.

May 15
Content.--The topics discussed in this meeting included the

handwriting program, homogeneous grouping and volunteers.
Communication .

— Comments

were made by Jane and Kathryn concerning

the handwriting issue and their points were then summarized by the

Principal who suggested getting together with the ANISA consultant.
In a little lower key than usual she asked the group how they felt

about the handwriting program this year and then added ANISA phil-

osophy which states that the purpose of an activity determines the
structure.

Cheryl at that point stepped in and summarized, asking

for additional comments.

Moving through the agenda, Cheryl pointed to the Principal
who began talking about the fragmentation of children.

"You can

dispute this idea," she said.

The discussion continued about homgeneous grouping with the
Principal doing most of the talking.

The focus of the discussion

then shifted to integrating volunteers gradually into the program.
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Also the possibility of an in-house trainee for next year was
discussed.

The Principal elaborated on and on with this point,

talking far too much with little input from teachers.

Leadership .--The meeting was chaired by Cheryl who cut off
the Principal's talking and started the meeting at 3:05 p.m.

She

proceeded by using the now standard format with the approval of

minutes and asking for other agenda items.

Cheryl was very assertive

in her comments on handwriting and elicited other comments concerning

the issue from Jane, an aide, and Kathryn.

Observer Reaction .--Generally speaking the energy level at the

meeting was

lov;

looking eyes.

as evidenced by slumped body positions and tired
It seemed as the Principal was talking that again we

were being lectured to.

As she talked about matching up children

and teachers she used her hands and eyes and was very articulate.
I would describe this meeting as information sharing with the

Principal giving information to the group.

At the very end the

Principal made a put -down statement to the secretary:

"You are

not the Principal and don't have to make this decision."

Essentially

the Principal continued to exhibit the same behavior pattern she

had started with at the beginning of the year.

Case Study Number 4 - Kindergarten

Introduction

The kindergarten staff was comprised of three head teachers
(Helen, Ingrid and Margaret), their respective three aides, and
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three student teachers.

The kindergarten was physically located

in Center School which also contained grades 3, 4 and 5.

This

meant that the kindergarten students and staff were physically
,

isolated from the rest of the Early Childhood Program.

This

problem had been recognized by the Project Director and he had
planned to integrate the kindergarten grades into the West and
East Schools.

(This would, of course, mean the kindergarten staff

itself would have to be separated.)
In discussing the kindergarten team with the Principal prior

to entering the school, the Principal explained that the kindergarten

school used to be three self-contained classrooms, but in the

previous year the school had started both team teaching and ANISA.

Because the aides were trained with the teachers in the ANISA model
the aides respected the teachers and worked closely with them.

They

understood that the teachers were responsible for prescription and
diagnosis and that the aides were at a different place in terms of
their skill level.

The aide that was not trained presented some

difficulty.

There were problems in kindergarten, but they did not share
these with the Principal.

The kindergarten teachers

v/ere

isolated

in level and function from the Principal and from their support
system.

Two of the kindergarten teachers operated essentially on

their own.

The Superintendent was aware that the Principal was

not considered part of the team.

The Principal, however, was hoping
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to resolve pert of the problem by being there one day a week on

Fridays.

(The kindergarten teachers were only three of the 17

teachers for whom the Principal was responsible.)
In the preliminary meeting with the Project Director we

discussed the fact that the kindergarten teachers constituted a
mature staff with considerable ability.

They also had the ad-

vantage of having been trained the previous year by a team of ANISA
consultants from the University of Massachusetts and hence the

teachers had considerable knowledge of ANISA theory and had

year’s experience of applying it in the classroom.

a

full

Consequently,

there was no need for the consultant to facilitate implementation
of the ANISA project in this situation and accordingly her goal was

limited to helping the kindergarten team develop a better group

process to deal with their team's problems.

In addition the

consultant was to assist in preparing the team, as far as possible,
for its separation and the subsequent integration of the kindergarten

teachers into the East and West Schools.

Observations from Individual Meetings
September 20

Content. —'The three teachers, three student teachers and the
art specialist attended the meeting.

Most of the meeting was spent

on cognitive issues such as organizing and plaining the activities
and stations for teachers, aides, student teachers, and parents.
and
Affective issues involved the needs and interests of parents
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student teachers who were planning Monday's schedule.

Children

having problems adjusting to school and the AN ISA model were discussed.

Many statements were preceded by "Do you feel?"

Communication . —As can be seen from the following seating chart,
the somewhat awkward seating arrangement forced the communication

flow through Helen.

attention of the whole group.
each other.

these two.

Ingrid and Helen listened most to

Several dialogues occurred during the meeting between

They listened to the others only as it related to de-

cisions being made by them.

Leadership .

—The

major leadership roles were taken by Helen

and Ingrid and to a limited extent the art specialist, who were all

high in information processing.

Helen acted as coordinator, harmon-

izer and gatekeeper making sure everyone had an opportunity to speak.

Ingrid primarily served as evaluator and Margaret, seated' apart from
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the group, was primarily a follower.

In terms of her leadership

style Helen was very democratic and included everyone in group
decisions.

She expressed her feelings openly and directly and did

not evaluate or judge the other people.

When Ingrid was in the

leadership role her style was quite similar although not as task

oriented as Helen who would say, "Let’s decide about the important

things first."
The others responded to Helen’s leadership style with good
participation.

They had

a

A sense of purpose prevailed during the meeting.

short period of time in which to accomplish the task of

deciding the Monday schedule and who would be responsible for each
activity.

The atmosphere was one of important meaningful work.

There was a feeling of "groupness" between the three head
teachers.
prevalent.

A free data flow of information related to the task was

The student teachers in this situation did not partici-

pate and seemed like observers even though their opinions were asked

for occasionally.
Explicit goals were set at the beginning of the meeting by

Helen and the group proceeded to accomplish these goals.

There

was a high commitment to the agreed-upon goals by the group members.

Observer Reaction .—The consultant’s feeling during the observation was one of amazement at how uuickly and efficiently the group

moved through the decision-making process.

At the same time they

expressed concern for other people— especially students, parents
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and the student teachers.

In addition, this was a highly task-

oriented group with strong leadership displayed by both Helen and
Ingrid.

Margaret seemed to exhibit leadership potential; she

was certainly well organized, but did not use her skill to any

degree at this particular meeting.

Was Helen the leader today

because she held the schedule, or was Ingrid usually the leader?

September 20

Observation of Kindergarten Classrooms . --In order to understand
ANISA operationalized in the classroom, the consultant observed a

morning of the kindergarten classes, where ANISA was in its second
year of development.

The children moved freely between the three

rooms, but were conscious of observing the ground rules of walking

quietly, talking softly and putting things back in *their proper
places.

Each child was required to complete an activity in a

learning center before moving on to another activity.

A teacher,

an aide, a parent or a specialist (such as art teacher) was assigned

to each learning center and the group size varied according to the
activitv provided at each center.
activity and joy in learning.

There was a feeling of purposeful

The environment was so conducive to

learning one could see that this was a totally unique educational

experience.

September 20
Content .--The meeting was attended by the three kindergarten
teachers and the Early Childhood Principal.

•r

The meeting focused around the agenda set by the Principal
including such problems as the secretary, volunteers, P.T.O. night,

paying aides extra and hall traffic.

Then the Principal asked if

there were other items to add to the agenda.

Ingrid served as the

chairperson for the teachers.

The group tried to work with and through the Principal, but
did not feel comfortable with her in the group.

There wasn’t the

free, easy exchange of ideas as there was in the morning planning

meeting.

Ingrid presented the problem of paying aides for extra

hours worked after school.

She said they had checked this out with

the Project Director who approved the pay, reasoning that each
school had to respond to their needs.

The Principal in a repri-

manding, angry voice told them that they should have consulted her

before going to the Project Director.

She again re-emphasized that

"She was the Principal!" "The decision to pay aides is not the

Project Director's decision; it is mine."
aides to consider."

"I have fourteen other

Real feelings of conflict surfaced as Ingrid

came back with the ANISA model and how they were committed to im-

plementing the model as it existed.
top priority.
her place.

Aides for them were considered

The Principal put Ingrid down and wanted her kept in

She again said, "I am Principal and I want everyone to

recognize that I am."

Another time the Principal spoke in a repri-

"You mean with all these people

manding voice to the teachers.
here there is no one to cover

.

.

.

."
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Communication . --As the following chart indicates, the directionality of the communication during the 50 -minute period all went
through the leader and only on occasion would Ingrid or Helen

exchange comments.

Principal
x

The Principal spoke most of the time and the group appeared to
listen to her.

When Helen or Ingrid talked the Principal seemed to

be listening, but never gave up her control of the meeting.

The

Principal's communication was directed towards Ingrid or Helen.

Even though Margaret sat directly across from her she rarely looked
at her.

When the teachers responded it was to the Principal and

not to each other.

Leadership .—The major leadership roles were assumed by the
Principal and Ingrid as they processed information.

The Principal

acted as coordinator and gatekeeper allowing limited input from the
teachers.

Helen was the harmonizer

between Ingrid and the Principal
very little.

.

v/hen

potential conflict occurred

Margaret was the follower saying

At certain times the Principal blocked the progress of

the group with "but/and" comments, "assertiveness" and "defensiveness."

The leadership style of the Principal was autocratic.
imposed her will and values on the other group members.

She

In addition

she was also very evaluative or judgmental of the actions of the

group.

At the beginning of the meeting she pushed to

organized."

'’get

the group

The response to her leadership style was low commit-

ment, resistance and holding back of feelings.

resistant to the Principal's leadership.

The group was

They were used to making

decisions on their own and weren't quite sure how to handle this

new situation.

Margaret and Helen appeared to hold back and the

Principal used position power to influence the group.
in the meeting she stated:

"I am Principal,"

For example,

They were to recog-

nize her as their leader.

Observer Reaction . --The Principal had her agenda and proceeded

by going through item by item.

She did not read the agenda, priori-

tize or ask other people to add items to the agenda.

As a result

of this, there was no strong commitment to the goals.

The group could be classified as Stage
with the leader providing all the structure.

1

in group development

The group leader set

the ground rules, established the agenda and did all the leading.
As a result the rate of development was moving towards conflict over

organization— who is going to be responsible for what, what are
going to be the work rules and what is going to be the reward system?

The Principal did not appear to

knov;

how to lead a group.

She

didn't seem to be able to handle conflict and modeled all the wrong
kinds of leadership behavior.

There were some exceptions; she
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prefaced t wo statements with:

"Are you comfortable with that,

Margaret?" and "I want you to come to the staff meeting at East
or West when you can come and be comfortably relaxed."

This showed

some maintenance roles, a concern for people and feelings.

The Principal made team building difficult when she constantly
referred to "my aides," "my teachers" at East and West, as opposed
to "theirs" at kindergarten.
I knew if I didn't discuss with them the conflict between

Ingrid and the Principal they certainly would discuss it behind the

Principal's back.

When I made process comments relative to the

conflict emerging in the group, the group seemed relieved.

The

Principal so antagonized this group that unless she changed her
ways the meeting would turn into a gripe session by the teachers.

She gave the group no positive feedback or support when the group
should have been treated as very mature, usinc; a low task/low rela-

tionships leadership style.

If an intervention was absolutely

necessary, then a high relationship/low task intervention would

be the most appropriate.

To come on strong in a high task/low

relationship manner as she did seemed very inappropriate for the
level of maturity of this group.

November 21
Content . - -The agenda for the meeting woo to orga:iize the use
of parent volunteers in the classroom.

The meeting started with

Margaret and Ingrid and the three student teachers.

Helen joined
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the group later.

The Principal was not in attendance.

Communication . —.Questions were directed occasionally to the
student teachers, hut on the whole they were obviously not a part
of the group.

(See the following communications diagram.)

Non-

verbal language indicated the three head teachers were a triad
and the student teachers were treated as observers occasionally

being told by the head teachers what activities they were responsible
for:

"Lois, would you do snacks?"

"Why don't we put Mary Jane

there?"

Leadership . --Unlike previous meetings in which Ingrid or Helen
assumed the leadership, Margaret chaired the meeting.

This was due

perhaps to the fact that Margaret held the planning form and the

responsibility for completing the chart during the meeting.

The

roles she assumed most often were sharing inf ormation, asking

questions such as "Do you think this plan will be effective?" and

evaluating the effects of actions taken.

She was responsible for

organizing the parent volunteers in the classroom and kept the focus
of the meeting on this task.

I noted that Helen assumed maintenance
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roles occasionally as she said, "I'm feeling that

.

.

.

Another

example of maintenance behavior exhibited by the group was when
both Margaret and Ingrid gave Helen information which she had not

heard because of her late arrival at the meeting.

Observer Reaction . —This was fairly typical of the meetinns I
observed with the exception that Margaret was in the leadership
role.

The group had

a

task to do and set about accomplishing that

task in an efficient way.

Task roles played were predominant, but

not to the detriment of maintenance roles.

January 23
Content .—This meeting was scheduled during the lunch hour from
11:45 to 12:15.

The meeting was late in starting and one member

arrived even later.

With limited time for planning, starting late

cut down the meeting time to a bare minimum, in this case 20 minutes.

The content of the meeting focused on bringing

a

man into the

school to teach woodworking, a discussion about what volunteers

would be there that day and what psychomotor activity to use at a

teaching center.

It might be noted that the kindergarten team used

and were comfortable with AN IS A terminologies more so that East

and West Schools.

Communicat ion .

— Because

of the seating arrangement with the

stjdent teachers seated apart from the head leschers. the feeling
was again "us/we."

An attempt was made by Margaret to draw people

into the discussion, but this was more in terms of assigning people

what to do

o
Helen

Margaret

Leadership .

—Margaret

Student Teacher

Student Teacher

igrid

Student Teacher

again assumed the leadership and kept the

group on the task, but appeared more maintenance oriented than she
had been in previous meetings.

She was concerned that the student

teachers be more involved with the program, helped to inform them
of what had been happening and she also brought them into the dis-

cussion.

Helen, on the other hand, seemed more concerned with

completing the task.

By the end of the meeting the leadership

shifted to Helen, who took a more task orientation.

January 25
Content .

—This

was an informative sharing and planning meeting

among Margaret, Helen and the Principal.

basic aaenda was

a

Ingrid was absent.

Their

discussion of home room, activities, individual

students and other problems.

One of the problems identified during

this meeting was, "We are willing to discuss ANISA with other
teachers, but other teachers are not willing to listen to us because
we are only kindergarten teachers.”

Communicat icn .
the preceding week.

—Margaret

began the meeting with problems from

Then Helen started talking about individual
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children followed by Margaret continuing with her problems.
Finally, Margaret brought the group back to the agenda.

They

then decided that they must consider individual children.
Decision-making was done by consensus with enthusiasm and a
great deal of discussion#

Leadership . —With only two head teachers, the potential group
conflict was not as great.

Margaret began as leader, then later in

the meeting Helen took over.

The transition seemed to occur when

Margaret began asking Helen questions and Helen then assumed the
leadership by virtue of the fact that she knew more about the issue.

Observer Reaction .--! asked the group questions following the
meeting:

"Hew did you feel about the meeting?"
"Were the goals accomplished?"

improved?"

working together as a team?"

"How could it be

"How do you feel about

My process observer comments to them

were that they flitted from one part of the agenda to another without

completing any part.
In past meetings the climate with the Principal present had been

very tense.

At this meeting, however, she seemed to be more inter-

ested in listening and contributing and did not totally dominate the

meeting.

This change in behavior may have resulted from the feedback

from the consultant which was given at the September 20 kindergarten

meeting as well as feedback given to the Principal of meetings with
other groups.

•

February

-

April

Summary of Meetings . --During this three month period the

consultant attended other brief meetings with the kindergarten
team.

Because this was a very mature group which operated quite

well alone, it had less need for the consultant than did the other
groups in the Early Childhood Program and the consultant’s time
was allocated accordingly.

When the consultant did meet with the kindergarten team it
was as a resources person helping them wibh specific tasks.

For

example, I taught them the force -field analysis problem-solving

technique

May

1

Content .

—The

purpose of the meeting was to plan the following

week's curriculum and included a lengthy discussion of how to use
the raised platforms.

(Raised platforms in the center of the class-

room are a part of the AN IS A design.)

Communication .

— As

can be seen from the following seating chart,

the student teachers were clearly integrated into the group.

Studen"
Teacne

Margaret
Student
Teacher

Student
Teacher
x Ingrid

Helen
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For the first time I observed a good give and take between

teachers and student teachers with everyone having some input into
the decisions.

When they were making a decision about what to do

on the platform the student teachers gave

a

suggestion about "Chutes

and Ladders" and "Candyland" and the group then decided by consensus

what to do.

Leadership ; --The leadership rotated between all three head
teachers.

Ingrid, however, seemed to defer to Helen when the group

met as a whole during planning meetings.
Observer Reaction . --For the first time during the year I observed that the student teachers were treated almost as equals by
the teaching staff.

This may have resulted from the fact that the

student teachers had matured enough to be considered as equals or

simply that the new seating arrangement brought them more into the

mainstream of the communication flow.

May 8
Content .

—The

meeting was devoted to planning the use of

volunteers for the next week. .After lunch with the teachers prior
to the meeting Margaret commented to me that she saw my role as

helping them with planning and process.

She felt as a group they

were more aware of planning and using their time well.

Since our

meeting on for^ --field analysis problem-solving techniques, they
appointing
had been using rotating leadership and instead of just
the group.
one leader they rotated around and took turns leading

The
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person responsible for leading the group kept
the agenda, time
frames and made sure the group accomplished the task.

Communication .

— As

can be seen from the following seating

chart, for the second meeting in a row student teachers
were seated

around the table with the teaching staff (one student teacher was
seated on the platform, but she was not cut off from the rest of
the group).

There was a comfortable and relaxed feeling during the meeting.

They had a task to accomplish, but were flexible enough to adapt to
the arrival of the Project Director who wanted to speak to Ingrid.
She introduced him to the group; then the two left briefly with

Ingrid returning in a

fev;

minutes and planning continued.

Leadership . --Helen assumed the leadership because she had the
volunteers* cards and the responsibility for organizing the volunteers
that week.
Ob s erver Function . - -As I had diagnosed earlier, this group

operated quite well on their own.

It was only when the Principal

joined the group that the dynamics changed.

They used their time
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well; they treated each other with respect

and mature.

—the

group was developed

Finally, the student teachers had now been fully

integrated into the group,

June 15
Informal Meeting .

—The

purpose of this meeting was to introduce

the woman who would serve as process observer the following year.
We met with the teachers and aides during lunch hour and they seemed

very friendly to us.
spoke.

The aides were quiet and only the head teachers

Positive feedback was given to having a process observer

and what they had learned this past year.

Interest was expressed

in the Behavior in Group Profile which had been administered at a

previous meeting.

From the new process observer’s point of view,, the group seemed
"developed, ready and non-defensive,”

Case Study Number 5 - West School

Introduction

The West School was a multi-aged school where the entire faculty
of five teachers and two aides operated as a team with considerable

movement of children between rooms and among the staff.

Approximately

130 six and seven year old children attended school at West,

Three

five
of the teachers had 10 cr more years of experience, one had

years and one was in her second year of teaching.

Even before ANISA

was known for
was introduced into the school system the West School
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open school philosophy and general creative approach to learning.
In particular, one teacher in the school had had extensive training

in open education and had positively influenced the attitudes

toward education in the school.
Before the consultant entered the group she met individually

with both the Project Director and the Early Childhood Principal.

The Project Director and the consultant mutually decided her goal
would be to assist the West staff in understanding and being more
perceptive about group process.

The Project Director felt this

group operated very effectively as a team as evidenced by the product
they produced— a well educated student.

On the other hand, they

did not understand how groups operated and as a result "spun their
wheels" (inefficient use of meeting time) when they were in a group.

According to the Principal the problems at West were unlike
those at East.

In particular, one teacher was having difficulty

accepting and internalizing ANISA theory and as a result was leading
a splinter group.

She was highly creative and recognized as the

best teacher in the school, and hence she exercised strong leadership.

The Principal said she knew her role should be one of supporting
the teachers with their ideas and assuming a style 4 (low task- low

relationships style) which she said was fine with her.

The Principal viewed the entire staff as being creative
teachers.

Their greatest weakness, however, was their inability to

function effectively in group process dealing with problem-solving
and task orientation.
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The basic format for describing the individual meetings will
be the same as that used for East School; namely:
communications, leadership, and observer reaction.

content,

This format,

however, could only be used for the first few meetings since, as
the reader will see below, the consultant's role in this particular

group was severely limited by the nature of the team's reaction.

Observations for Individual Meetings

September 12
Content .

—The

consultant was greeted by a group of friendly

smiling teachers and after introducing herself, stated she was with
the ANISA project and would be observing their meeting in the

afternoon.

One teacher (Judy) offered to show the consultant where

the meeting would be held.

Outside the meeting area the consultant

met the school secretary who also seemed friendly and eager to be
of assistance.

The Early Childhood Principal arrived and began

telling Judy who the consultant was and what she would be doing.

The consultant added a few comments and then asked the Principal if
she might have a few moments at the beginning of the meeting to

explain her role to the teachers.

She agreed and we proceeded into

the meeting roan and began talking with some of the mothers who

were there for the meeting of library volunteers.

After coffee

of
the Principal asked the consultant to accompany her on a tour

the building.

She seemed genuinely eager and proud to show me the

classroom.
school and to point up the specific ANISA features in each
as
She was critical of those rooms that were not as well organized
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specified by ANISA.
area.

Follov;ing our tour we went back to the meeting

When a parent asked how we should arrange the chairs
and

then proceeded to suggest tables, the Principal began
arranging
T design for tables.

a

After all the chairs and tables were arranged

the consultant looked at the arrangement and suggested putting
the
tables together reasoning that group formation as close to

a

circle

as possible would facilitate the best communication between and

among group members.

The Principal looked a bit puzzled at first,

but agreed with the idea and we moved the tables and chairs to

achieve the following seating pattern:

Pam
X

Patty

Judy

Bev

Parent
X

X

x

x
x
Principal

x

Parent

x

Joan

x

Process Observer

x
Amy

The Principal began the meeting by introducing the consultant
to the group and the consultant followed with an explanation of what

her role would be at the school.

The consultant explained that the

basic goal of the ANISA project was the implementation of the ANISA

model which involved teaching children learning competency and that
she was there a* part ot the process of implementation to help

the change process.

-d.th

In particular, she hoped to assist with process

problems involved in the dynamics of implementation

leadership and followership.

—for

example,

The consultant was there to facilitate
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their needs and to process observe and her objective was to
get the

group to share in diagnosis and to help the group to diagnose its
own processes.

The group was then asked for their suggestions and

P^^klems so that I could work on then with the group.

In addition

I mentioned confidentiality as a factor with each group treated

separately.

In summary, the project made the consultant available

to them and what she did specifically was up to them.

The Principal then brought up the problem of staffing and
use of the library.

She turned the meeting over to Amy (Early

Childhood Librarian) who proceeded to tell about the grant she had
received.

She then raised the issue of lack of space in the West

School library.

After considerable discussion the problem was

resolved when Bev said she had bricks and Joan had the boards to

make a bookshelf.

This was then followed by brief discussion of

the need for library aides, the possibility of getting men teachers
to read stories during story hour, and problems with library

volunteers.

Communication .

— As

Amy talked about the library everyone seemed

intent and listened to what was being said.

Bev raised her hand

with a suggestion and made a funny comment which served as a tension
reliever.

Laughter followed in the group.

Bev followed this up

with a question unrelated to the topic being discussed.
Pam followed up with comments.

expressed by the group.

Amy and

General questions and concerns were

As the group proceeded to deal with the
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problem of space everyone was talking at once, but the
problem
was eventually resolved.

The high participators were Amy, the

Principal, Bev, and the low participator was Pam.
shix t in participation.

Who talked to

whc*n:

There was no

Bev talked to Amy,

Joan spoke to Amy and Joan also spoke to Bev.

The Principal and

Amy kept the discussion moving while Bev helped to move the group
on with her questions.

Leadership .— Bev appeared to have a high influence in the
group.

Although everyone seemed to have their say, people listened

mostly to Bev.

Hex style of influence could be desexibed as

positive, creative and problem-solving.

At times there was a

struggle for leadership and it appeared that the Principal was

not the natural leader of the group.

Instead, she used her position

and power to get the teachers' attention.

Observer Reaction .

— In

relating this group to the Hersey-

Blanchard situational leadership theory the consultant woxild

describe the group as high relations with a low emphasis in task
completion.

For example, several aides were observed conversing

while Amy and the Principal were speaking.

Decisions were made by the consensus method—with everyone
working together.

The consultant felt that the Principal was the

only one that seemed to provide structure to the meeting or fulfill
the task functions necessary in group process.

were not many maintenance roles being played,

Generally there
for example,

making sure everyone had an opportunity to share ideas or

)
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clarif ication of ideas.

The general atmosphere was one of inclusion (i.e., everyone
in the group and no one left out).

group members.

The feelings were good between

As the Principal attempted to make closing comments,

the conversation kept on going— almost like a bridge club chattering

back and forth.

Finally at the end of the meeting everyone was

quiet as the Principal spoke.

The energy appeared low in the group.

The Principal asked the consultant to give feedback to the
group.

I was surprised at first that she asked me but proceeded

to comment on the items mentioned above.

In response to the one

negative comment concerning communication patterns and how decisions were made, the Principal came back quickly and defensively,
saying this was the way the group relaxed.

None of the teachers

commented about the feedback except to agree by nodding their heads.

September 17
Content .

—-The

consultant's next trip to West was spent talking

with teachers and observing classrooms.

After the first meeting,

the consultant received feedback from an elementary school counselor

indicating that the West School team members had been threatened
by the consultant's note-taking and did not want an outsider telling

them they didn't communicate well.
decided to

me.ko this

Consequently the consultant

primarily a public relations visit and she took

no notes during the meeting to appear as non-threatening as possible.
(Consequently there are no observations on communications or leadership

in thi s section.
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Since the Principal did not attend this meeting there was no
agenda and the meeting turned into

a

general gripe session.

The problems which were mentioned by the teachers were:

(1)

Since there was no preparation time allotted in the school day,
teachers had to stay late to prepare classes; (2) The teachers
were with the children all day long except on days they were with
specialists; (3) Inconvenience and additional noise occurred as

a

result of the old two story school building structure; (4) Inadequate

supplementary teaching materials meant teachers had to bring in
their own games, puzzles and books; (5) Eight reading groups were

necessary to absorb so many differences in abilities; and (6) The
parents serving as aides were undependable.

Observer Reaction . --Further questioning of one of the teachers

revealed no real problems between people on the staff.

Thus most

of the discussion centered around the content of the problems

rather than the process (or how they were solved).

Had not one of

the teachers on their staff volunteered to go to East School this
year, potentially there might have been a problem.

She was the

logical person to leave as she did not fit into the group as well.

Because it was such a tight knit group they were not interested in

breaking it up, or as I would later observe, not interested in
including outsiders in their group.

November 13
Content.

—The

consultant met briefly after school for an
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informal meeting with the West staff.
Pam and Patty.

Present were:

Bev, Joan,

The consultant specifically asked that the

Principal not be present at the meeting as the consultant was

interested in the interactions of the group without the Principal
present.

I started by asking if they wouldn't move the two

tables together because it would be easier to work in a group.
In previous meetings people sat at separate tables making

communication difficult, if not impossible.

I said I had one

item for the agenda which was to receive direction from them

concerning my role or more specifically how I could be most

helpful to them.

Their response was to say nothing.

the question "plopped."

Essentially

I kept waiting for someone to say some-

thing, and when they looked blank and said nothing I recovered and
said perhaps they needed more time to think about it.

The meeting (uncalled for except that I was going to be
there) turned out to be another "gripe session," this time about

the Principal.

One teacher even criticized her corduroy slacks.

Another teacher mentioned the comparisons made between schools and

how the Principal pumped her with questions about what she was
doing and then used that data against the other school.

move into

a

Trying to

problem-solving framework, I asked them how they handled

this situation,-

They said either they ignored the Principal or

they solved the problem and then told her what they had done.

When I questioned them about ANISA one teacher said, "It's a
five letter word."

Another teacher replied, "A lot of work."

My
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feeling was that they were "scape goating" and blamed the AM IS A
project for the problems in the school.

They specifically asked me for the next in-service to define
what was meant by learning centers with no adult supervisor
present.

This was their need at the first in-service and it was

not met.

Observer Reaction . --The feedback which I received from the
teachers at this meeting reinforced my notion that the Principal

was not trusted by the teachers from the West School and that the
Principal was not capable of playing a leadership role at the
school.

She did maintenance work such as dealing with parents

while the teachers made their own decisions.

As a result of this

meeting I was made more aware of the conflict betv/een the teachers
and the Principal and the overall dissatisfaction with the in-

service training program.

November 19
Content .

—The

consultant observed a staff meeting and took

process notes, both at the request of the Principal.

These were

summarized and given to the teachers at the end of the meeting.

The meeting was held in the teacher’s room after school, a room
relatively conducive to interaction with no distractions.

The entire meeting was devoted to reorganizing the school's
reading groups.
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Communication .

—The

emotional climate was very accepting,

non -evaluative, friendly and informal.
In charting the roles people played in groups the Principal

most often assumed those roles of initiating activity, seeking
information, giving information and opinions.

Pam, the appointed

leader of the group or person in charge when the Principal was not
in the building, gave information and occasionally relieved tension

with her laughter or jokes, but other than that did not perform a
strong leadership role.

Most of the task and maintenance roles

seemed to be filled by Bev who sought information and opinions
and in many instances gave information and opinions.

She also

structured the task of the group.

Her easy manner helped to re-

lieve the tension with laughter.

Judy also expressed her opinion

and helped in relieving tension with her jokes.

Joan mainly gave

information and opinions while Patty said nothing.
Leadership .

—The

chart on communication outlines indicated

the Principal, Bev, Pam, and Joan were over-participators and Patty
was an underparticipator.

There was a formal leader of the group

(Pam), and two informal leaders (the Principal and Bev).

In terms

of productivity, the chairperson read through the stated goals

which were both realistic and common goals.

They did make a decision

groups.
and followed through on the task of re-organizing the reading

Observer Reaction. --The group pattern was to begin talking
and then move
about a person or some incident as related to the task,

.
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from there into extraneous events surrounding that person or
incident.

In my feedback to them (again requested by the

Principal) I gave them specific examples of when they did this.
I also pointed out that in some cases additional information

could help the group understand a particular child; however, in

other cases it kept the group from completing their task.

November 20
Content .

—This

was a short meeting devoted to discussion of

individual student problems and planning the Christmas party.
At the meeting the consultant gave the group three open

ended questions to respond to in relation to groups:
1.

Things I would like to understand better about the

group I work in.
2.

Things I would like to learn how to do better in groups.

3.

Feelings I have in groups which I would like to change or

improve
I said I would pick the questionnaires up later in the week.

(The results from this questionnaire are reported in Chapter 5.)
I also asked permission to do group processing.

Observer Reaction.— -Based on her reactions to the meeting, the

consultant gave the following feedback to the group:

The meeting

was unbelievably brief (40 minutes) and well organized.

(They

have
said that if the consultant had not been there they would
December
begun talking about the food at the forthcoming party in
until 5:00.)
and what they would wear and would have been there

I
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noted this was an improvement from the last meeting I observed

when everyone talked at once, etc.

Everyone participated in the

discussion with the exception of Patty who needed encouragement
and I said, "I think you could give her a chance to speak if she

The group had difficulty staying on the topic.

wanted to."

began telling of an incident or

a

They

person and moved from there off

Some of this might be relevant, but many times it just

the topic.

kept the group from accomplishing the task in the specified amount

The roles taken were primarily task roles with some

of time.

maintenance roles such as Judy who was a tension reliever.

When

I asked about leadership, the Principal put the lid on that.

'That's not important here."

Judy:

"We all do our share of

leadership."
I got the feeling when I gave process feedback in this group

that they didn't want to hear anything negative.

My approach was

to ask them questions and then highlight a few facts.

They liked

to hear "It's a happy place, etc."

December

3

Informal Meeting with Teachers and Principal . —I spoke with

teachers casually in the hall and the teachers' lounge and then
spent 45 minutes talking with the Principal.

In these discussions

Principal.
with the Principal I was perceived as a colleague of the
"Mary Bohn
Later she would quote me and say to the teachers,

says

.

.

.

."

At West the Principal was seen as interfering.

their closely knit staff.
I too was seen as interfering into

Thus
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December

5

Individual Meet inn with Bev . --I had a luncheon conversation

with Bev who talked to me about her low self-concept, vulnerability,
and how sensitive she was to criticism.

She wanted to understand

when to speak up and when to hold back, knowing that she was uncomfortable v/hen she didn't speak up.

She felt very conscious of the

fact that she was the spokesperson of the school.

She told of a

specific incident between the Principal and her when she discussed

with her the differences between the open classroom and AMIS A.
Because she felt she couldn't adopt all of ANISA she was seen as
a rebel.

For her not to adapt ANISA to her style would have been

to deny a large part of her personality.

The decorations on her

wall were not ANISA, but representative of the way she operated as
a teacher.

Her room had brought criticism by the Principal and

been referred to as the "clown room."
Bev gave a quick comment about the rest of the teachers:

Pam

"keeps things inside her and feels things can’t be changed"; Patty
is "very shy and retiring"; "we all work as a team at West."

Bev

said she saw me working with their team on the issue of whether
to speak up in a large group.

They might practice on a real problem.

She felt I should experiment with Joan and her being quiet and the

others getting practice in speaking up.

Observer Reaction. --Although Bev was candid and open with me,
defensiveness and
I still detected on her part a certain amount of

lack of trust
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January 22
Informal Meeting with Teachers ..-The consultant met with Judy,

Pam and Bov over lunch, concerning their thoughts about in-service.

The issue was the Principal's concern over the West teachers leaving
the Human Relations In-Service training session in mass at 3:30

instead of staying until 5:00 p.m. for the completion.
stay on until 4:10; the other four left together.)

(Bev did

The Principal

was upset that the West School staff left the in-service training

session early and were not concerned about improving their inter-

personal growth and teaching.

(The consultant was also disappointed

that they left early since I was involved as an assistant human re-

lations trainer and hoped that they would learn more about group

process through this experience.)

They all wanted to talk when I finally raised the issue.

Their

concerns were a combination of content (human relations training)
and process (how the decision was made that they should attend this

meeting).

The specific comments in each of these areas are as

follows.
Content:

tions.”

up.”

(3)

(1) "Some people feel uncomfortable in these situa-

(2) Patty

Bev— I

— "I'm

a private person and don’t like to open

don't like to open up with people I don't know—

I wait until I get to know them.

Just like in the tinkertoy

simulation [simulation exercise used in Process Observer Workshop],
completed.
I didn't say anything until I knew the task had to be
(4)

Pam— "What

to
our group had in common was that none of us likes

v

!
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participate in groups.

We did decide we were all teachers and we

had that in common."
•

(D

Judy— -"We didn't feel we had to stay? most in—

services went until 4:00."
of us didn't want to go."

three hours?"

(2)

"We were told we had to go.

Some

(3) "Does human relations training take

(4) East School people would have left if they had

had the nerve to go."

Observer Reaction .— My reaction was to defend human relations
training, the need to understand ourselves, to work with kids and

work in groups.

They obviously did not agree and once more I

struck a negative note with the group.

January 22
Individual Meeting with Be

.

--The consultant had an individual

meeting with Bev following lunch in her room.

The general theme of

the conversation revolved around the clarification of our feelings

following the ANISA Steering Committee of which she was a member
and group process training session in which I perceived her as

being very down and negative.

I again found myself in a position

of defending what I had done at the training sessions,

Bev went on to explain her feelings and reactions.

She got

down and found it took her time to sort out her feelings and what
was bringing her down.

This was anything from personal problems to

the Principal being angry because the children were not quiet during

activity period, to the ANISA representatives who said ever ycning
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was wonderful.

The contradictions between the two days made Bev

uncomfortable.

However, the real issue still seemed to be in-

service.

The Principal and the representatives from Steering

Committee planned in-service without first consulting the teachers
and she felt this was an issue for the Steering Committee to

consider.

Observer Reactio n. --It was necessary to receive teacher input
to effectively plan the February 4 meeting.

be well received.

Otherwise it would not

We cleared up the issue of the training program

the preceding day.

Even though her expression and mood were down

she still felt she had learned a great deal.

The problem of the

human relations workshop was not so much what topic was being presented, but how the topic had been determined.

January 23
Summary of Meeting .

—I

attended one last formal meeting at

An agenda was printed and the

West and took no process notes.

Principal conducted this meeting.

I would describe the meeting as

very formal with the Principal doing most of the talking and very
little feedback from the rest of the staff.

February

7

Me eting wi th Proj ect Directo r.

Director that

M West

—I

received word from the Project

knows my services and they are not interested."

They like being "quadrant 3."

I was told at this point to keep
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checking in, asking how they are doing, but not to do anything
more with them as a group.

The Project Director attributed the failures of this interaction to the fact that the consultant was perceived as

a

colleague

of the Principal and that the Principal was seen as interfering,

March 31
Informal Meeting .— In an informal visit at West (still feeling
a bit uncomfortable) I was taken to the activity period.

Later I

presented an idea to Patty for her to assist Carolyn at the next
in-service as a way of approaching the difficulties she had when
she participated in groups,

(Earlier in the year through a

questionnaire she had expressed interest in improving her partici-

pation skills.)
fail" ones.

sibility.

I said we would design the experiences as "no

She could give directions and not take total respon-

She was going to think it over, but did not appear

overjoyed at the prospect.

June 15
Summary of Meeting .— At the last brief meeting with West

teachers I introduced the v:oman who would follow me.
out evaluation forms (see Chapter 6).

I handed

The five teachers still

appeared as a resistant and tight group.

Smart cracks about

filling out evaluations and jokes and bad comments about consultants
underlined an atmosphere of tension.

The teachers were still
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resistant to the Principal os well as the process consultant
since she was seen as closely aligned with the Principal.

CHAPTER

V

ANALYSIS OF CASE STUDY RESULTS

Introduction

The present chapter will analyze the results of the case
studies with the analysis being based upon the recorded observations of the consultant as reported in Chapter 4 and the results

obtained from various evaluative instruments which will be re-

ported in the chapter.

The analysis will be done on

case basis in the present chapter.

Chapter

7

a case by

contains a comparative

analysis of the various types of outcomes as a part of the study's
summary and conclusions.

The analysis of the individual case studies will be presented
according to the following format:

(1) summary of case study re-

sults including the results from the various instruments which

were administered to the group, (2) an analysis of the changes
(or lack of changes) in group process which occurred during the

year, and (3) the major conclusions to be drawn from the individual

case study.

Because the needs of each group differed during the year,
the instruments used for each group varied accordingly.

The author

purposely did not gather instrumentation data at the beginning of
the year, choosing instead to make initial assessments on the

basis of observations and asking questions designed to elicit
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frora

the groups what they might want to learn about group process.

The use of instruments could have been interpreted as an
inter-

vention in itself and hence might have adversely affected the
consultant's rapport with the groups with whom she was working.
Because her primary goal was assisting these groups in the imple-

mentation of the ANLSA model and serving as

a process consultant,

she felt that instruments should arise out of the needs of the

groups and should be used primarily to focus on analyzina group

process.

Analysis of Case Study Results

-

Steering Committee

Summary of Data

The consultant's initial intervention into the Steering Committee
could be described as an agenda-setting intervention (see Chapter
Schein, 1969).

2,

After observing and taking notes durirg the first

three meetings of the Steering Committee the Project Director in-

vited the consultant on November 26 to give process observation
feedback to the group.

The process observations revolved around

the human processes as described by Schein such as communication
(i.e., participation), leadership, decision-making, the roles people

play in groups and group norms.

The specific observations and

feedback were directly related to the particular meeting in progress
and what process issues seemed to predominate.
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The nature of the consultant’s role shifted toward

a

feedback

of observation type of intervention as a result of the process

workshop that was held for the Steering Committee in January.

The

workshop enabled the consultant to train the committee members
in group process to the point where they (1) understood the group

process vocabulary and (2) were prepared to accept individualized
feedback.

Hence, the consultant was able to give feedback on

personal performances in the group context.

The first part of

the training session involved teaching the dimensions of group

process theory and the latter part involved a simulation activity
in which group members practiced the new theory and gave feedback

to each other (see January 21 meeting) using the rules of feedback.
At the end of the workshop the participants were asked to

complete an instrument evaluating the results of the workshop.

The instrument contained three questions:
overall on a scale from

1

(1) rate the

workshop

(not useful) to 10 (very useful), (2)

what was the most helpful experience in the workshop, and

(3)

what

was the most significant "I learned statement” you could make

after the workshop?

The results from the instrument (which are

summarized in Table 5.1) show that not only was the workshop well

received (overall mean rating of 9.0), but that the Individual
participants already understood group process theory and had incorporated process terminology into their vocabulary.

"

?09

TABLE 5.1
PARTICIPANT EVALUATION RESUITS FOR PROCESS
CONSULT ACT LED WORKSHOP ON GROUP PROCESS AN ISA STEERING COMMITTEE
(N = 10)

A.

Overall Evaluation of Workshop

Mean Score of 9.00 (very useful)
(Scale Range:
B.

1-10)

Most Helpful Experience in Workshop

-

Individual Responses

"Actual participation in the group at task."
"Ken's information helped alot on such a brief workshop."

"Both observer and group participant roles
actual experiences."

— first

hand

helped to show what roles are necessary in a group and how
people seem to revert to same roles. That one has to work
at carrying out new role."

"If

"Having in mind the theory when trying to apply it to the
I’ve always looked at a task as a task without any
task.
systematic way of attacking it."
"The tinker toys--it really illustrated what we are talking
about •

"Sitting around the table and having a time limit set for a
task— and feedback."
"The experience of participation."
It's
"Observing and giving feedback about the experience.
group and
difficult not to get emotionally involved in the
in
meetings
smaller
At
playing.
foroet what parts each is
about
forget
I
groups
small
our building and in day to day
to our benefit.
process and it would be more helpful to use it

"Had a chance to look at ourselves again.
others see us."

Listen to how

group's actions by their part"The periodic reviev/s of each
theory statements."
ners. Relating observed behavior to

)

?10

T ABLE 5.1

C.

(

Cont. inued

V^hat was the most significant "I learned
statement" you could
make after this workshop?

"A general idea of how group process achieves tasks."

"I learned that it's very easy for me to 'take over.'"

"Still tend to be group centered."
"I realized that I can offer ideas when in a time restriction
but otherwise I might only listen and not contribute."

"I've learned that I can lead if I keep trying."
"That roles and group skills can really be seen and acted
upon. They are so obvious i"

"I enjoy this type of tension.
it's over."

It's very relaxing after

"I discovered that it is possible to participate in a
decision-making process and actually make myself feel
more close to the group."
"I learned that I still can't speak up even when I know as
much as the next guy."

"I learned I could keep my mouth shut and the task will get
done--maybe better J"
"To cope with absence of position power l"
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During the remainder of the year following the workshop, the

members of the committee began to take on a large share of the

responsibility for handling their own group process, while the
consultant gradually changed her role from that of group process
leader to facilitator.

This change in behavior was consistent

with the consultant's objective.
At the end of the March 13 meeting the committee members

completed the Group Effectiveness instrument which asked them to
rate on a scale from

1

to 10 how effectively the group performed

in terms of the various aspects of group process.

The results of

the questionnaire (see Table 5.2) show that the group rated its

performance on all items near the upper end of the rating scale.

The highest rating on the Group Effectiveness instrument was
given to goals which members felt were clear to all and shared by
all.

Since the goals of the meeting were determined in advance

by the Project Director (or any other member

who wished to put

an item on the agenda) the items on the agenda were explicit.

This

in turn meant that the goals of the group were for the most part

clear and specific.

The relatively high rating for decision-making (7.9) indicated
group members felt that the decision-making process had been pri-

marily of the consensus nature and that deviant opinions had been
appreciated and used to improve these decisions.

(See November 26

meeting for discussion of decision-making process.)

Participation

that
received the lowest relative rating which probably indicates

•
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TABLE 5.2

MEAN RATING ON GROUP EFFECTIVENESS INSTRUMENT®

Mean Rating
Steering Committee
Spring

Characteristic

(N = 11)

Goals

8.2

Participation

6.5

Feelings

7.4

Diagnosis of Group Problems

7.1

Leadership

6.9

Decisions

7.9

Trust

7.4

Creativity and Growth

7.5

0

See Rating Group Effectiveness instrument in Appendix II
for a complete description of the characteristics which were
rated by the Steering Committee.

k Instrument ratings ranged from
10 ( good
)

a score of 1 (poor) to
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at least some members of the committee felt that not all participants

were able to express themselves and be heard by the group as a
whole.
As a means of evaluating the change in the organizational

development of the Early Childhood component of the school system
over the year, the committee members were asked to complete

a

questionnaire on Organizational Development characteristics (see

Table 5.3) at the end of the year (May 6).

The members were asked

to rate the Early Childhood Program on eight characteristics of

organizational development on

a

scale from

1

to

7

with seven being

the highest or most favorable score on all items except ’’utilization
of human resources" where one was the most favorable score and

seven the least favorable.

The members were asked to rate the

Early Childhood Program for the fall and spring semesters in order
to measure their perception of the changes which occurred over the
year.

The results of the questionnaire (see Table 5.3) show that the
Steering Committee members felt there was a distinct improvement on
all characteristics with the exception of "utilization of human

resources."

(Because of the reversal of the scale on this item

an improvement would show up as

than in the fall.

a

lower mean rating in the spring

Since this was the only item with

a

scale reversal

this question may have been misunderstood by a number of the respondents.

Consequently the results for this item should probably

be entirely disregarded.)
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TABLE 5.3

MEAN RATING 9 OF ORGANIZAT IONAI. DEVELOPMENT
CHARACTERISTICS 10 - ANISA STEERING COMMITTEE

Mean Score
Fall

Spring

(N = 10)

(N » 10)

Degree of Mutual Trust

3.20

5.95

Communicat ions

2.65

5.55

Degree of Mutual Support

4.65

5.85

School System or School Objectives

3.45

4.95

Handling Conflict with School
System or School

3.15

5.65

Utilization of Human Resources

3.25

3.65

Control Methods

3.75

5.55

School System or School Environment

3.75

5.65

Characteristic

^Rating scale ranges from 1 to 7 with 7 being the highest
or most favorable score on each item.

b
The Organizational Development guestionnaire
in Appendix II.

is

reproduced

?is

The most dramatic improvement occurred in the areas of mutual
trust (where the rating went from relatively high "suspicion” to

relatively high "trust" in the spring) and communications where the
rating indicates relatively "g\iarded" communications in the fall,
but "open" and "authentic" in the spring.

Analysis of Group Process
Initial Situation .

— At

the beginning of the year the Steering

Committee was clearly an effective task group.

All of its meetings

were structured with a clearly-defined agenda, specific goals, and
strong leadership provided by the Project Director,

Despite the effectiveness of the group in dealing with task,
there were a number of problems associated with the functioning of

Steering Committee:

(1) While most of the administrators in the

group were self-confident and willing to articulate their viewpoint

on all major issues, the teacher representatives were considerably
more reticent and they participated very infrequently during the

early meetings of the year; (2) Both the Upper Elementary School
Principal and the nursery school representative were extremely
timid personality types and did not participate in the discussion;
(3)

The Superintendent occasionally used his position power to

completely thwart efforts by the other members of the group to

arvive at a consensus decision; (4) The majority of the committee
members had no formal training in group process theory and hence
did not understand the process which was occurring in meetings nor
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did they have the skills to evaluate the process in order to

improve the effectiveness of the meetings from both

a

maintenance

and a task perspective.

Consultant

1

s

Strategies and Outcome .

—The

consultant's

strategies for dealing with each of the above problems will be

presented in the order in which the problems are listed above.

The consultant's approach to dealing with the timidity of the
teacher representatives was to provide leadership training through

both the in-service program and in their respective school groups
(see the individual school case studies).

In addition, the con-

sultant used the coaching technique to encourage the individual

teachers to assert themselves more in the Steering Committee

meetings as a means of developing their leadership potential.

The

case study in Chapter 4 shows that both the frequency of teacher

participation and the leadership effectiveness of said participation
increases over the year.

For example, by the March 13 meeting

some teachers are beginning to openly express their previously

suppressed feelings of uneasiness about speaking out in the committee
meetings.

Note in particular, that the two statements to this ef-

fect were drawn out of the teacher representatives as

a

result of

the consultant's administration and discussion of the Rating Group

Effectiveness instrument.

By the end of the year, the leadership

the
skills of several of the teacher representatives had advanced to

position of
point where they were not only willing to challenge the

A
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high le/el administrators, but they were playing

a

major leadership

role in the committee.

The most dramatic change occurred in the case of the kindergarten
representative, who became extremely articulate and whose leadership
affected the group process (see May 27 and June 4 meetings).

Part

of her increased confidence and skills were related to (1) the

design and leadership of the new in-service format (she worked on
the design and led the first meeting);

(2) the

speaking on AN IS

philosophy at Steering Committee; (3) her trip to the ANISA site in
Maine; and (4) her training in group process skills and in particular

her specialized training in problem-solving skills.

Similar but somewhat less dramatic changes occurred with the
representatives from West and from one of the nursery schools.

It

was my observation that as the teachers' leadership began to develop
the administrators began to listen to the teachers.

The teachers

had the confidence and skills necessary to be heard.

The lack of participation by the Upper Elementary School
Principal and the nursery school representative could not be

treated effectively through leadership training because neither of

these committee members came into contact with the consultant outside of the Steering Committee meetings,

especially since they

were not members of any of the school groups for which the consultant

had responsibility.

The consultant did attempt to address the

problem, however, by bringing it to the attention of the entire

group and asking the group to take ownership of the problem (see
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November 7 and February

7

meetings).

The group, however, preferred

to ignore the issue and the problem was not resolved by the end of
the year.

The mean rating of Group Effectiveness instrument (Table 5,2)
shows participation rated lower than any other characteristic, further

showing this issue was never fully resolved by the group.

In addi-

tion, the leadership characteristic as addressed in the Rating Group

Effectiveness instrument received considerably lower ratings (6.9)
probably due to Schein's definition calling for "distributed leadership" rather than the group depending too much on a single person

or a few persons for leadership.

This instrument was administered

prior to the rise in importance of the teachers as leaders, which

no doubt accounted for the lower ratings on this characteristic.

Since the consultant was brought into the school system by the
Project and Research Directors who were both under the Superintendent,
she was not brought in at a high enough level to deal effectively

with the Superintendent s tendency to thwart the group process,
•

especially since the Superintendent was not entirely committed to
either the ANISA philosophy nor the need for a process consultant.

Whenever possible, the consultant did attempt to deal with the
Superintendent’s attitude and behavior by approaching him at the
feedend of the Steering Committee meetings and providing positive

had
back on those occasions when his performance at the meetings

feedback
contributed to good group process and providing negative
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in a humorous manner when his behavior blocked the group efforts.

While this limited approach to the problem may have slightly

modified the Superintendent's behavior, it did not stop him from
using his authority to impose his position on the group when major
policy issues were under consideration.

The lack of skills and understanding of group process on the
part of most committee members was addressed by the consultant

through her workshop for the Steering Committee.

As noted above,

the workshop was successful as indicated by the fact that most

members rated the workshop highly and indicated that they had learned
a considerable amount about the theory of group process and the

techniques involved in analyzing the process of a meeting.

In addi-

tion, as noted above, the consultant was able to bring the group to

the point where they were able to process their own meetings with

encouragement ard support from the process consultant.

The changes which occurred in group process within the Steering
Committee over the year can be described as follows:

The committee

started the year as an effective task group, but with little partici-

pation by the teacher representatives and two other members who
were silent members of the group.

Major decisions were made essen-

tially by the administrators in the group, and the Superintendent
in particular used his position power to control the outcome on

major issues.

Finally, the group did not understand either the

theory or applications of group process.
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While it was not possible for the consultant
to increase the

participation of the two silent committee members nor to
change
more than marginally the behavior pattern of the
Superintendent,
the participation of the teacher representatives
improved to the

point where they began to assume a leadership role within the

steering Committee.

This in turn shifted some of the balance of

ion-making power within the committee from the administrators
toward the teacher representatives.

The consultant was able to

successfully achieve her objective for the year which was to
efficiently familiarize the members of the committee with the
techniques of group process so they could eventually do their own

group processing.

Major Findings and Conclusions

The major findings of this particular study are as follows:
1.

The group was very effective in dealing with tasks before

the consultant entered the school system.

The reason why the group functioned as well as it did was
directly related to the leadership of the Project Director.
was the Project Director both successful and effective?

Why

In the

first place, here was a man who had what Etzione (1961) postulates
as the best situation for a leader.

position power.

He had both personal power and

Having had extensive training in group dynamics

and organizational development and having worked with the members

of the committee for over a year, he both knew each person indi-

vidually and understood the dynamics of their interaction in a group
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situation.

In addition, as Project Director and an author of the

ANISA proposal he was in a position to have

a

clear sense of

direction and purpose for the Steering Comm it tee.
A person with position power can be successful, but it takes
a

person with both position power and personal power to be effective

since effectiveness is attitudinal in nature.

If a person is only

interested in success he/she would use more position power and
close supervision.

On the other hand, someone who uses personal

power leads in such a way that followers want to do the job because

they feel it is rewarding.

Position power comes from the top down

through the organization, while personal power is generated below

through followers* acceptance.

The Project Director's leadership style would vary from high
task/high relationship to hiqh relationship/low task (Hersey and
Blanchard, 1977).

These were appropriate leadership styles, given

the maturity of the group.

This was a group that had worked to-

gether for an entire year previously, thus

would not be

a

appropriate nor would style 4.

style

1

certainly

In general, the

group needed a combination of structure, encouragement, and support.

They were in the second year of an innovative change project and
there was still much work to be done.
2.

Despite the considerable personal power of the Project

Director, he as well as the consultant were never able to effectively

offset the position power of the Superintendent.
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The Superintendent unlike the Project Director had

a leadership

style of either high task/low relationship or low task/low relationship.

He was either using his authority ("putting on his black hat"

—

see December 18 meeting) to state his position or he was assuming a
low profile and saying nothing.

His sarcastic humor and way of

working with people gave him little personal power and he had to
rely exclusively on his position power as Superintendent of Schools.

The Superintendent was quite fortunate, however, that the two
people who worked directly under him had leadership styles comple-

mentary to his.

On the subject of complementary leadership style,

Hersey and Blanchard state:
It is often more appropriate for a manager to recruit
key subordinates who can compensate for areas in which he

has shortcomings than surround himself with aides who
What is often needed is more emare all alike
phasis on team building where people are hired who complement rather than replicate a manager's style (Hersey and
Blanchard, 1977, pp. 151-152).

....

As stated previously, the Superintendent's leadership style was

either style

1

or style 4 while his Project Director and Research

Coordinator had styles

2

and 3.

Even though the Project Director had personal power he was unable to use his personal power to resolve certain group issues which

bothered him and other members of the group (see June 4 meeting).
His personal leadership never was able to counteract the position

power of the Superintendent.

Therefore, one thing consultants

should keep in mind is that whatever skills they might teach, they
administrator
cannot overcame the position power of a high level

if that administrator refuses to respond to group process.

This

conclusion is clearly supported by the events of the May 27
meeting.

This in turn gives clear support to Schein's theory that

the most effective interventions are as near to the top of the

organization as possible in order to prevent high level administrators
from rejecting group process and other organizational development
skills learned below.

Wherever the meeting started with a highly

effective group process, this was quickly transformed into a threatening environment by the heavy handed role played by the Superintendent.
3.

Small group and individualized leadership training was

effective in improving the leadership ability of the teachers in
the larger and more powerful Steering Committee.

It is important

to note that the particular teachers involved in this case had the

potential for strong leadership which could be developed through

leadership training.

In the case, for example, of the two silent

members of the committee there is some question as to

v/het.her

there was sufficient potential there which could have been developed
into leadership.

Hence, there can be significant carryover from

leadership training in one group to another, but only where the
particular individuals involved have the potential for such
leadership.
4.

The members of the Steering Committee were responsive to

the training in group process provided by the consultant.

The high

degree of receptivity of the Steering Committee (in contrast to

other groups in the school system) can be attributed to the fact that
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the leader of the group himself had extensive training in process

consultation and hence was supportive of the consultant’s efforts.
In addition, the members of the Steering Committee (with some ex-

ceptions) were relatively experienced and sophisticated and had

enough self-confidence to be willing to learn new techniques.
Finally, the members of the committee had worked together during
the previous year and hence probably had enough confidence about
the performance and interactions of the group as a whole to be

willing to analyze the group process.

The conclusions which can be derived from this case study are
as follows:

(1)

The findings of the study support the theory of

Schein (1969) that interventions should be at the highest level
possible in order to maximize their effectiveness;

(2) Leadership

training in the form of coaching individuals or small group leadership training programs can be highly effective and can carry over
to larger group situations; (3) It is very difficult for a consultant
to overcome the position power of higher level administrators who
are unreceptive to intervention; (4) The responsiveness of groups
to learning group process can be enhanced by:

(a) having one or

more members of the group trained in group process so that they are
supportive of having the whole group receive similar training,

having

a

(b)

group which has had considerable experience working to-

gether, and (c)

having a number of the members of the group who

are self-confident enough to not only provide leadership, but be

willing to evaluate the process of the group and help other individuals develop leadership ability.

?2S

Analysis of Case Study Results - In-Service

Sunnary of Data

The analysis for the in-service section relies heavily on
the questionnaire evaluation completed by teachers following each
in-service.

The analysis will be limited to the October, February,

March, and April in-service sessions.

These were the only sessions

in which the consultant was directly involved.

The comparative

analysis will be based on the following objective questions:

How did you feel the meeting was today?

(2)

(1)

How far do you think

the group progressed along these lines? (in terms of what the

session was trying to accomplish) and (3) To what extent were the
things you personally hoped to get out of the in-service session

different from what you felt the group was trying to accomplish?
Subjective questions to be analyzed are:
the session was trying to accomplish?

have been improved?

(6)

(5)

(4)

What do you think

How could the in-service

How do you feel about the amount and

quality of the content material you have been getting?

A portion

of the direct quotations from teachers will be used in the case

study summary.

This

v/ill

be followed by a brief analysis of the

consultant's actions or reactions to the program.

This case study

is slightly different front the others in that the consultant was

assuming more of a leadership role in the in-service program.
In-service training sessions were not well received at the be-

ginning of the year.

Note especially the ratings for the October
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meeting (which were quite low), but as

a

participatory model was

developed whereby teachers played a major role in planning and
presenting the in-service sessions the response to the in-service

significantly increased.

Note especially the higher ratings for

the March meeting as seen in Table 5.4.
In analyzing the unsuccessful October in-service it is

helpful to consider comments made by teachers concerning the goals
of the program.

("What do you think the session was trying to

accomplish?")
I felt the session was trying to set the teachers'
minds at ease and let them know that the program was
doing well. But all that was accomplished was to
frustrate the teachers even more than they were. They
need specific things to do and the materials.

How to plan as a team and share ideas, etc. But we need
to know what to do with 25 children to one teacher and
the sessions did not help us. We are realistic and know
that brainstorming is not going to do vis any good now.

To aid us in solving seme problems. I do think to
achieve the goal we need more input from UMass. I
thought they were going to address alternatives and
some ideas would have been helpful.
The above comments from teachers express the frustration evident
following the first in-service program.

The ANISA consultants'

approach had been to teach them methods of solving their own
problems based on the knowledge that they were responsible for
implementing ANISA in a classroom.

The task relevant, maturity of

this group, however, was extremely low suggesting that the initial

in-service design had used a leadership style more appropriate for a

maturer group.

A more appropriate leadership style with this group

.
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would have been quadrant

I,

high task-low relationships.

They

needed more structure with examples of how to run AN IS A in the
classroom.
In further analyzing the unsuccessful October in-service

it is helpful to consider comments made by teachers on how they

felt the meeting could have been improved:
Give specific activities ana suggestions for classroom management rather than saying do what you
feel most comfortable doing. Some of us aren’t
comfortable with anything we are doing.
We need more practical help.
It turned into a
wish session of things we will never get. We need
help in how to implement ANISA with the disadvantages we are working under. We need alternatives
to what we are doing.

We need to know how to apply the ANISA theories in
a classroom of 20-25 children with only one teacher.
Volunteers don't count, because they cannot diagnose,
prescribe, or teach.

Comments written by teachers on how the meeting could have

been improved indicated the majority of teachers were seeking
practical suggestions for the application of ANISA philosophy into
a classroom setting.

In response to the question concerning

’’the

amount and quality

of the content material you have been getting" in October teachers

replied:

You have given us some theory.
Now we are teaching and need definite things to do with
classes. We have little of the individual manipulates
you are talking about. Come into rooms and take whole
groups as we have to work with each day and see what will
When I try individual lessons, the rest of the
work*.
class is soon too noisy and not attending.
It is not meeting our needs.

Again the information was based on a lower level. I
thought the whole focus of the meeting was alternatives
to instruction and would deal with how we could give less
paper work and still reinforce concepts.
I don't see
where this was really touched upon. No helpful suggestions
were given on how to implement the program based on the
"special" conditions under which we work.

The preceding comments and others made by teachers indicated
more content material was needed, particularly in the area of
reading.

In addition, other teacher comments expressed the diffi-

culty involved in transferring ANISA theory into practice.

To the

consultants these statements suggested that teachers attend inservice with certain needs and expectations and for a program to
be successful there must be an accurate diagnosis of needs and a

program designed to meet those needs.

The February in-service was designed as

tween the schools:
school;

a

sharing session be-

(1) to exchange ideas and practices in each

(2) to create a positive feeling of growth in the ANISA

project; and (3) to open the channels of communication between the

schools, creating a feeling of a total Early Childhood Program.

With ANISA located in five sites, this had not been possible up
to this point.

This particular in-service was to be a forerunner of

a

more

in-depth study of ANISA and the application of ANISA practices in
the classroom setbing.

My role in the program was to observe, give

process feedback at the meeting, and from this come up with a

design for future in-service programs.
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In response to the question, "What do you think the session

was trying to accomplish?" teachers again gave positive statements:

Reinforce and boost our morale and the idea that
what we're doing is going in the right direction.
A cohesiveness--a good feeling of cooperation and

sharing.

To help us get to know each other and what is going
on in the other schools. To talk about how we are
aPPlyircj ANISA.
To plan to talk more about specifications in the future.

The February in-service indicated some improvement over the
October program.

When asked to comment on how it could be improved,

however, teachers again expressed frustration over lack of content

in the meeting.
It was very structured so
It was nice to be positive.
What exactly did we gain? Very
it would be positive.
false impressions. Despite all reassurances by K's and
N's, our second year will not be like theirs.

More input from ANISA consultant on ANISA principles.
For three hours, I feel that little was accomplished
and we could have done more.
I don't feel I needed the "positive" discussion, but
if it helped anyone else, then it was worthwhile*
I did enjoy hearing about the great activities going
on at both schools. I was really impressed.

Although the February in-service received generally favorable
responses, there was still some question as to what could be gained

from a session focusing on positive experiences.
to the need for more content.

This again related
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In contrast to the above statements on bow the teachers wanted

the meeting improved, their responses to the amount and quality of

the content material they had been getting was more positive.

Particularly favorable were responses to the sharing of ideas and
statements about the consultant's work.

The sharing of ideas was very valuable--not only to find
out what others are doing, but to realize that we all
share common problems.
Our sessions with the art specialist have been most helpful
to me.
I can't wait to have her back again.
The ANISA
consultants have been helpful in science. Mary Bohn's
process work is Excellent;

There was very little content. Discussion wa s informative, however, I think most of us knew about the things
that were going on in the schools.

The goal of the March in-service program was to internalize the
"attention specification" by demonstrating ways attention could be

taught to an individual,

a

small group, and a large group.

In the

23 responses to the question from teachers each one was clear as

to the goal and purpose of the workshops.

To share many ideas for gaining attention from an
individual, from a small group and also a large group.

Emphasize the importance of attention.
teach attention in the classroom.

How we can

An understanding of the process of attention and experiences to help develop the process.

Selected comments from the March meeting asking for areas of
improvement were also very positive:
to the area of concern-attention."

"It was relaxed and pertinent

"One of the best so far."

long time."
was really the best workshop that we have had in a

"It
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Comments suggesting improvement related only to organizing

a

compilation of the various suggestions for each type of group
(whole, small, or individual) or that all the experiences could

be written up for future use.

Almost all the responses to the questions concerning the amount
and quality of the content material were positive:
I was most pleased with the meeting.
Ideas were good.
Also the demonstrations held interest.

Amount and quality today was very adequate. I will be
able to use a lot of the ideas I saw today. I feel it
made me see activities in a different light.
Input is terrific. Because everyone cares for the
needs of their children they take the time to give
to each of us in the group, their ideas of helping
children.

We haven't been getting too much content material from
ANISA, but what we did today with the attentioja specification was beneficial.

The above comments speak to the success of the teacher -designed and
teacher-led workshop.

The goal of the April in-service was how to establish ground
rules and ways of teaching "cooperation.”

Because of the dual

purpose of this particular program, the responses of the teachers
varied.

Some teachers in response to this question mentioned the

session was trying to accomplish ways to teach "cooperation," while
some said understanding and enforcing "ground rules."

Some teachers

mentioned both of the above, while others talked about sharing effective ideas with each other, or trying to get out problems encountered in the various schools.
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When a program has more than one purpose some of the force
of the program is lost as well as its effectiveness.

The program

was well received by the teachers, but not as well as the previous

month when the focus was entirely on the "attention" specification.
Comments from teachers to the question of what they thought
the session was trying to accomplish:

Mostly the sharing of effective lessons and ideas with
each other. Also problems with different ground rules
and solutions and actions to take.
Show teachers' need for and how to teach cooperation.
Help teachers and children internalize the "groundrules."
Likewise in April the teacher comments focused on receiving

a

summary of the group work and discussion to have in their files.
(This was finally arranged and all materials used were duplicated.)

Some interesting process comments were:

Breaking into small groups for specific reasons and then
total group was helpful to cover a large area. Cooperation
activity presentations were helpful for new ideas.
I felt again we had full participation which was a

great step.

—

Given the changes that had to be handled it seemed to
have brought some satisfaction to expressed needs.
It couldn't be better.

Most of the teachers responded positively to the amount and

quality of the content material they had been getting.

gested additional help from UMass was needed.
Improved a great deal since we've taken over— far
more practical and applicable.

Some sug-
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Good— Concentration.

On ground rules— seems all
recognize problems, but are frustrated in solving
them.

Very informative and helpful suggestions.
I feel when we get a new specification or working
paper we should have a presentation on it by someone
from UMass.

All of the subsequent in-service programs were better received

than the October program.

Overall it was clear that the March and

April meetings were more highly successful than the previous programs.

Both the objective rating scales and the subjective comments

from teachers support this fact.
The slightly lower scores received in April (relative to March)
could possibly be attributed to the last-minute change in program

format to include discussion of "ground rules."

This was an im-

portant necessary topic for discussion; however, it crowded the
agenda and as a result there was more content than could adequately
be covered in the time allotted.

Analysis of Group Process
Initial Situation .—The initial format for in-service programs

was very traditional with the consultants from the University pre-

senting a program and the teachers listening and occasionally asking
questions.

This traditional format for in-sexvice programs was not

meeting the needs of teachers:

(1)

The contenc of the programs did

not address the implementation of ANISA philosophy into practice.
(2)

The format of the meetings was a lecture-discussion format

teachers.
which involved a minimum of participation by
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Consultant s Strategies and Outcomes . --The consultant's
'

approach to dealing with the traditional format of in-service
was to initially design a process model of in-service in an
attempt

to explain to the teaching staff how to solve their own problems of
implementation.

The case study in Chapter 4 shows that the initial

attempt at changing the format of the meeting was not successful.

The ANISA consultant and the consultant had misdiagnosed the maturity
of the group and had vised a style 4 leadership approach when a style

was more appropriate.

1

At the February meeting (the next meeting in

which the consultant was directly involved) the format changed to a
more participative model in which teachers shared positive experiences and ideas related to what they were doing in their schools.
While the evaluative comments from teachers suggested they enjoyed

sharing experiences , there was still an underlying feeling of frustra-

tion in not being able to implement ANISA philosophy.

The decision

was then made to study the principles and specifications of ANISA at
the March in-service.

Representatives from each school were selected

to work with the consultant on the design and format of the up-coming
in-service.

The design involved teachers studying and demonstrating

at the in-service program the attention specification for individuals,

small groups, and large groups.

This was followed by cross-teaming

and the opportunity to spontaneously design the attention specifica-

tion for a different type of group.

The program ended with process

feedback and according to the evaluation (reported earlier in the
chapter) received the highest rating for any in-service.

)
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The consultant had recognized earlier that only by the involvement of teachers through planning and presentations of programs
would these in-services begin to meet their needs.

The participative

or learning-by-doing approach recommended by the consultant proved

to be effective.

When the consultant and the teachers designed the format to
include active involvement of every teacher, the interest of the

teachers increased significantly which was in sharp contrast to
previous in-services.

Each teaching team studied, prepared and

demonstrated the '’attention" specification of the ANISA philosophy
for varying size groups.

The success of the program can be at-

tributed to the participation of teachers working on problems of
direct concern to them.

(See rating scale and teacher comments

from March meeting.

The previous large group discussion format for the meetings
was modified at the March in-service to include large group demon-

strations and small group discussion sessions (the latter providing
teachers an opportunity to practice the attention specification in

an attempt to reinforce their learning).

As noted in the ratings

and teacher consents the format provided enough variety and oppor-

tunity for participation to meet the needs of the teachers.
In order to continue to include more teachers in the planning
of in-service the consultant asked for different volunteer representa-

tives from each school to plan the April meeting.

This meeting
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followed a format similar to the March meeting, but included both
the specification on cooperation and ground rules.

As stated pre-

viously, the outcome of this in-service was positive, and perhaps

would have received even higher ratings had the design not been
altered slightly to include ground rules in addition to studying a

specif ication.

Another factor to consider in the discussion of format is the
consultant’s ever-present concern with the use of time.

With only

two hours to spend for in-service the time must be used to its maxi-

mum effect.

Bearing this in mind, the consultant assisted the

teacher leaders in setting appropriate time frames so that adequate

coverage could be given to each topic.

Major Findings and Conclusions

The major findings of this case study are as follows:
1.

A participative in-service model involving teachers in the

design, preparation, presentation, and leadership of the program was

an effective approach to the in-service programs.

This was especially

true when there was complex content material to be learned.
2.

The learning of participants in a workshop can be enhanced

by having them teach what they in turn have been expected to learn
as part of the workshop.
3.

The format involving larje group demonstrations, small group

proved to
discussion, practice of skills learned and process feedback

be an effective design for in-service programs.
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Analysis of Case Study Results

-

East School

Summary of Data

The consultant's interventions into East School could be
described as a combination of agenda-setting intervention and
coaching or counseling intervention (Schein, 1969).

Having learned

through her experience at West the problems that resulted from
giving process observations before the group was ready, the con-

sultant initially joined the group as an observer.
At the beginning of the year the East meetings were characterized by low levels of involvement, lack of interest, little commit-

ment and participation by only a few members of the group.

Most of

the decisions were made by the Principal in an autocratic manner.

There was no agenda except that set by the Principal.

The member-

ship at the meeting included the eight teachers, but did not
include aides or secretaries.

Following the first meeting the Principal requested feedback
from the consultant who encouraged her to seek more participation
from group members (see September 17 meeting).

Early in the year,

however, the consultant realized that even if she focused all of

her attention on the Principal it was not likely that the Principal

would change her individual behavior.

Therefore, she chose instead

to continue reinforcing the Principal's positive steps towards

change and focus her attention on an individualized leadership

training program for the East School staff.
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A mutual decision was made between the staff, the Principal,
and the consultant to have the teachers lead the staff meetings.
Prior to the November

5

staff meeting and all subsequent meetings

the consultant met with each teacher in charge of leading the

meeting to discuss the "Guide for the Role of the Convener" (Schmuck
and Runkle, 1972).

[Concurrently the teachers in their respective

teaching teams were assuming more leadership roles.]

These in-

dividual meetings with teachers could be referred to as coaching
sessions to prepare teachers for leading the meetings.

Another

component of the leadership training was the emphasis placed on
planning and prioritizing the agenda, and setting time frames for

completing the tasks.

By the December

were running rather smoothly.

5

meeting the staff meetings

(See East School case study, Chapter 4).

The objective of the individualized leadership program was to
provide the teachers with leadership experiences to improve their
self-confidence, to assist them in understanding group process, and
to help them become better participators and group members.

If

the AN ISA project were to succeed, strong leadership needed to be
exhibited by the teaching staff.

The Group Effectiveness instrument was the first instrument
used to measure the perceptions of teachers concerning their meetings.

This instrument is useful primarily as a post meeting evaluation to
give the group feedback on the effectiveness of the meeting.

Ey

the
asking questions concerning the use of time, the quality of

the
discussion and the adequate opportunity to participate in
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discussion, it appeared to help the group focus on what conditions

must exist to make an effective meeting.

The results reported in Table 5.5 indicate the staff felt that
not only was the meeting efficient, but that adequate time was given
to each individual to state her beliefs about the subject discussed.

With the teachers doing the organizing and planning of the meetings
there seemed to be a greater sense of responsibility on the part of
the teachers to make the meetings effective.

They appeared to be

more alert, prepared, and willing to take responsibility.
In addition, group members did feel satisfied with the attention

and consideration others gave to their ideas and along this same

line felt the group effectively used each person's knowledge of the

subject discussed.

For example, during the meeting they would turn

to teachers with certain expertise and use than as resource people

in solving the particular problem.

There was not as strong agreement that the results of the meeting
were worth the time, with two group members strongly disagreeing to
this statement.

Closely tied to this was the 7 out of 10 respondents

who said the most important subjects were never discussed, which

might have indicated there were hidden agenda items not discussed
at the meeting.

In interpreting this, the author would suggest that

implethere were still many unresolved issues revolving around the

mentation of the ANISA project and the role of the teachers.
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TABLE 5.5
PERCENTAGE RESPONSES ON GROUP EFFECTIVENESS® ITEMS
ADMINISTERED TO EAST SCHOOL STAFF

Questionnaire Item
1.

Number of Responses (N
Agreement
Disagreement
Strong Mild Strong Mild

Results of meeting were
worth the time.

4

4

to state beliefs about
subjects discussed.

7

3

3.

Meeting was efficient.

6

4.

I am satisfied with the
attention and consideration others gave to my
ideas and opinions.

6

2.

No
Response

-

2

4--

6.

Group effectively used
my knowledge of subjects
discussed.

3

Most important subjects
were never discussed.

2

I had adequate opportunity
to influence our conclusions and decisions.

6

a

-

114

We wasted too much time.

8.

10)

I was given adequate time

5.

7.

=

2

4

-

-

-

4

-

3

13
14

3

See Appendix II for complete questionnaire

2
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A questionnaire such as this with data collected at the end of
the meeting is useful primarily for the observer, the leader, and

those in charge of planning future meetings to see what changes
could be made to make the meeting more effective*
At the end of the March 30 meeting the committee members com-

pleted the Rating Group Effectiveness instrument which asked them
to rate on a scale from

1

to 10 how effectively the group performed

in terms of the various aspects of group process.

The results of

the questionnaire (see Table 5.6) show that the group members felt
that the group was operating much more effectively during the spring

than they had during the fall.

In particular, note the improvement

in the rating for group leadership which indicates that the group

members felt that the group had moved from dependence on a single

person to the point v/here the leadership had been distributed more
evenly throughout the group (see Appendix for exact wording of
questionnaire).

The highest rating on the Rating Group Effectiveness instrument
was given to goals which members felt were clear to all and shared

by all.

Because the group now had a prepared agenda prior to each

meeting, this constituted the goals which were shared by all with a

high degree of involvement.
Diagnosis of group problems received a rating of 7.0 which was
of
the lowest spring rating given by East staff, perhaps indicative

problems.
the fact that they did not yet know how to diagnose group
of
According tc the rating scale the ideal approach to the diagnosis

.
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TABLE 5.6

MEAN SCORE ON RATING GROUP EFFECTIVENESS CHARACTERISTICS®
FOR EAST SCHOOL TEACHING STAFF

l.

Mean Rating
Fall

Characteristics

Spring

(N » 9)

(N - 9)

Goals

4.2

8.6

Participation

3.2

7.8

Feelings

3.7

7.6

Diagnosis of Group Problems

4.3

7.0

Leadership

2.8

8.3

Decisions

3.0

8.0

Trust

3.4

7.8

Creativity and Growth

4.0

8.0

3

See Rating Group Effectiveness instrument in Appendix II
for a complete description of the characteristics which vrere rated
by the East School teaching staff and the Steering Committee.

^Instrument ratings ranged from a score of
good
)
(

1

(poor) to 10

group problems is to carefully diagnose before action is proposed
with remedies attacking basic causes.
A low rating on the characteristic "feelings" would indicate

that feelings were unexpected, ignored or criticized.

East School

rated feelings 3.7 in the fall and 7.6 for the spring, showing that

by the end of the year feelings were freely expressed with em-

pathetic responses given.

It is quite natural for groups to express

feelings easier as their time together increases, particularly if
the trust level also increases.

As seen on the rating scale, trust

level did increase and the early responses which were observed as

polite, careful, closed and guarded became more open.
As a result of the many positive things happening in this group,

creativity and growth did occur.

According to the self -perceptions

of the East staff their group became flexible, seeking new and

better ways of operating; individuals were seen as growing and were
seen as creative and individually supported.

Decisions were rated as 3.0 in the spring and 8.0 in the fall

by the East School staff suggesting the group moved from a point
where decisions did not get made or if they were made only part of
the group contributed and the rest of the members were uncommitted
(this was quite evident in the early meetings I observed) to a

point where consensus was sought, tested and fully supported when
made.
the fall few
In the area of participation the East staff felt in
to.
people dominated while some were passive oi not listened

This
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collaborates the observation reports showing a dominance by the
Principal at the staff meetings.

Following the introduction of

rotating teachers as leaders, however, all of the teachers contributed to the discussion and were really listened to by others.
In addition to the instrument administered, the consultant taught

tne group the rules of feedback and used them in giving positive feed-

back to group members who had served in leadership positions.

Analysis of Group Process
Initial Situation . --At the beginning of the year the East School

staff meetings were clearly ineffective as evidenced by the lack of

involvement of the staff.

The meetings were dominated by the Princi-

pal who used the meetings for sharing information.

The three basic

problems associated with the functioning of the East School staff
were:

(1)

the dominating leadership style of the Principal, (2) the

ineffective staff meetings characterized by lack of participation by

group members, and (3) the strained relationship between the two
team leaders and the status of the two aides in relation to the staff.

Consultant's Strategies and Outcomes .

—The

consultant's strategies

for dealing with the above problems will be presented in the order
in which the problems are listed above.

As noted previously, the

consultant's approach to dealing with the Principal was to positively

reinforce her °ach time she led a group without dominating then and
gently reminding her of the effect she had on the staff when her be-

havior wa s inappropriate (see April 22 meeting).
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of

Omnizntion Behavior Hersey

(1977) focus on four levels of change:
(2)

(1)

and Blanchard

knowledge changes,

attitudinal changes, (3) individual behavior changes, and
(4)

group or organizational performance changes.

FIGURE 5.1
FOUR LEVELS OF CHANGE

In relation to increasing the effectiveness of the Principal

the consultant concludes that the changes made with the Principal
were focused on levels one and two.

Her knowledge of group process

increased and her attitudes were influenced to a limited degree.
No significant changes occurred in her individual behavior as

evidenced by the last two staff meetings.

Through the individualized program and through teaching of group
process skills the consultant's strategy was to increase both the
leadership and the participation of staff members.

To the extent

that the membership responded favorably to the program and to the

)
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extent that both leadership and participation improved, then
the

program could be considered successful.

Certainly both knowledge of

and attitudes toward group process were changed.

In some instances

individual teachers changed their behavior to include

repertoire of leadership skills.

a

greater

One teacher, in particular, was

even able to deal with the dominant personality of the Principal
(see January 22 meeting).

At one point the consultant suggested

team members work on giving the Principal some feedback on her behavior and how what she says affects them.

Most of the teachers

found this difficult to do.

The consultant dealt with the interpersonal communication
problems of the team leaders and aides in three ways:

(1) She

attempted to reduce competition between the teams by fostering an

all-school feeling through improved staff meetings; (2) She sug-

gested to the Principal and teams that a liaison person between the
two teams would be helpful in fostering better intra-schcol communications; (3) The consultant sought out comments and concerns from

aides and invited them to be in attendance at staff meetings (see

December

5 and

April

3

meetings).

In all these areas the consultant

felt she achieved her objectives (this conclusion will be supported
by the questionnaire results and evaluating the process consultant

reported in Chapter 6 .

Major Findings and Conclusions
Based on the results of the last two meetings it may appear that
no progress was made during the year with the East School staff
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in terms of establishing better group relations even though there

was some obvious improvement in the method of conducting meetings
(for example, the format of meetings).

The reader is asked to

consider that the major problem of this group was the inflexible

personality of the Principal which obviously could not be changed
by the consultant.

Therefore, whenever the Principal decided to

assume the full authority of the role of the Principal, the meetirvgs

degenerated into an information session.

This insurmountable

problem was recognized by the consultant early in the year and

hence all of her efforts were directed toward improving the confidence, assertiveness, and leadership skills of the teaching members
of the group.

The consultant believes these efforts were productive in the
sense that they provided the teachers with a model of how an ef-

fective meeting should be conducted and the individual teachers

were given the theoretical knowledge and practical experience of
what comprises an effective group.
In the view of the consultant, these efforts were effective

as evidenced by the improvement in group process and performance

on those occasions when the Principal was either absent from the

meeting or was persuaded to play
sultant.

a

more subdued role by the con-

Consequently, it seems reasonable to conclude that the

teacher members of East School staff will be more effective in group

meetings in the future where an administrator does not rigidly inof
sist on dominating the meeting and they may even be capable

the future
dealing more effectively with this particular situation in
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Analysis of Case Study Results - Kindergarten

Summary of Data
As previously stated in the case study, the kindergarten

teachers and their respective aides constituted a very mature staff

with considerable ability.

They also had the advantage of having

been trained the previous year by a team of AN IS A consultants from
the University of Massachusetts and hence the teachers had con-

siderable knowledge of AN 33 A theory and had
ence of applying it in the classroom.

a

full year's experi-

Consequently, there was no

need for the consultant to facilitate implementation of the ANISA

project in this situation and accordingly her goal was limited to

helping the kindergarten team develop a better group process to deal
with their team's problems.

In addition, the initial goal of the

consultant to assist the team in preparing for its separation and
subsequent integration into East and West Schools did not occur

during the year.
In the beginning of the year the Matt Miles' Planning For

Learning questionnaire was used to clarify what teachers wanted
to learn about group process.

Table 5.7 lists a summary of the

problems as seen by the teachers.

Through this list the consultant

learned that the group had more concerns than had originally been
who had
ol served by tne consultant (or perhaps this was a group

worked together and was now ready to deal with deeper issues).
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TABLE 5.7
SUMMARY OP DATA FROM QUEST TCNNA IRE
ADMINISTERED TO KINDERGARTEN TEACHERS

1.

Things I would like to understand better about the groups I
work in:
Use of Time

-“how we drift off from essentials and waste precious time

— in

our limited amount of time hew to help each other to
keep from going off the track

Reasons for Individual Behavior in Groups

—too high task/low relationship

—too low

task/high relationship

Sharing of Ideas in Groups

—is

there equal sharing of ideas or are we unbalanced?

—whether to stand up for

a point or give in, for the

mutual good
2.

Things I would like to learn how to do better in groups:
in problem-solving (better pin point when we
should task orient ourselves)

—aid group

—stick to prescribed items

—hold
—be

of agenda

to time limits

a better leader

not get emotional or defensive when feeling strongly
about something

or strong feelings about a point to theory

—tie position
or philosophy
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TABLE 5.7 Continued

3.

Feelings I have in groups which I would like to change or
improve:
Problem Solving

—*be

more receptive to group's rejection of my ideas

--offer constructive criticism without being defensive

Leadership
--how to lead and still get one's own ideas across

Group Norms

—more

openness

Communication

— to

feel more comfortable when talking to a ‘group of
parents or other people I'm not familiar with

—help others who have negative feelings about AN ISA
Other Issues
Scheduling and Planning

—definite so not left to chance

—no

time set aside to discuss individual children

Aides

—meet with aides—compliment, encourage
aides

and model for

?s?

This list led the consultant to design

a special problem-

solving session for the group to channel some of their concerns

through force-field analysis, a useful technique for analyzing

group problems.

The results of the November workshop

a 33 isted

the group in changing their regular procedures of work to include

an alternating chairperson for each meeting and an individual

responsible for specific aspects of the planning.

This procedure

was used by the group for the entire year.
At the end of the March

meeting the committee members

completed the Group Growth Evaluation instrument which asked them

to rate their group on a scale frem
initially and how it was now.

1

to 7 as to how the group was

The results of the questionnaire show

the group rated its performance on all items near the upper end of
the rating scale.

Areas measured on the Group Growth Evaluation

were climate, data flow, goal formation and control.

(See Table

5.3.)
In summary this was a group of teachers confident and

articulate in AN ISA philosophy and practice.

The kindergarten

site had already become a demonstration site for the AN ISA project.

Analysi s of Group Process
Initial Situation . --At the beginning of the year the kindergarten

team war a relatively effective task group.

This was their second

year of AIIISA and they had already worked out many of the problems
cf implementing a new educational model.

The group could be de-

scribed as mature, sophisticated and open to new learning.
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TABLE 5.8

MEAN SCORE ON GROUP GROWTH EVALUATION ITEMS

-

KINDERGARTEN

Beginning
of Year

End of
Year

I am treated as a human being rather
than lust another group member.

6.00

6.66

I feel close to the members of this
group.

6.66

7.00

There is cooperation and teamwork
present in this group.

6.00

7.00

Membership in this group is aiding my
personal growth development.

5.66

7.00

I have trust and confidence in the
other members of the group.

6.66

7.00

Members of this group display supportive behavior toward each other.

6.33

6 .66

6.33

7.00

group.

6 .66

7.00

I get a sense of accomplishment as a
result of membership in this group.

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

7. CO

6.66

7.00

Questionnaire Item
Climate
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

I derive satisfaction as a result

of my membership in this group.
8.

9.

I feel psychologically close to this

10. I am being honest in responding to

this evaluation.

Data Flow
11. I am willing to share informarion with

other members of the group.
12. I feel free to discuss important per-

sonal matters with group members.

)
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T ABIE 5.8

(

Cont inued

Questionnaire Item

Beginning
of Year

End of
Year

5.33

6.66

5.33

6.66

6.66

7.00

6.00

7.00

Goal Formation
13.

I feel that I am oriented toward personal goals rather than toward helping
the group achieve its objectives.

14. This group uses integrative, con-

structive methods in problem-solving
rather than a win- lose approach.
15. As a member of this group,

I am able
to deal promptly and well with important group problems.

16. The activities of this group reflect a

constructive integration of the needs
and desires of its members.

«

17. My needs and desires are reflected in

the activities of this group.

6.00

6.66

6.00

6.66

19. I feel manipulated by the group.

2.33

1.33

20. I feel that I manipulate the group.

1.66

1.00

Control
18. I feel that there is a sense of real
group responsibility for getting a

job done.
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Despite the fact that the implementation of ANISA was
pro-

ceeding extremely well at kindergarten, there were sane
problems
associated with this groups
1.

The leadership style of the Principal was inappropriate

for the maturity of the kindergarten team.

While the team's task

relevant maturity suggested a style 4 low task/low relationship approach, the Principal used style 1 with the group.
2.

The kindergarten staff wa3 out of the mainstream cf the

Early Childhood program because of their physical isolation from
East and West Schools.
3.

Despite the competence and effectiveness of the kinder-

garten teachers, they needed to develop a plan to manage their
time more efficiently.

Consultant's Strategies and Outcomes .—The consultant's
strategies for dealing with the above problems will be presented
in the order in which they occur.

The consultant's approach to

dealing with the Principal's inappropriate leadership style was to
intervene early (see September 20 meeting) with process feedback.

Not having had an opportunity to build up a great deal of rapport

between either the staff or the Principal the consultant risked her
future relationship by raising the issues of resistance and conflict.

Because of the maturity of the group and the long-standing

problem of conflict with the Principal, however, the group appeared
relieved that the consultant was present so these concerns could
at least be raised.

The consultant was careful to phrase her
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feedback (see ’’Feedback" in the Process Observation section of
Chapter
2)

in terms of observable facts pointing out critical incidents,

areas of conflict, and assisting the group to look at possible

alternatives .•

The consultant’s suggestion to the Principal was to let the
teachers do their own planning and only appear occasionally when

they met with their aides (a meeting which seemed to be somewhat
difficult and where her support could be used).

At the next

meeting where I observed the Principal (see January 25) she assumed
a less dominant profile.

In the previous chapter the consultant has described the leader-

ship style of the Principal as observed in meetings.

The diagnosis

of her leadership style outside of meetings is drawn from data col-

lected through informal observations and through discussions with

other individuals.

Briefly summarized, outside of meetings, the

Principal was described by her peers as bright, charming, energetic,
articulate.

She seemed better able to associate with her contempor-

aries than she did her own staff.

Hence one could infer that outside

of meetings particularly with her contemporaries the Principal

adopted a high task/high relationship style.
In the consultant's diagnosis she did not see the Principal’s

present leadership style as appropriate to the members of the group.

The kindergarten team resisted her heavy-handed attempts at asserting

:
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her authority.

A better choice of leadership styles with this

group would have been either a low task/low relationship recognizing
that this was a mature group able to function on their own, or a

high relationship/low task style giving them support when needed,
but basically allowing them to operate independent of her.
In order to facilitate inclusion of the kindergarten team into

the mainstream of the Early Childhood program the following actions

occurred
1.

The February in-service was designed to include all

teachers in

a

sharing experience.

This was the first time the

entire Early Childhood staff had been together.

Subsequent in-

service programs continued to include the entire staff.
2.

Ingrid was appointed as a representative on the committee

to design and plan the in-service, which later became the model for

future programs.
the meeting.

In addition, she was asked by the group to lead

The following month Helen took an active leadership

role in in-service.

Consequently two of the three kindergarten

teachers became involved with the entire staff in the implementation
of AN IS A through the in-service programs.

(It might be noted that

Ingrid later went on to serve as an ANISA trainer for the school
system.)
In order to teach the group better use of time management, the

consultant used the group's own data to design the force-field analysis problem-solving workshop explained in the previous section.

One teacher reported a year later that she still used this technique.
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A by-product of this approach was the sharing of leadership

responsibilities.

For example, if one person were responsible for

assigning volunteers, that person fulfilled the leadership functions
of the group and took the responsibility for completing that part

of the agenda.

Major Findings and Conclusions

The major findings of this particular case study are as
follows:

(1)

If the consultant finds in her initial contacts

that the group is mature, she may risk more and move at a more

rapid pace; (2) With a group that has had prior training and
knowledge of group process, it should be possible to teach more
advanced techniques in group process (in this case force-field

analysis problem-solving techniques).

Analysis of Case Study Results

-

West School

Summary of Data
At the beginning of the first meeting with the West staff the

consultant explained her role to the group as essentially being
available to assist the group with process problems involved in
implementing the ANISA project.

At the end of this meeting the

Principal caught the consultant off-guard in requesting her to
give che group feedback.

Even though most of the feedback was

positive, the consultant did point out the obvious problem of

communications.

(See September 12 meeting at West*)
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After this initial intervention failed, the consultant attempted
to work on building trust through personal communication
with each
teacher, by visiting their classrooms and through informal dis-

cussions.

(See September 17 meeting.)

The following two meetings

turned out to be gripe sessions concerning everything from lack of

preparation time to difficulties with the Principal.

Even after the consultant had diagnosed the difficulties with
this group she continued to ally herself too closely with the

Principal by such actions as taking process notes and feeding observations back to the group (see November 17 meeting) at the

request of the Principal.
Because of the adverse reaction by the group to the consultant's
intervention, only one instrument was used with the group:

Matt

Miles' Planning for Learning questionnaire which was used to see what

aspect of group process the group might be interested in learning.

Their response indicated two of the teachers were interested in
learning how to be more confident in their group participation while
two others felt they would like to know when to participate and when
to be active listeners, feeling that they participated too much.

The questionnaire responses indicated to the consultant that the
teachers might be responsive to a suggestion by the consultant as to

how to structure the meeting to encourage the desired type of par-

ticipation by the respective teachers.

As can be seen from the sub-

sequent meetings described in the West case study, the teachers
never really wanted the consultant to provide this service and hence
it was never effectively implemented.
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Analysis of Group Process
Initial Situation . —At the beginning of the year the West staff

could be characterized as

a

tightly knit group of teachers operating

effectively in the classroom as evidenced by the product they produced--^ well-educated student.

Their greatest weakness, however,

seemed to be in completing a task together.

The meetings were

basically unproductive in the sense that they did not effectively
deal with group problem solving and decision making.

Based on the case study of West, the following problems were
evident:

(1) While most of the groups with whom the consultant worked

were interested and open to learning group process techniques and
improving their meetings, the teachers at West were neither inter-

ested nor motivated to learn about group process and in fact found
this approach threatening.

(2)

The Principal was viewed as an In-

trusion into their school and as such was barely tolerated by the
staff.

Prior to ANISA this group had operated without

a

Principal

and their current approach to decision making was to make their own

decisions and then inform the Principal.

(3)

The consultant was

viewed as an extension of the administration in alliance with the
Principal to make unsolicited changes in their group.

Essentially the West staff felt that they did not need a process
consultant and that their group process could not be improved by the

feedback that a consultant could provide.

The consultant attempted

to approach this problem by increasing the trust level through in-

formal contacts with teachers.

This met with some success in the
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sense that they at least became more accepting of the consultant on
a personal basis.

Although the teachers were not interested in

leadership training, they did accept the consultant’s recommendation
to draw up an agenda prior to their meetings.

When this was done

the length of the meeting time and the task group effectiveness

improved.

(See November 20 meeting.)

Consultant’s Strategies and Outcome .

—The

consultant's approach

to dealing with a group that was resistant to group process was

varied.

The defensiveness of the West staff was evident from the

beginning.

Their negative feelings about the initial feedback came

back to the consultant almost immediately.

Jenkins (1948) discusses

the ramifications of feedback given too soon when he states:

The first experience of the group with "feedback” of
information from the observer is relatively crucial
and requires skill by the observer in presenting their
comments. Groups are not generally accustomed to
putting themselves voluntarily into a situation where
they might be criticized and as a result members tend to
be defensive in their feelings even though no comments
are made about them as persons (p. 87).
Even though the consultant was aware of the maturity level and
resistance present in the group and attempted in the following
meetings to comment on effective things observed giving only casual
notice to the difficulties of the group, tnis did not seem to help
the situation.

In addition the consultant used the strategy of

presenting observations and interpretations

m

a uentative manner,

not emotionally
thus allowing the group to reject them if they were

ready to accept them.

This strategy was also unsuccessful.
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The problem of the relationship between the Principal and
staff was analyzed.

Her style with the group was to tell them to

make their own decisions and then as soon as they made
she would reject it as being unworkable.

a decision

She indicated to the

consultant that she knew a quadrant four approach (low task/low
relationship) would be better but she was never able to assume this

leadership style in dealing with the West School staff.
Once the consultant realized that she was viewed as being too

closely aligned with the Principal she attempted to counteract this

impression by both meeting with teachers individually and by meeting

with the total group without the Principal present.

Even these

attempts at personal trust building were unable to overcome the

suspicion and insecurity of the West School staff.

Consequently,

the consultant’s role was limited to making indirect suggestions as
to how the group might better run its meetings and advice to individual

teachers as to how they might prepare themselves for presentations

before in-service meetings.

Major Findings and Conclusions

The major findings of this particular study are as follows:
1.

The initial contacts for the group should be considered as

providing the opportunity to gain the confidence of the group.
confidence has been gained no feedback should be attempted.

Until

Attempt-

ing to provide feedback without group trust could jeopardise the

entire intervention.
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2.

In situations where there is a conflict between an

administrator and a group, the consultant may have to turn aside
or reject requests of the administration in order to gain the trust
of the group members.
3.

If the consultant should inadvertently lose the trust of

the group, a policy of individual trust building should then be

immediately attempted.

Should this in turn fail, then the consultant

may be limited to a detached role of

a

resource person

— simply

in-

forming the group of techniques they might find useful, but leaving
the group free to accept or reject the consultant’s suggestions.

CHAPTER

V

I

EVALUATION ANT) ANALYSIS OF THE ROLE
OF THE PROCESS CONSULTANT

This chapter will analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of the
role of the process consultant to each of the five projects in
which
she was involved.

In discussing and evaluating the role of the con-

sultant in each project, the end of project evaluation instrument
will be presented first.

This will be followed by

a

subjective

analysis of the effect of the consultant's role.

Evaluation Instrument

At the end of the school year the process consultant distributed
a set of

questions designed to measure and evaluate her contribution

to each of the respective teams.

Because the needs of each group

had differed during the year, the specific role of the consultant
had varied accordingly.

Consequently in evaluating her contribution

to each temm it was necessary to vary the questionnaire slightly ac-

cording to which team was being surveyed.

The entire set of questions

administered to the teams is reproduced in Appendix

I.

The question-

naire contained a number of questions designed to measure the re-

spective team’s evaluation of the process consultant’s role in

developing specific group process techniques as well as her overall

contribution to the team.

Most of the questions asked the respondent

to rate the consultant on a numerical scale ranging from

helpful) to

5

1

(least

Two of the questions, however, were

(most helpful).

•
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open-ended asking the respondent to comment on (1) how
helpful the
consultant was to the functioning of the group and (2) what
they
would say if they were asked by someone if it would be

a

good idea

to have a process consultant next year.
The numerical rating questions have been totaled by groups

and are reported as mean ratings for each group.

For those numerical

rating questions 'which were administered to all groups, a combined
average rating is also reported.

The open-ended questions have been

categorized by major categories of responses and since both questions
were administered to all groups the results were tabulated by group
as well as total responses.

The chapter begins with

a

discussion of the mean rating of the

process consultant on her role in developing specific group skills
in each of the four groups as well as her role in the in-service

program which was participated in by the members of all four groups.

This is followed by a discussion of the results for those questions
which were specific to the East School, kindergarten and the Steering
Committee.

The chapter concludes with

a

discussion of the overall

rating of the consultant and the open-ended comments on the performance of her role.

The reader should bear in mind that the number of

respondents in each group was extremely small and therefore the
results cannot be tested for statistical significance.

They are

presented for the purpose of summarizing the general feeling of the

members of the respective groups.
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Questionnaire Evaluation Results

Development of Specific Group Skills

-

School Teams

As can be seen by Table 6.1, the consultant received the highest

total mean point rating (4.19) on both improving leadership and in-

creased understanding of task and maintenance roles, which would
indicate that these two specific group skills were the most helpful
to the group meetings.

These relatively high ratings for developing leadership is
probably explained by the fact that the consultant spent considerable time developing leadership programs to train the various team

teachers to lead their group meetings.

In addition, when the con-

sultant gave process feedback to all groups it was frequently in
terms of task and maintenance roles played by group members.

As a

result group members became quite accustomed to the use of these
terms and could point to specific examples when they were playing

certain roles.
Increased understanding of problem-solving and decision-making

received a 4.12 mean rating and improving communication pattern received a 3.96 rating which seems to indicate that these skills were
also helpful to group meetings.
Finally, understanding of group norms and group growth received
the lowest over-11 mean rating.

This relatively low rating can be

explained by the fact that while these terms were occasionally used
In process feedback sessions, the consultant did not place particular

1
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emphasis on this aspect of group process.

She might have pointed

out certain norms to particular groups (e.g.

f

meetings always

started late), but there was no in-depth discussion of group norms
in any of the. groups.
In general, the individual group ratings follow the same pattern

as the combined ratings in terms of the overall ranking of the skills.

There is considerable difference, however, between the various groups
in terms of the absolute rating given to the development of the

various skills.

In comparing the absolute team ratings the most

striking difference is the low mean ratings on each skill given by
the West team in comparison to the other three groups.

This evidence

is consistent with the strong resistance of the West team to the

entry of the consultant as reported in Chapter V.
It is especially important to note that in analyzing the in-

dividual responses, it was discovered that the individual members
of West School gave identical ratings on each of the questions con-

cerning the consultant’s role in developing group skills designed to
improve effectiveness of team meetings.

This indicated that either

they all had the same identical feelings on each process or they

collaborated on their ansv/ers.

The latter appeared to be

a

distinct

possibility given the resistance of the West group to the role of
the process consultant in working with their team,

be noted that the kindergarten team was given

a

i

inally, it might

special workshop in

which explains
the force-field analysis approach to problem solving

solving and decision
the kindergarten team's high rating of "problem

making

II

269

Development of Specific Process

-

In-Service Programs

As noted above, all team members also participated in the
in-service program and therefore they were asked to evaluate the
role of the consultant in developing specific processes within the

context of this program.

The mean ratings are reported in Table

6.2, with the mean ratings being broken down by group.

Problem-

solving skills received the highest overall mean rating of 4.43

which can be attributed to the fact that two in-service sessions
involved training in problem-solving skills

— brainstorming,

tizing, evaluating solutions and actions plans.

priori-

Note that this

process was given the highest rating by all the groups.

Teacher planning ..., cross school representation in planning,
and small group format all received similar ratings of between 4.20
end 4.32.

Process observations which were minimal and did not involve

much group participation, received the lowest rating of 3.86.
The West team gave

a

higher rating to those questions which

were related to in-service programs than to their own group processes.

The difference in rating can probably be explained by the fact that
the West team saw more value to a process consultant in improving

in-service programs than the attempt to change their own group process.

Results Speci f ic To Teams

East School

Since the consultant developed an individualized leadership

training program especially for the East School staff, the staff was

h
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asked to rate her performance in developing the skills taught in
this program, which are listed and processed in Table 6.3.

The

East staff found all the processes introduced by the consultant

helpful giving them

a

mean rating of 3.38 to 5.00.

There was

unanimous agreement that organizing meetings (mean rating of 5.00)
was most helpful.

The individualized leadership training program,

rotating teachers as leaders during meetings, process feedback
following each meeting and the giving and receiving of positive

feedback following each teacher's turn at being leader also received
ratings of 4.5 or higher.

Process feedback following each meeting

was rated at 4.31.

Moderately helpful was the use of instruments for understanding
group process (mean rating

— 3.38).

Although instruments such as

Rating Group Effectiveness and Bennis' Organizational Development
Scale were used, the questions in these instruments were probably not

directly applicable to their specific group.

Because of the maturity

level of the group the skill training seemed more important than

analyzing group process in terms of instruments.

This result sug-

gests that instruments should be used sparingly and for a purpose.
If instruments are used there should be adequate time to discuss/

interpret the results to the group.

On the other hand, organizing meetings

(a

relatively simple

process), received the highest ratings probably because this was a

needed first step in changing the structure of the meetings.

This

teachers
process seemed to give purpose to the meetings, involved the

27?

TABLE 6.3

KEAN RATINGS OF PROCESS CONSULTANT BY EAST SCHOOL STAFF
ON HER ROLE IN DEVELOPING SKILLS FOR INCREASING
TASK GROUP EFFECTIVENESS (N = 8)

Skill 9

Mean Rating*3

Leadership Training

4.57

Leadership Rotation

4.50

Organizing Meetings

5.00

Process Observation

4.31

Use of Instruments

3.38

Giving and Receiving Positive
Feedback

4.50

a

See Process Consultant Evaluation Questionnaire in
Appendix I for a complete description of the specific skill
which was rated by respective team members.

^Questionnaire ratings ranged from a score of
helpful at all) to 5 (very helpful).

1

(not
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in the process of planning their meetings and consequently the

overall response was positive.

The consultant also attempted to work on relationships within
the East School.

The specific relationships which the consultant

attempted to improve are listed in Table 6.4 along with the mean

rating of the East staff.

Some examples of specific techniques

used by the consultant included:

(1) bringing the secretary and

aides into staff meetings where they had not been included pre-

viously, (2) serving as a liaison to improve communication between

teacher and staff early in the year and (3) when working relations

between the two teams appeared to be breaking down suggesting and
implementing a teacher run staff meeting to further facilitate dis-

cussion between and among the members of the two teams.

As can be

seen from Table 6.4, the mean ratings were not especially high,
which suggests that this was not one of the more successful areas of
intervention.

Kindergarten
In the case of the kindergarten team, the consultant devoted con-

siderable effort to developing the four skills listed in Table 6.5.

The kindergarten team found all the skills taught by the consultant
to be helpful in increasing task group effectiveness, giving them a

mean rating of from 4.00 to 5.00.

There was unanimous agreement that

group process
the work in increasing their understanding and use of

skills was most helpful (mean rating

— 5.00)

and that assisting them

helpful (4.67).
in organizing their meetings was also very
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TABLE 6.4

MEAN RATINGS OF PROCESS CONSULT A! rr BY EAST SCHOOL STAFF
ON HER ASSISTANCE IN IMPROVING INTERPERSONAL
RELATIONS IN THE SCHOOL (N = 8)

Type of Relation

Mean Rating^

Communication (Teachers, Aides,
Secretary, Principal)

4.13

Involvement of Aides and Secretary
into Staff

3.25

Working Relationship Between Teams

3.86

g

Questionnaire ratings ranged from a score of
helpful ab all) to 5 (very helpful).

1

(not
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TABLE 6.5

MEAN RATINGS OF PROCESS CONSULTANT BY KINDERGARTEN TEAM OH
HER ROLE IN DEVELOPING SKILLS FOR INCREASING TASK
GROUP EFFECT IVET IESS (N « 3)

Skill 3

Mean Rating*3

Problem-solving

4.00

Organizing Meetings

4.67

Leadership Rotation

4.00

Group Process

5.00

a

See Process Consultant Evaluation Questionnaire in
Appendix I for a complete description of the specific skill
which was rated by respective team members.

Questionnaire ratings ranged from a score of
helpful at all) to 5 (very helpful).

1

(not
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Steering Committee

Because the members of the Steering Committee were relatively
experienced, sophisticated, and responsive to the consultant's
suggestions, it was possible to teach them the use of instruments,

process observation reports and techniques for giving process feedback.

The mean rating of these techniques is reported in Table 6.6.

The results show that the instrument used for individual feedback
(4.15) were more helpful than the instruments used for understanding

group process/effectiveness (3.85), which probably indicates that the
Steering Committee members were more interested in receiving feedback
on their own behavior in groups than in understanding group process/
feedback.

Process observation reports given by the consultant to the group

received the highest rating (4.35).

Of the groups that the consultant

gave process feedback to she felt she was most consistent and thorough
in her feedback sessions with the Steering Committee.

The relatively low score on group process feedback (3.7) probably
indicates that the Steering Committee relied on the process consultant
to give observations and that it did not learn and practice the
skills enough to find that they had increased their understanding of

group process feedback.

Overall Eva lust ten of Consultant

Kean Rating of Consultant
evaluation
In response to the question of recording their overall
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TABLE 6.6

MEAN RATING BY STEERING COMMITTEE OF INSTRUMENTS
AND PROCESS OBSERVATION TECHNIQUES
USED BY CONSULTANT (N - 12)

Instrument /Process Observation 3

Mean Rating*5

Instrument for Understanding Group
Process/Ef feet ive ness

3.85

Instruments for Individual Feedback

4.15

Process Observation Reports

4.35

Techniques for Giving Process
Feedback

3.70

^See Process Consultant Evaluation Questionnaire in
Appendix I for a complete description of the specific
technique which was rated by respective team members.
y.

Questionnaire ratings ranged from
helpful at all) to 5 (very helpful).

a

score of

1

(not
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of how helpful they thought the process consultant was to the

functioning of the group, the teachers at East and kindergarten
gave her the highest rating of 5.00 (Table 6.7).

The Steering

Committee rated her 4.65 and the West group rated her moderately
helpful at 3.00.

As will be seen from the comments to be reported

below, West’s relatively low rating was based cn the fact that they
did not feel that a process consultant was necessary to the functioning of their small group.

In addition to the rating question, the

team members were asked to indicate if they thought it would be a
good idea to have a process consultant work with their group next
year.

The direct yes-no answers to this question have been tabulated

by group and are reported in Table 6.8.

Twenty-one out of a total

of twenty-six group members expressed a desire to have a process

consultant in subsequent years.

Of the five from

'West

School who

said they did not want a consultant, one of them said she would be

interested in a consultant for in-service programs for the entire
staff, but not for their small group.
It might be noted that the consultant felt her best work was

done with the three larger groups of teachers, i.e., East School
staff, Steering Committee, and in-service programs which would sug-

gest that in this case there might be an optimal number of people
v/ith

whom the consultant can effectively work.

Too small a group

such as the teams at kindergarten and West can be viewed as a threat
participant
to individual group members, whereas in a larger group the
so sensitive to
can learn about group process without having to be
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TABLE 6.7

OVERALL EVALUATION OF PROCESS CONSULTANT
KEAN RATING BY TEAMS

Team

Kean Rating 9

East

5.00

Kindergarten

5.00

Steering Committee

4.65

West

3.00

Combined Mean Rating

4.53

3

Questionnaire ratings ranged from a score of
helpful at all) to 5 (very helpful).

1

(not

2H0

TABLE 6.8

NUMBER OF TEAM MEMBERS EXPRESSING DESIRE TO HAVE
PROCESS CONSULTANT IN SUBSEQUENT YEAR

Team

Number Wanting
Consultant

East

8

Kindergarten

3

Steering Committee

10

West

Combined Total

Number Not Wanting
Consultant

5

21

5
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his/her ovm unique role in that process#

It takes a very mature

group such as the kindergarten team to receive the full benefits
from group process observation— partly because they wanted feedback—
they wanted to learn.

A newer team having little experience in

groups can be threatened by an outsider observing their group

meetings and commenting on them.

Classification of Open Ended Comments on Performance of Consultant
In addition to rating the consultant, the group members were

asked (1) to comment on how helpful they thought the consultant was
to the functioning of the group and (2) to comment on the idea of

having

a

process consultant work with their group next year.

The

responses to these two open ended questions have been tabulated
by categories and the results are reported in Tables 6.9 and 6.10,

respectively.

The categories listed in the tables will be used

as a format within which the individual responses will be presented

and analyzed.

Individual Comments on Role of Consultant

This section will present the individual comments of the team
members followed by the consultant's analysis of the situation as
described in the comments.

The comments of the group members are

organized under th® categories listed in Table 6.9 and they are
presented in the same order.
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TABLE 6.9

OVERALL EVALUATION OF PROCESS CONSULTANT
COMMENTS OF TEAM
MEMBERS AS TO HOW CONSULTANT HELPED THEM
:

Number of Responses by Group 3
Kinder- Steering
Total
East aarten Committee West Number of
N ® 3
N - 12 N « 5 Responses

N«8

Type of Comment
1)

2)

Learning about themselves-,
improving self-confidence
Understanding their role
in the group process new
skills in group process

—

3)

2

-

12

Facilitate participative
decision-making

4) Learn to set and complete

goals
5)

1

Statements critical of
consultant for attempting
to impose her values on
others

more efficiently

2

Improved staff morale

5

2

9) No comment

2

5

8) General statements in-

dicating a favorable
reaction

14
-6
5

6) Learning to run meetings

7)

2-4
1-4
1-1
1-2

1

4-5
1

‘’in a number of cases more than one type of comment v/as made by
croup member so that the number of types of comments by each group
may exceed the number of group members.

a
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TABLE 6.10
DESIRE TO HAVE FOLLOW UP PROCESS CONSULTAOT IN
SUBSEQUENT YEAR: COMMENTS OF GROUP MEMBERS

Type of Comment

Number of Responses by Group
Kinder- Steering
Total
East garten Committee West Number of
N « 8 N - 3
N - 12 N o 5 Responses

Need to reinforce group
process

2

1

1

4

Facilitating effectively
run meetings

3

1

1

5

Facilitate cooperation
between ANISA sites

-

1

-

1

General statements indicating
favorable reaction

3

1

1

5

No need for process consultant in the future

1

—

•

5

6

-
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Open Ended Comments on Performance of Consultant
An attempt was made to do

a

content analysis of the two open

ended questions to see how, if at all, the responses seem to cluster.

The response categories and the quotes which were identified in
each will follow.

Table 6.9 attempts to summarize the open ended comments of
group members as to how the consultant helped them.
1)

Learning about themselves

— improvinq

self-confidence

Comments by Group Members . -

Working with Mary on the Steering Committee
great deal about myself in groups....

I

learned a

The potential of the members of the Steerinq Committee
as well as the potential of the teachers was drawn upon,
or released....
Attempts at working with the principal were greatly appreciated.
It 3 a long term project.
I wish we could
see it through. Maybe some day one of us will be able to
follow your advice in dealing with her. We haven't had
too much opportunity, but some.
1

Through her expertise and genuine interest in us as individuals and as teams she was able to help us understand
ourselves and to face our problems realistically....
You have helped me to grow, gave all of us self-confidence,
and taught us some wonderful ways of working together to
achieve the best decisions. You've been a terrific asset
to the Steering Committee. Who else could tell the Superintendent he monopolizes, presses his personal agenda, etc.

Consultant's Analysis .

—The

consultant was first aware of the

difficult time the staff had in interacting with the Principal in
their staff meetings.

At these initial meetings the Principal talked

to the staff for the entire period with little or no comments from
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the staff.
the matter

Giving feedback to the Principal did not
,

seein

to help

because of her strong need to control every situation

especially when she felt responsible as in the case of "her" teaching
staff.

When she interacted with the teams this same pattern occurred.

After several attempts at changing or modifying her behavior the
consultant's plan was to help the teachers understand her and be

self-confident enough to say what they believed

up to her ideas.

— in

essence to stand

If she intimidated or "put them down," then they

should tell her how she made them feel and then talk with her about

their ideas.

In other words, they should actively listen to her,

but also feel they had a right to their ideas.

It was explained to

them that they would feel better if they did not internalize their
anger, but rather tell the Principal exactly how they felt in response

to her ideas or negative evaluative comments.

Basically, they would

confront her, push her back in such a manner as to keep the communica-

tion process open.

Prior to this much of their anger and hurt was

being diverted back to their own groups and positive energy was being
lost.

My goal was to introduce and discuss this method of dealing

with the Principal, model it in front of teachers, and hope that they

might try out this or alternative ways of dealing with her which
would keep the communication process open between the Principal and
the teachers.

It seemed to me, she needed feedback as to the way in

which she was affecting teachers and the only way she would receive
that feedback was for teachers to be open enough in telling her how

they felt.

Some teachers tried this out and met with success while

—
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others still did not feel comfortable in dealing with the Principal
in this manner.

2)

Understanding their role in the group process
new skills in group process

Comments by Group Members .

Mary has undertaken a gigantic task and has helped each
person realize some of their own potential through a clearer
understanding of how individuals affect a group and how a
group can affect the individual. Personal growth as well
as strength of knowledge are two priceless commodities.
It has given me courage and knowledge of how to affect and
maintain a group....

Tremendously helpful in giving us feedback on how we were
operating as a team.
In my particular area I had little knowledge prior to
Mary's work. It has helped me 1) to better view myself
as a member of a group, 2) to understand the role I played
in that group, 3) has shown me a way to change if I'm not
satisfied with my role.

She shewed us how to function at our best with others. I
feel we each have grown much more aware of the importance
of our roles and hov; to perform for the betterment of all.

Consultant

'

s

Ana lys is .

— In

giving process feedback to group I

attempted to focus on the immediate problems which were giving the

group difficulty.

I also spoke in terms of task and maintenance

roles being played so that the group had a sense of what was happening in terms of the roles they played in the group and how these

roles were important to the functioning of the group.

Through process feedback, the group began to understand what
they as individual members could do to affect change if the group
was having difficulty.

In particular, I initially observed very few

-
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maintenance roles being played.

For example, people were not

supporting each other's ideas or in some cases they were not even
listening to each other.

By giving them process feedback of this

nature at the least they became aware of what was happening.

also made

a

I

conscious effort to assist the Principal in understanding

her role with individuals and groups.

In a particular instance when

the Principal was interacting with the reading specialist in my

presence I reached out and held the Principal's hand and hod her

restate what the reading specialist had said before she jumped in
with her defensive position.

This seemed to calm her down and she

became more rational and relaxed.

It was interesting to note that

when they both began hearing each other they were not that far apart
in their thinking.

As each teacher and administrator became more aware of the process
or how things happened in the group they were more sensitive to each

other and more aware of the responsibility each group member had in

helping the group to grow.

3)

Facilitate participative decision-making

Comments by Group Members . ...decisions we re made that were much finer than last
year where a few individuals made the decisions. It was
possible this year to contribute to the decisions, partly
because it was comfortablc--quite frankly, the pecking order
wasn't as pronounced. Because most all of the Steering
Committee answers to the administrators, most members
weigh heavily the input of the administrators. This was
more in perspective because of a process consultant.

—
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Consultant’s Analysis .

— Because

I was a consultant

working In

the ANISA model I was very aware of the participation philosophy of
the model and I felt that if a change project of this nature were
to be implemented then all the teachers must be involved in making

decisions.

Simply explaining the philosophy of ANJSA was not suf-

ficient since actual implementation of ANISA in the classroom was the

responsibility of each teacher.

I felt it to be

extremely important,

therefore, that each teacher should be involved in the process.

The

more they were involved in the decision-making process the more they
would identify and want to practice ANISA in the classroom.

Thus on

all levels, in the teams, in the Steering Committee and in the in-

service training programs, I was interested in having the teachers

participate, ask questions, respond, and express both their positive
and negative feelings in hopes of facilitating greater communication
and thus a deeper understanding of the ANISA model.

4) Learning to set and complete goals

Comments by Group Members .
...helping group reach its goals.
...and can get on with the job of setting goals and affecting
the completion of them making the Steering Committee more
efficient.

Consultant’s Analysis .—As a consultant, I was very goal oriented
and aware of the need to help the groups operace mote offioxont^y.

was aware of time constraints; of the fact that meetings had be-

ginnings and they had endings.

Meetings which were organized with

I
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goals and purpose helped motivate the participants and make their

contributions more relevant.

5)

Statements critical of consultant for attempting to
impose her values on others

Comments by Group Members .—

Mary must avoid assuming that her skills and values
should be adopted by all persons.
I feel Mary tried to be helpful, but at times came on
too strong and hurt people's feelings. A bit too pushy
with some people.

As

a person and socializing, you were very much fun.
We really didn't need to v/ork our group meetings any

differently.

Mary has much group process expertise, but we felt that
we didn't need to call on her for our particular group.
She was a pleasant person to talk with, but I don't
feel she changed the functioning of our group.

Consultant's Analysis . --Any time one is involved in working
with people, in helping them to change, there is the possibility
of a certain degree of resistance and lack of trust.

Some people are not at

a

stage of readiness to accept consultants

from the outside even though they might realize those people are
there to help them.
threatening.

An outsider in this position is perceived as

Furthermore, if the group members are content with

the way things are, they are less likely to want to receive help

even if this help might assist the group or individuals to grow.

As

noted previously, the consultant encountered considerable resistance

from both the Superintendent and the West team.

In the ca^e oi uhe

—
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Superintendent, I tried active listening and also telling him how
his

’’put

dovm" statements made me feel and how they seemed to

affect the functioning of the group.

In the case of the West

team, after my. initial tactical error of close contact with the

Principal, I felt that I stayed on the level of building trust with
the group.

The unsatisfactory outcome made me realize

hov;

little

one can do if the other party does not want to receive help or does
not perceive a need for change.

Even when I followed through with

individual goals (as given by the West team) to assist in participation, I was perceived as coming on too strong and too pushy.

In

conclusion, there is very little one can do if help is not v/anted.
One can only hope that the group was at least exposed to the ideas

behind group process at an awareness level and that perhaps later
they will be at a readiness level to learn and utilize group process.

6) Learning to rim meetings more efficiently

Comments by Group Members .

Suggested ways to facilitate our problems with time and
planning.
She taught us many things that have helped us work more
effectively and efficiently in our groups.
...I was able to bring many of her ideas back to our
meetings to help make them more efficient.

Through prioritizing and giving of time frames to agenda
items, Mary saved us an immense amount of time.
Prioritizing and setting time frames has been a tremendous
help.
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The staff meetings are much better. I think we all
realize how much smoother they run when we lead them.
I always felt our team meetings were fine, but we’re
more efficient now—we needed that this year with so
many tasks before us.
Consultant’s Analysis .

— Because

meetings were the setting within

which the process consultant did most of her work, it was important
to make team members aware of the importance of an agenda to make

effective use of the limited time which was available.

It was

necessary for people to work together, for ideas to be shared and
for tasks to be accomplished, all within the time frames allotted.

Given the time constraints not only was it important that the meeting
be run efficiently, but they had to be effective in the sense that

there had to be participation by those members responsible for

carrying out the decisions.

For example, having the Principal lead and control the meetings

by passing on her information to the group might be an efficient and
expedient way to inform the group of a policy, but such a meeting

might net be effective in terms of group participation.

If teachers

felt they had very little input or control over what was happening,
they might feel reluctant to carry out the plans and ideas told to
them.

Thus it was important to attempt new modes of operation.

In

the case of the Last School staff, I introduced the idea of teacher
led meetings as a method of involving the teachers more in running

the meetings and at the same time moving the Principal more into a

position of a resource person.

Her presence was necessary, but by
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giving the teachers leadership training and skills in group process
they were in a stronger position to take control and effect the

necessary changes in the AIIISA program.
In all the groups with which I worked, I spent time working with

the leaders, planning the agenda, and sotting the appropriate time

frame for issues to be discussed.

In addition, I made sure the

teachers were informed ahead of time of the meetings and that they

understood the role of leader in facilitating discussion so that there
was input from all teachers.

Finally I gave process feedback and

evaluated how the meeting might have been more effective.

7)

Improved staff morale

Comments by Group Kembers .--

Kary has been a friend.

Mary has tried to keep us from being too negative.
Mary, you've done a great job.
boost to all of us.

You've really been

a

Working in two teams of four might have been disastrous
to school unity had not Mary been here to guide us.
I think that as the year ended, the tv.o teams grew

together and began to work together. Without your
help, I do not think that this would have happened.
The result ot such a split school would have been
detrimental to children, teachers, and the community.
Your presence and help was very beneficial to this
group.

Consultant's Analysis .

—Having

a non-evaluative person on a

staff is like having one's own "private cheering section."

An out-

not really
side person can be supportive because that person is
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involved in the teaching process or the outcome of policy decisions.
In addition, their supportive help can be even more effective if

they really care about the teachers as Individuals and the group as
it goes about completing its task.

This person dedicated to helping,

caring about what happens seems to provide a tremendous lift to the

morale of the school.
Providing an objective outside look at the system, diagnosing

potentially difficult situations before they become real problems
and facilitating the necessary changes seemed to be an important

role of the process consultant.

8)

General statements indicating
miscellaneous

a

favorable reaction/

Comments by Group Members . --

Mary’s impact on me has helped me to look at organizations
of another school in a different way (A big bonus).

Mary definitely helped the AMISA staff.

The East School used Mary’s services extensively.
I feel our school is a better school for having used

her expertise.

Extremely informative and interesting--would like to
pursue this area further.

Training in Steering Committee is good because it is a
representative group. Hopefully there will be carry over
to all of the represented schools.
Consultant’ s Analysis .

require further discussion

—The

above general comments do not

Individual Comments on the Need for

a

Consultant the Following Year

1) Need to reinforce group process

Comments by Group Members .—

Developing an understanding of process is not an easy
skill to assimilate without doing it over and over
with someone to assist#

There i3 need to further internalize what has been
learned. Someone there to lend help and support is
helpful.
Even with the number of staff meetings you have made
process comments on, I'm not sure comments on one
meeting help us at another yet. This may be a more
helpful area after we have had more experience with
it.
Your physical presence has changed meeting
conditions. Without you we blew it once I remember.

Consultant's Analysis .

— Part

of the role of the process con-

sultant is to work herself out of a job.

In other words, the

consultant's objective should be for the group to take over the

responsibility of their own group processing.

I think I partially

succeeded in achieving this objective.

My greatest success in achieving this objective was with the
Steering Committee which advanced to the point where they were able
to participate in discussions involving their own group process and

could easily make process comments during or following each meeting.

My success with the Steering Committee can be attributed to three
major factors:

(1) the Steering Committee had considerable experience

working together as a group, (2) sufficient time was available for
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end of meeting processing (at least 15 minutes per meeting) and
(3) it was possible to have a

workshop in process observation for

the entire Steering Committee.
Less success was achieved with the smaller teams, because

their meeting time was extremely limited and had to be devoted to

planning teaching schedules.

Consequently only

a f ew

minutes (les 3

than 5) could be devoted to group process feedback and it was impossible to have any additional workshops on group process.

As a

result the smaller teams seem to rely on the process consultant to

begin discussion on what happened at the meetings, although they did
learn to follow through to discuss group process with the assistance
of the process consultant.

Additional training and reinforcement

were probably needed to bring these groups to the point of ef-

fectively doing their own group processing.

2)

Facilitating effectively run meetings

Comments by Group Members .—

The process consultant also serves as the person who
can take the time to set up the process for better
facilitating any in-service days.
The process consultant really helps to clarify the topic
as well as keep the group on the specific subject.
At the one meeting without you, people were quick to
forget the rules and procedure. I don't think the
••new" way has been installed long enough to endure.
Maybe another consultant would aid this cause. I
think our small group meetings (team) are in pretty
good shape.

especially need one to keep our staff meetings
running and to serve as a liaison between the
Principal and the staff*

V/e
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The idea of better communication between staff and
administration is great, only sometimes I felt roles
of staff and administration were switched (e.g.,
a
staff member being the leader at a meeting) at the
time and expense of the staff member.
It was effective, however, in seeing how the leader conducts
a meeting. and how other group members interacted.

Consultant's Analysis .

—The

above comments indicate that while

team members recognized that the consultant was able to make
the

meetings more effective they did not sufficiently understand the
techniques for achieving this result themselves.

Consequently,

these comments seem to indicate that at least several team members
could benefit from additional leadership training skills.

3)

Facilitate cooperation between ANISA sites

Comments by Group Members . -We need this help particularly for holding the five
sites together in purpose and in planning.

Consultant's Analysis .

— Because

of the fact that ANISA was

located at five sites (East, West, kindergarten and Co-op and

First Church Nursery Schools), it seemed particularly advantageous
to have a liaison person between the five groups.

The consultant

partially fulfilled this role during her year in the school system.

Simply clarifying questions, clearing up misinformation, or passing
on concerns to administration or other groups was

a

valuable service.

A person moving between the groups could get a total sense of what
is happening in the project and could speak from a perspective not

held by anyone directly involved in the project. Aether they be

——
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teachers or administrators.

performed by

a

While this role does not have to be

process consultant, I do believe that it is important

for someone to serve as a liaison person in order to effectively

implement this- program.

4) General statements indicating favorable

reaction

Comments by Group Members .

Having Mary as an objective observer of our skills, working
in ail types of different groups has really been valuable
to us. She sees things in a different perspective and has
really facilitated our group processes.
I have both enjoyed and benefited from working with Mary.
She has made me more aware of team processes and the need
to contribute to groups.
I feel more comfortable being in
a group and am more able to express myself.
I feel more
comfortable being a leader.

It would be wonderful to have a Mrs. Bohn to call on if
we need help in overcoming or solving future problems.

A very valuable service.
If this person had qualities that we had seen in Mary
such as a personal interest in each one of us, a very
friendly person and one who could bring out the best
I think that
in us, it would certainly bo worthwhile.
point of view
The
only an outside person could do this.
is an overall one v/ithout restrictions.

—

Consultan t 's Analysis .

—The

above general comments do not

require further discussion.

5

)

Mo need for process consultant in the future

Comments by Croup Members .
Our group is small and functions efficiently as it is:
we are very comfortable with each other and I don't
feel we need outside help.
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Because our group is small and because we work well
together , we do not feel that a process consultant
is needed.
I feel that our group is small enough and we work well
together, that we do not need a process consultant.

For large group meetings, but not for our individual
meetings.
We are a close group as our program has made us all
work together. This closeness was also pre-ANISA.

Consultant's Analysis . --All of the above comments were written

by members of the team from West School.

As has been pointed out

previously, the members of the We st team were resistant to the

intervention of a consultant from the very beginning.

Consequently,

the above comments cannot be taken as indicating that the team

members had sufficiently mastered the skills of group process, but

rather they indicate that the West team had not changed its view
toward the value of a consultant over the school year.

It is im-

portant to note, however, that no such negative comments were

forthcoming from the members of any other team and which seems to
indicate then that members of these teams learned tc appreciate
the usefulness of an outside process consultant.

CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary

General Summary
In September of 1974 the author entered a small New England

school system as

a

Process Consultant during

a

major change effort

resulting from the introduction of the ANISA project.

This disserta-

tion has summarized her experiences in that school system during the
academic year 1974-75.

Her primary responsibility was to work with

three different teams of teachers, the Steering Committee and in-

service training.

The purpose of the study was to test the theory

of process consultation by attempting to apply it in the field (by

serving as a process consultant in a small New England school system
that was undergoing change).

The author's experience with each of

the five different groups and her major findings are summarized as

follows.

Case Study Summary

Steering Committee
The author served as

a

process observer for the Steering Committee

with the specific goal of teaching the members to understand group

process to the point where they could take the entire responsibility.
over
The author's role as a process consultant was highly effective

the academic year.

The most important factors in determining the
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success were:

(1) the effectiveness of the leadership style of the

project director; (2) the individualized leadership training program

instituted by the author to improve the leadership ability of the
individual teachers; (3) the fact that the Steering Committee members
were interested in and were responsive to the training in group

process provided by the consultant.

The one major factor which thwarted group process was the

occasional use of position power by the Superintendent to override
the group decision-making process.

The consultant was not able to

effectively deal with the problem because she was hixed into the
school system below the Superintendent level and therefore did not

have the full support of the administration in carrying out her job

responsibilities.

This particular result is consistent with Schein's

theory that the most effective interventions are as near to the top
of the organization as possible.

In-Service

During the initial in-service program the author served as a

trainer collaborating with the University of Massachusetts ANISA
consultant.

Later in the year, she helped design a new in-service

training model, featuring a participation learning-by-doing approach.
This model recommended by the consultant proved to be highly eifective.
The evolution of this model can be traced from an initial

process model which did not satisfy the teachers' need for content,
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to two programs designed by University of Massachusetts ANI3A

consultants telling the teachers what they should know; to the

participation model which included teachers in the design, preparation, presentation and leadership of the in-service programs.

participation model proved to be highly effective.
teachers study and prepare

a

The

By having the

specific theoretical area of ANISA

and then demonstrate the application of the specification to their

fellow teachers, learning occurred to a point where in-service met
their needs.
In addition, having teachers teaching others what they had

learned helped them to further internalize the AN ISA philosophy.

This approach addressed the need voiced many times by teachers for
practical applications of ANISA theory.

Finally, the overall designs

of the in-service of large group demonstrations, small group dis-

cussions and practice of skills proved to be highly effective.

East School

The author's major goal was to enhance working relations within
the two East School teams and between team leaders and to fully

integrate the aides and secretary into the staff.

used by the consultant included:

The approaches

(1) attempting to reduce competition

between teams by fostering an all-school feeling through improved
staff meetings, (2) suggesting an inter -team liaison person to improve communications, (3) seeking out comments and concerns from
aides, and (4) inviting aides and secretaries to attend all staff
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meetings.

Because the success of the project depended on strong

leadership by the teaching staff, the author also provided an
individualized leadership training program for the East School
staff in order -to improve their self-confidence, increase their

understanding of group process, and help them become better participators and group members.

The results show that even though there was

a

significant im-

provement in the method of conducting meetings, the consultant did
not change the dominant leadership style of the Principal.

At best

the Principal's knowledge and attitude toward group process improved

slightly.

The East School case study in essence shows that effective group
process in a structured setting requires the cooperation of both the

group members and the appointed leader.

If the person in the ap-

pointed leadership position is unresponsive, then the process consultant should concentrate on developing leadership skills among
the group members.

Whether or not the improved leadership skill of

the group members will be able to offset the position power of the

appointed leader

v,dll

depend upon a number of factors (i.e., person-

ality of leader, personality and strength of group members, higher
level administration support and recognition of both the appointed
leader and the group members, etc.).

At the very least, the improved

leadership skills of the group members will make them more effective
in settings where the appointed leader is absent.
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Itindergarten

Because the kindergarten team had been trained the previous

year in ANISA theory, and had

a full

year’s experience applying it

in the classroom, the role of the process consultant was limited to

helping the kindergarten team develop

better group process to

a

deal with their normal team’s problems.

The author's role as

a

process consultant was effective over the academic year for the

following major reasons:
1.

The Principal did not attempt to assert her leadership

position with the kindergarten staff and did not attend most of
their meetings.
2.

The kindergarten team was included in the mainstream of the

Early Childhood staff through participation in entire Early Childhood
staff meetings and through appointment of team members as leaders in
the in-service programs.
3.

Time management techniques were introduced into the group

through use of force-field analysis.

A by-product of this was the

sharing of leadership responsibilities.

This case study clearly illustrates the importance of the

maturity of the group members.

When

a

group is mature

can risk more and move at a more rapid pace.

a

consultant

In addition, with a

group that has had prior training and knowledge of group process, it
should bo possible to teach more advanced techniques.
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West School

The author’s role with the West staff was to assist them with

group process problems involved in the implementation of the
project*

AIIISA

The results of the case study show that the teachers never

really wanted the consultant to provide this service and hence it
was never effectively implemented*

The consultant's approach to dealing with group resistance was
varied.

She attempted to increase the trust level through informal

contacts with teachers and although the group rejected leadership
training, they did accept the consultant's recommendation to drav; up
an agenda which resulted in an improvement in task group effectiveness.

Both the consultant and the Principal realized the Principal's

leadership style with this group was ineffective, yet the Principal
was never really able to change her approach.

Even though the con-

sultant made attempts through personal and group trust building to

counteract the impression of close alliance with the Principal and
administration, she was not able to overcome the suspicion and in-

security of the West staff.

The results verify Jenkins and Schein’s theory that until the

confidence and trust of the group have been gained no feedback should
be given
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Conclusions

The case study results previously presented by the author give
detailed description of her experiences as

a

a

process consultant with

five separate -groups in an early childhood program.

This detailed

information provides a rich and comprehensive description of both
the varied types of problems a process consultant is likely to face
as well as information on the degree of effectiveness of various

types of strategies a process consultant may

err,

ploy.

On the other hand, conclusions which are derived from the case
study approach are dependent upon the personal observations of the
author and therefore they cannot be assumed to have general empirical

validity.

Consequently, the following conclusions should be con-

sidered tentative until they can be verified by further studies of a

more objective nature.

(Specific recommendations for future research

of this type are made at the end of the chapter.)

The major conclusions which can be derived from the consultants

experience relate to:

(1)

group size, (2) time spent with a group,

(3) receptivity of the group,

(4)

individual personalities, (5) level

of group awareness of need for process consultant, (6) previous ex-

perience working as a group, (7) level of group involvement in
planning the change effort, and (8) the relative difficulty of

changing behavior versus changing knowledge and attitudes.

Group Size
The study results showed that the effectiveness of

a process
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consultant appears to increase with group size up to a certain point

beyond which it decreases.

Small size groups (2 to

4

members) do

not provide enough interaction to require a process consultant,

whereas groups larger than 26 are too unwieldy to effectively use
a process consultant.

Figure 7.1 indicates the suggested optimal number of individuals
in a group.

This is not to say that in a small group an individual

member cannot make process comments to the group, but for an outside
consultant to be helpful in a group there should be approximately 6
to 12 members.

More than 12 working in a task group is too many and

less productive than a smaller group.

Effective
ness

6

12

26

Group Size

Too large to effectively give group process
feedback except in a
very general way.

Considered threatening by some, not
enough group interactions to necessitate
an outside consultant.
FIGURE 7.1

EFFECT IVENESS OF PROCESS CONSULTANT
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In this study I worked with as small a group as three
in the

kindergarten team and as large
training program.

a

group as 26 in the in-service

In my experience the process consultant served a

greater need when the group size was approximately 6 to 12 (for
example, East School staff and Steering Committee).

The greater

the group interaction the more the necessity there seemed to be for
a process observer.

Time Spent with

a

Group

Time spent with a group directly affects the prospects for a
successful intervention by

a

process consultant.

For example, how

often are the meetings, how long are the meetings, what portion of
the time is the group willing to spend in looking at group process.

Based on my experience, the ideal would be to have 15 to 30 minutes

devoted to group process at a two-hour bi-monthly meeting and 10

minutes at a weekly staff or team meeting.

Receptivity of the Group
If the group is aware that the situation in their meetings is

clearly ineffective prior to the entry of the process consultant,

then the group is more likely to be receptive to the intervention of
the process consultant.

Individual Personalities
Individual personalities seem to respond differently to the

presence of a process consultant.

Insecure individuals or those

m

,
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unwilling to risk and to change find a process consultant threatening,

particularly in a very small group.

These individuals need

a

larger

group for security because peer group pressure to participate decreases with the size of the group.

Insecure individuals feel less

threatened in a large group setting.

Level of Group Awareness of Need for Process Consultant
If a group is open to receiving feedback and finds this help-

ful, they are more apt to be responsive to a process consultant being
a part of their group.

The individual members have to be mature

enough to accept help and to see this as helpful to the group and
non-threatening to themselves as individual group members.

Likewise,

if the group assumes that a process consultant will be helpful and
if that help is seen as desirable, then the group will profit from

the experience.

Previous Experience Working as a Group

When a group has experienced working together under competent

leadership and when group members know and respect each other
there is a greater possibility that a process consultant will be
accepted by the group.

In this study the Steering Committee had one

year previous experience directing the ANISA project and they were

open to process feedback, finding this both helpful and useful.
They were also responsive to training programs designed to teach
them more about group process.
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Level of Group Involvement in Planning the Change Effort

The case study results for the in-service training program,
in particular , suggest that the introduction of change into a school

system is facilitated by involving the group members in planning
the change as opposed to merely implementing it.

When group members

are involved in the actual planning of the change effort they are

more likely to accept responsibility for the final results and therefore will be more highly motivated to take a leadership role in

implementing the planned change.

Relative Difficulty of Changing Behavior Versus Changing Knowledge and
Attitudes
In giving feedback to individuals and groups, the process con-

sultant’s major contribution is to increase knowledge about what is

happening in the group.

The increased knowledge about group process

may in turn change individual attitudes, but the additional knowledge
and change in attitudes does not guarantee a change in behavior.

With few exceptions behavior can be changed only through the use of

either the promise of reward or the threat of punishment.
Because the process consultant does not usually have control over

reward or punishment variables, he or she cannot change behavior unless the appropriate reward or punishment is provided by the higher
level administration of the organization employing the process

consultant
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Recommendations

Ihe study results provide the basis for recommendations
in

three areas:

(1) Suggestions for further research which could help

to more objectively measure the effect and value of having an on-

going process consultant working with groups in

school system,

a

(2) Reasons why it is important to have a process consultant in

an organization, and (3) Reasons why field experience as a process

consultant in an on-going organization should be

a

basic requirement

of any graduate program in Organizational Development and Change.

Future Research
As I was collecting data and working with groups, it was my

subjective conclusion that a process consultant made a difference
in groups, but the present descriptive study was not designed to

test this hypothesis statistically.

I

believe that a long-term

study of this nature would be necessary to delineate the areas or
ways in which

a

process consultant could be helpful.

Such a study

could not be designed, however, until the experience of a process

consultant had been effectively reported and described in detail.
While the present study was intended to be a descriptive case study,

my experience working in an Early Childhood program as well as the
knowledge gained from analyzing the vast amount of data collected
for the study has enabled me to devise the following proposal for

setting up experimental designs that would have some empirical

significance.
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It should be made clear at the onset that to measure objectively

in behavioral terms the effect of the role of a long-term process

consultant in a school system is extremely difficult, if not impossible.

It is particularly difficult because if any change in

individual or group behavior does occur it is hard to isolate the

factors causing the change

— since

people are continually being

bombarded by all kinds of external stimuli in their environment.
Yet, as in the case of the present study, it is possible to create

instruments to obtain subjective attitudinal evaluation of the

process consultant’s role by the members of the groups involved.
Even these evaluations, however, carry with them the uncertainty as
to whether or not they are meaningful attitudinal measures of the

consultant’s contribution or merely a rating of the attractiveness
Consequently, the most crucial problem

of his or her personality.

in designing future studies is the need to obtain a more objective

measure of the consultant’s contribution in behavioral as well as
attitudinal terms.
This problem could be dealt with by using

which involves the use of

a

a

research design

trained outside evaluator to evaluate

the group before and after the involvement of the group process

consultant.

The outside observer would evaluate the performance of

afterthe group before the process consultant worked with it and then

wards.

In addition, the evaluator would observe the group periodi-

cally over the semester.

Then this person would also observe after

the process consultant had completed the job.

In the case of all
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observations, the outside evaluator would use standardized
forms

which would be designed for the purpose of evaluation.
The bef ore-and-af ter approach using an outside observer would

appear to be practical.

There are some problems in that any outside

observer is likely to be subjective--not completely objective.

How-

ever, the method seems to be worth testing as it is one likely to

be accepted by the school system.
%

Importance of Process Consultant

Objective measures of why process consultants are helpful and
effective in helping on-going groups in schools are necessary, partic-

ularly if one attempts to sell the idea to interested school boards
and superintendents who want to see tangible data that substantiate
the effectiveness of process consultation.

My experience in the year working with the ANISA project as
well as working as

a

process consultant in

a

number of workshop

situations is that groups benefit and feel good about having some-

body working with them.

This person is someone who is not emotionally

involved in the issues and problems that they are working on, but

rather is someone who cares about them, is willing to take risk, and
to give them feedback on how well they are doing.

On every occasion

when the people have been interested in having such
sultant, it has been seen as very helpful

— even

the process consultant was not well trained.

a

process con-

on occasions where

This experience indi-

cates that the key ingredient necessary for this positive effect to
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occur is that the group must really want to have you there
and must
be committed to having an outsider working with them.

With the ex-

ception of West School, all the schools seemed to be happy and interested in having

a

person working with them.

becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy.

As a result, it probably

If people feel that a process

consultant is going to be helpful, then they are interested and receptive to the consultant's suggestions which in turn make the consultant effective.

As in the case of West, if members of the group

feel that a process consultant is unnecessary, then they will not be

receptive to the consultant's presence or recommendations.

Graduate Training
Finally, the author feels that her experience as an on-going

process consultant in

a

New England school system was the most

powerful training experience in her entire graduate program and

would recommend this kind of position as

a

requirement for anyone

studying in the field of Organizational Development and Change.
As a process consultant there are a variety of roles to play
and many levels of involvement.

In particular, besides working in

the usual role as process consultant to on-going groups the author

assumed the responsibility for leadership training, individual

coaching and counseling, training in group process skills, designing
in-service programs using a participation model, facilitating a

better team feeling between and among group members.

All the tech-

niques that people talk about in an OD training program are involved
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in the role of a process consultant.

Therefore,

I

strongly recommend

it as a part of a regular Organizational Development program.
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Increased understanding of group norms and group growth

1

2

3

Not at all

4

5

A Great Deal

Somewhat

Use of Instruments :

How helpful were the instruments in understanding group process.

Use of instruments for understanding group process/group effectiveness

12
12

4

3

Not useful
at all

5

Very
Useful

Moderately
useful

Use of instruments for individual feedback on Behavior in Groups

4

3

Not useful
at all

Moderately
useful

Very
Useful

About Process Observations

How helpful were the process observation reports to the functioning
of the group

reports
Increased knowledge of the group process through process observation

I

2"

3

Moderately
Helpful

Not helpful
at all

Very
Helpful

Increased personal skills in giving process feedback

1

Not at all

2

3

Somewhat

5

A great deal

s
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To what extent in your perception did the Process Consultant

assist in the following areas

•

Training in problem solving skills--brainstorming, prioritizing, evaluating
solutions and action plans

12

3

Not useful
at all

4

5

Moderately
useful

Very
Usef ul

Teacher planning, preparation, presentation and leadership of the
in-service programs

12

4

3

5

Moderately
useful

Not useful
at all

Very
Useful

Cross school representation in the planning of in-service programs

4

3

2

1

5

Very
Useful

Moderately
useful

Not useful
at all

The use of small group format to facilitate in-service programs

1

2

3

4

Not useful
at all

5

Very
Useful

Moderately
Useful

Process observations given to the group at in-service .programs

1

Not useful
at all

2

3

Moderately
Useful

4

5

Very
Useful
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EVALUATION OP MARY BOHN
Process Consultant
Early Childhood Staff
ANISA Project

—

’r

?

u
.

t

Street Staff Mootings

-

(Please circle the number)

To what extent did the following increase task qroup effectiveness

Training in Leadership Skills

12
12

3/1

Not useful
at all

5

Moderately
Useful

Rotating Leadership at Staff Meetings

3

-

Very
Useful

Teachers as Leaders

^

Moderately
Useful

Not useful
at all

5

Very
Useful

Agenda building, setting priorities and time frames for completion
of tasks

12
Not useful
nl all

Feedback

t

useful
all

4

5

Very
Useful

Process Observations

2
>t

3

Moderately
Useful

3

Moderately
Useful

Very
Useful

Use of instruments to understand group effectiveness

12

3

Not useful
at all

4
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5

Moderately
useful

Very
Useful

Giving and receiving positive feedback

1

2

4

3

Not useful
at all

5

Moderately
useful

Very
Useful

About Team Meetings
To v/hat extent did the following increase task group effectiveness.

Increased understanding of communication patterns in groups

2

1

4

3

5

Very
Helpful

Moderately
Helpful

Not helpful
at all

Increased understanding of leadership in groups

1

2

3

4

Moderately
helpful

Not helpful
at all

5

Very
Helpful

Increased understanding of problem-solving and decision-making in groups

1

Not helpful
at all

2

3

Moderately
helpful

4

5

Very
Helpful
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Increased understanding oi task and maintenance roles
people play in groups

1

2

3

Not at all

4

5

Somewhat

A Great Deal

Increased understanding of group norms and group growth

1

2

'

3

Not at all

4

5

Somewhat

A Great Deal

About the School - To what extent in your perception did the Process consultant
assist in the following areas
.

Improved communication between teachers, aides, secretary and principal

2

1

4

3

5

A Groat Deal

Somewhat

Not at all

Increased involvement of aides and secretary into the staff

2

1

3

Somewhat

Not at all

4

5

A Great Deal

Enhanced working relations between the teams

2

1

Not

-»t

all

3

5

Somewhat

A Groat Deal

EVALUATION OP MARY BOHN
Process Consultant
Early Childhood Staff

A::out the

Kindercart^n Team Meetings

Please circle the number to indicate to

v/hat

extent did the following

increase the effectiveness of the Kindergarten team.

Force-Field Analysis problem-solving techniques

1

2

4

3

Not helpful
at all

5

Moderately
helpful

Very
Helpful

Agenda building, setting priorities and time frames for completion of
tasks

4

1

5

Very
Helpful

Moderately
helpful

Not helpful
at all

Rotating leadership in team meetings

1

2

3

4

Moderately
helpful

Not helpful
at all

5

Very
Helpful

Increased understanding and use of group process skills

1

Not helpful
at all-

2

3

Moderately
helpful

Very
Helpful

Early Childhood Staff

About Team Meetings and Group
Process (Please clrcl e your
answer)
in your

dld the

llZT

f0U ° Win<!

group effectiveness

Increased understanding of
communication patterns in groups
1

Hot helpful
at all

5

Moderately
Helpful

Very
Helpful

Increased understanding of leadership in
groups
1

Not helpful
at all

Moderately
Helpful

Very
Helpful

Increased understanding of problem- solving and
decision-making in groups
1

2

Not helpful
at all

3

4

Moderately
Helpful

5

Very
helpful

Increased understanding of task and maintenance roles people
play in group
1

2

Not helpful
at all

3

4

Moderately
Helpful

12

5

Very
Helpful

Increased understanding of group norms and gro p growth

Not helpful
at all

3

4

Moderately
helpful

5

Very
Helpful

West Street School
To what extent did the Process Consultant increase or improve
participation patterns

Increased improvement of participation patterns

I

not at all

7

3

Somewhat

4

5
Voy-\/

r*.

if'ln

:
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About Ha ry Bohn
Please record your overall evaluation of how helpful you thought

Mary was to the functioning of the group.

1

Mot helpful
at all

,2

3

4

5

Very
Helpful

Comment

If someone asked you if it would be a good idea to have a Process Consultant
to work with your group next year what would you tell them.

Yes

No

Comment:

APPENDIX
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INSTRUMENTS USED IN THE STUDY
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ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT SCALE
Directions:

1.

Circle the digit which cornea closest to
describing your school
system or school.

Decree of mutual trust:
Hit'll

suspicion

(D
2.

II

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(b)

(!)

Open

(2)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(3)

t

or

(7)

(6)

Clearly understood

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(7)

(6)

(2)

(3)

Acceptance and "working
through" of conflicts
(4)

(5)

(7)

(6)

Utilization of human resources:
Competencies not used

Competencies
used by school system or school
(1)

(3)

(2)

(4)

(5)

(b)

Control methods:
Control is Imposed
(1)

(7)

Control from within
(3)

(2)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

School system or school environment:
Free, supportive, respe
for differences

Restrictive, pressure
for

i

onfon.iity

(1)

*

autheiit i c

Handling conflict with school system or school:

(1)

8.

(7)

Genuine concern
each oilier

Through denial, avoidance
suppression, or compromise

7.

us l

School system or school objectives:

(1)

6.

i

(/)

Not understood

3.

t

Degree of mutual support:
Everyman for himself

4.

gh

Communications:
Guarded, cautious

3.

I
•

(3)

(2)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

This scale was adapted from a scale presented in Warren G. Bennis,
its n ature, origi n?*, and pros_pe£Ls, (Reading, Mass
Organ i zat i on Deve opment
Addison- Wes ley Publishing Company, 1969) p. 3.
I

:

.

‘ATTNG GROUP EFFECTIVENESS
A.
GOALS

I

1

”onfi

<

|

,

Jj.vc.rse;

10

con-

Cldar to all; shared by all;
all care about the goals,
feel involved.

flicting; indifferent;
little interest.

PARTICIPATION

B.

Poor

A

3

5

6

7

8

10

Few dominate; some passive;
Borne not listened to;
several talk at once or
Interrupt.

FEELINGS

C.

10

Unexpected; ignored
br criticized.

DIAGNOSIS OF GROUP PROBLEMS

D.
1

2

3

A

5

6

7

8

9

remedial
symptoms
causes.

Poor

1

2

3

E.

LEADERSHIP

A

5

6

7

8

9

leadership
pot met; group depends too
puch on single person or on
t. few
persons.

10

eeded decisions don't

G.

TRUST

Poor

10

H.
2

in a rut;

A %A

V.l A n

Good

Members trust one another; they
reveal to group what they
would be reluctant to expocj
to others; they respect and
use the responses they get;
they can freely express negative reactions without fearing
reprisal.

Members distrust one another,
(ire polite, careful, closed,
tuarded; they listen super
icially but inwardly reject
mhat others say; are afraid
lc be criticized.

iperate routinely; persons
(|tereotyped and rigid in

Good

Consensus sought and tested;
deviates appreciated and used
to improve decision; decisions
when made are fully supported.

ftet dame; decision made by
art of group; others
I ncommitted.

Poor

Good

DECISIONS
10

AA

Good

("distributed leadership");
anyone feels free to volunteer
as he sees a group need.
F.

t

•

As needs for leadership arise
various members meet them

Poor

MA 1 A«

10

When problems arise the situation is carefully diagnosed
before action is proposed;
remedies attack basic causes.

plroup needs for

embers and group

Good

Freely expressed; empathetic
responses

Poor

J

Good

All get in; all are really
listened to.

Poor

A.

Good

3

CREATIVITY AND GROWTH
8

10

Good

Group flexible, seeks new and
better ways; individuals changing and growth; creative;
individually supported.

o

»

1!

!

.

GPiOUP HFjTECTIVTIJESS QUEST IONNA IRE 8

>p.x an X before each Item in the box that best
shows your
J
to this meeting.
i\ r:?c:' .rs out
Dlsagre ement
'-t'-'-ona:

)•

j

action
I

:

Mild

Mild
(

yes

(

)

jfes

I

(

)

(

l

:

(

)

(

YE S

i

:

(

(

)
i

)

(

)

2.

I was given adequate opporv*
ity to state my beliefs a.bou
subjects discussed by the
group

)

3.

Our meeting was efficient.

4.

I am satisfied with the

)

)

)

)

yes

i

(

HO

(

)

(

1

)

HOI

)

(

(

NO

)

(

no

)

NO
)

r>o

)

(

)

C

5-

We wasted too much time in
this meeting.

6.

The group effectively used
i-iy knowledge of the subject
discussed.

7

The most important topics
were never discussed.

8.

I

NO

no

(

attention and consideration
that others gave to ny ido*
and opinions

)

(

no

yes

ITES!
1

The results of this meeting
were worth the tine.

110

no

yes

)

|i~SS

)

yes

I

(

no

yes

)

lYSS

lo

)

HO

no

)

(

pst

(

)

(

yos

)

(

)

(

)

no

yes

ITS!

Strong

)'

(

(

i

I

)

NO

l

i

had adequate opportunity

to influence our cons lush?
and decisions.

'Adapted from Rosalie Howard, U. S. Public Health Service, Portland,
Oregon, questionnaire developed by Richard Schmuck and Philip Runkel in
Handbook of Organization Development in Schools.

.

Directions:
In front of each of the items below
there are two blank Spaces
Rote your group on the characteristic as
the group was Initially and as It Is
now.
Use a seven-point scale, where
7 Is "very much" and
Is "very little."
I

CLIMATE
Initially

How
am treated as a human being rather than just
another group member.

1*

*

,

2.

feel

I

close to the members of this group.

There is cooperation and teamwork present In
this group.

3.

Membership in this group
growth development.

**•

is

aiding my personal

5.

have trust and confidence In the other members
of the group.

6.

Members of this group display supportive behavior
toward each other.

1

7.

I

In

8.

derive satisfaction as a result of my membership
this group.

psychologically close to this group.

feel

I

sense of accomplishment as a result of
membership in this group.

9.

get

I

10.

I

a

am being honest In responding to this evaluation.

DATA FLOW

GOAL FORMAT

1

11,

am wi 1
ng to share information with other members
the
of
group.

12.

free to discuss
with group members.

1

I

I

i

feel

important personal matters

Oi l

13

.

14.

am oriented toward personal goals
that
helping the group achieve Its
toward
than
rather
objectives.
I

feel

I

This group uses Integrative, constructive methods
in problem-solving rather than a win-lose approach.

GOAL FORMATIO N (CONT.)
15.

As a member of this group,
am able to deal promptly
and well with important group problems.

16.

The activities of this group reflect a constructive
integration of the needs and desires of its members.

17.

My needs and desires are reflected In the activities
of this group.

/

I

CONTROL
18.

feel that there Is
sibility for getting
1

19.

I

20.

I

sense of real group respona job done.

a

feel manipulated by the group.

feel

that

I

manipulate the group.

:
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PLANNING FOR LEARNING

1

The concerns and needs for change you describe below can be
of much help in planning our sessions together.

The more free and

direct you can be in expressing yourself, the more meaningful the
1.

sessions can be.
"Groups" as used below can mean staff meetings, corrmittees,
workshops, classes you teach, or groups in the community.
2.

Things I would like to understand better about the groups
I work in:
3.

Things I would like to learn how to do better in groups:

Feelings I have in groups which I would like to change or
improve

Matthew

York:
B. Miles, Learning to Work in Grou ps (New

Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University,
1959), p. 66.
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WORKSHOP FOR AlilSA STEEillKO CCIuilTTES
Introduction to Croup Process
Participant Evaluation

.

1*

Please record your overall evaluation of the workshop by
placing r.n ” r” at the appropriate point on the follov/ing
scale * Uas today? s workshop useful to you? (either personally
cr professionally)

12

not very useful

3

4

56739

somewhat useful

10
very useful

Comments:

2*

Uhat was the most helpful experience in the workshop and why?

3.

l.’hat

was the most significant
make after this workshop?

11

1 learned

statement” you could

APPENDIX
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PROCESS OBSERVATION FORMS USED IN TIE STUDY
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR

IN

GROUPS

In all human interactions there are two major
ingredients
content ami process The
deals with the subject matter or the task upon
which the group is working. In most
interactions, the focus of attention of all persons is on
the content. The second ingredient, process,

—

first

is

concerned with what is happening between and
process, or dynamics, deals with such items

to

Group

group members while the group

is

working.

as morale, feeling tone, atmosphere, influence,
participation, styles of influence, leadership struggles, conflict,
competition, cooperation, etc.
In most interactions, very little attention is paid to process,
even when it

is the major cause
group action. Sensitivity to group process will better enable one to diagnose group
problems early and deal with them more effectively. Since these processes are present
in all
g'oups, awareness of them will enhance a persons worth to a group and
enable him to be a
more effective group participant.

of ineffective

Below are some observation guidelines

to help

one process analyze group behavior.

Participation

One

indication of involvement

of participation

is

verbal participation. Look for differences in the

2.

Who arc the high participators?
Who are the low participators?

3.

Do

1.

you see any

How

shift in participation, e.g.,

Do you

talkative.
4.

6.

highs

become

quiet; lows suddenly

see any possible reason for this in the group

are the silent people treated?

agreement? Disinterest? Fear?
5.

amount

among members.

I

low

is

s

become

interaction?

their silence interpreted?

Consent? Dis-

etc.

Who talks to whom? Do you see any reason for this in the group’s interactions?
Who keeps the ball rolling? Why? Do you see any reason for this in the

group’s

interactions?

Influence

Some people may speak
whole group. Others may talk a lot but

Influence and participation are not the same.

capture the attention of the
listened to by other

very

little,

yet they

are generally not

members.

when

they talk others seem to

7.

Which members

are high in influence? That

8.

Which members

are low in influence? Others do not listen to or follow them. Is there

any

shifting in influence?

Do you

9.

does

it

is,

listen.

Who shifts?

see any rivalry in the group? Is there a struggle for leadership?

W hat

effect

have on other group members?

Styles of Influence

can be positive oi negative; it can enlist the support
or cooperation of others or alienate them. How a person attempts to influence another may be
influenced.
the crucial factor in determining how open or closed the other will be tow aid being
Influence can take

many

forms.

It

Items 10 through 13 are suggestive of four styles that frequently emerge
10.

Does anyone attempt to impose his
push them to support his decisions?

Autocratic:
or try to

Die 1972 Annual Handbook For Croup Facilitators

in groups.

on other group members
\Y ho evaluates or passes judgment on
will or values

21

Do any members bloek action when it
ho pushes to get the group organized”?

other group members?
diicction they desire? \\
11.

is

not

moving the

I eacemaker:
\\ ho eagerly supports other group members
decisions? Does anyone
consistently try to avoid conflict or unpleasant feelings from being
expressed by
pouring oil on the troubled waters? Is any member tvpicalk deferential toward

other group

members

negative feedback,
12.

— gives

i.c .,

who

them power? Do any members appear

will level only

when

to avoid giv ing
they have positive feedback to give?

Are any group members getting attention by their apparent lack of
group? Does any group member go along with group decisions
without seeming to commit himself one way or the other? Who seems to be withdrawn
and uninvolved; who does not initiate activity, participates mechanically and only in
Laissez

faire:

involvement

in the

response to another member’s question?
13.

Democratic: Does anyone

everyone in a group decision or discussion?
expresses his feelings and opinions openly and directly without evaluating or
judging others? Who appears to be open to feedback and criticisms from others?
try to include

Who

When

and tension mounts, which members attempt

feelings run high

the conflict in a problem-solving

to deal

with

way?

Decision -Making Procedu res

Many

decisions on other members.

made in groups without considering the effects of these
Some people try to impose their own decisions on the group,

w hile

to participate or share in the decisions that are

others
14.

kinds of decisions are

want

all

members

made.

Does anyone make a decision and carry it out without cheeking with other group
members? (Self-authorized) For example, he decides on the topic to be discussed and
immediately begins to

talk

about

it.

What

effect

does

have on other group

this

members?
15.

Does the group

drift

from topic to topic?

Who

topic-jumps?

Do

you see any reason

for this in the group’s interactions?
16.

Who

supports other members’ suggestions or decisions? Does this support result in
two members deciding the topic or activity for the group (handclasp)? How does
this effect other group members?

the

there any evidence of a majority pushing a decision through over other
objections? Do they call for a vote (majority support)?

17.

Is

18.

Is

there any attempt to get

What
19.

effect

does

this

seem

to

all

members

participating in a decision (consensus)?

members

have on the group?

Does anyone make any contributions which do not receive any kind
recognition (plop)? What effect does this have on the member?

of

response or

Task Functions

These functions
accomplishing the task
20.

illustrate behaviors that are

that the

Does anyone ask
a problem?

concerned with getting the job done, or

group has before them.

for or

make

suggestions as to the best

way

to

proceed or

to tackle

®/972 University Associates
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21.

Does anyone attempt
on

in the

22. Is there

to

summarize what has been covered or what has

Wen

going

group?

any giving

or asking for facts, ideas, opinions, feelings, feedback, or searching

for alternatives?

W ho keeps

23.

the group on target?

W ho prevents topic-jumping or going off on tangents?

Maintenance Functions
These functions are important to the morale of the group. They maintain good and
harmonious working relationships among the members and create a group atmosphere which
enables each member, to contribute maximally. They insure smooth and effective teamwork
within the group.
24.
25.

26.

Who helps others get into the discussion (gate openers)?
Who cuts off others or interrupts them (gate closers)?
How well are members getting their ideas across? Are some members preoccupied and not
Are there any attempts by group members

listening?
27.

to help others clarify their ideas?

How are ideas rejected? How do members react when
Do members attempt to support others when they reject

their ideas are not accepted?
their ideas?

Croup Atmosphere
Something about the way

group works creates an atmosphere which in turn is revealed
in a general impression. In addition, people may differ in the kind of atmosphere they like in a
group. Insight can lie gained into the atmosphere characteristic of a group by finding words
which describe the general impressions held by group members.
28.

Who

seems

a

to prefer a

friendly congenial

atmosphere?

Is

there any attempt to

suppress conflict or unpleasant feelings?
29.

Who

30.

Do

seems to prefer an atmosphere of
provoke or annoy others?

conflict

people seem involved and interested?

Is

and disagreement?

Do any members

the atmosphere one of work, play

satisfaction, taking flight, sluggishness, etc.?

Membership

A major concern

for

the degree of acceptance or inclusion in the group.
develop in the group which give clues to the degree and

group members

Different patterns of interaction

may

is

kind of membership.
31.

32.

agree
there any sub-grouping? Some times two or three members may consistently
and support each other or consistently disagree and oppose one another.
Is

Do some
“in

33.

’?

people seem to be “outside” the group?

How are those “outside

Do some members move
their chairs or

or

move

move

their

Do some members seem

to

be

treated?

and out of the group, e.g., lean forward or backward
come
chairs in and out? Under what conditions do they

in

in
in

out?

Feelings

generated by the interactions
During any group discussion, feelings are frequently
talked about. Observeis may have to
between members. These feelings, however, are seldom

The 1972 Annual Handbook For Group

Facilitators
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make

guesses based on tone of voice,
nonverbal cues.
34.

What

Do

and many other forms of

do you observe in group members: anger, irritation,
affection, excitement, boredom, defensiveness, competitiveness,

signs of feelings

tidtion,
•35.

facial expressions, gestures,

warmth,

frus-

etc.?

you see any attempts by group members to block the expression of feelings,
How is this done? Does anyone do this consistently?

particularly negative feelings?

No rim
Standards or ground rules may develop in a group that control the behavior of its
members. Norms usually express the beliefs or desires of the majority of the group members
as to what behaviors should or should not take place in the group. These norms may be clear
to all members (explicit), known or sensed by only a few (implicit), or operating completely
bel ow the level of awareness of any group members. Some norms facilitate group progress and

some hinder
36.

it.

Are certain areas avoided

in the

group

37.

about present feelings
seems to reinforce this

(e.g., sex, religion, talk

group, discussing the leader’s behavior, etc.)?
avoidance? I low do they do it?

in

Who

Are group members overly nice or
expressed?

Do members

polite to each other? Are only positive feelings
agree with each other too readily? What happens when

members disagree?
38.

Do you

norms operating about participation or the kinds of questions that are
allowed (c. g., “If I talk, you must talk “If tell my problems you have to tell your
problems ”)? Do members feel free to probe each other about their feelings? Do
see

”;

I

questions tend to be restricted to intellectual topics or events outside of the group?

®1972 University Associates
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\

A.

A.

*ccuuucn ana 'jroup oei -nv aluatio

Direction and Observation
1.

How far did the group get?

2.

To what extent did members understand what the
group was trying to do?

3.

To what extent did members understand how they
were trying to do it?

4.

To what extent was the group stymied by lack of
.information?

3. Motivation and Unity

as everyone equally interested?

5.

V/

6.

Wa3 interest maintained or did it lag?

7. To what extent did the group feel united by a

common purpose?
8.

To what extent was the group able to subordinate
individual interests to the common goal?

C. Atmosphere
9.

What was the general atmosphere of the group?
a. formal or informal?
b. permissive or inhibited?
c. cooperative or competitive?
d. friendly or hostile?

D. Contributions of Members

10. Was participation lopsided or general?

11. Were contributions "on target" or off at a tangent?
12. Did contributions follow from what others had said?

13. ’Were contributions factual and problem-centered or

influenced by preconceived biases?
14. How did special members function?
a.
b.
c.

leader
recorder
nrocess observer

WHO TALKS TO WHOM

345

Helna

The number of lines made by the observer on this form indicates the
number of statements made in a fifteen-minute period—-20'. Four of these
were made to the group as a whole, and so the arrows go only to the middle
of the circle.
Those with arrows at each end of a line show that the statement made by one person to another was responded to by the recipient.
V/e see that one person, Harold, had more statements directed toward
him than did anyone else and that he responded or participated more than
anyone else. The short lines drawn at the head of one of the pair of arrows
indicates w ho initiated the remark . Harold, the leader, in other words had
remarks directed at him calling for response from four other people.

:

: ::

:
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WHAT HAPPENED
1.

3IJ

THE GRCUP

What was the general atmosphere In the group?

Formal
Competitive
Hostile;
Inhibited

J

Informal
Cooperative
Supportive

Comments

2.

Quantity and quality of work accomplished

Accomplishment
Quality of Production:
Goals
Methods

Hiqh
High
Clear
Clear
Flexible

Low
Low
Vague
Vague
Inflexible

Comments:

3.

Leader Behavior

Attentive
Supported
Concerned
Dominated
Comments

4.

to group needs
others
only with topic

group

Took sides
Helped group

Participation

Most people talked
Members involved
Group united
Comments:

Only few talked
Members apathetic
Group divided

This form can be used as a checklist by an observer to sum up his
obs ervations, or it can be filled out by all group members to start
an evaluation discussion.
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DECISION-MAKING OBSERVATION GUIDE

Directions: Each time you hear someone make a comment or do something
that fits one of the steps, put a tally mark beside the st'-p. Jot
down examples of what is said at the right.
Steps

Tallies

Examples

Stating the problem

Clarifying and elaborating

Developing alternative
solutions

•

Keeping discussion
relevant

Summarizing

Testing the consequences
of proposed solutions

Testing responsibility
and commitment co the
emerging decision

Decision-making
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REACTION FORM
(Functions of Individuals in

a

Group)

Nano of individual you are observing

FUNCTIONS
A.

Task Functions
1.

Initiating

2.

Informing

3.

Evaluating

4. Coordinating

5. Elaboration

B.

Maintenance Functions
1.

Standard Setting

2.

Supporting and
Encouraging

3.

Tension Reduction

4. Expressing Feelings
5. Harmonizing

6. Gate Keeping
C.

Self -Oriented
Funct ions
1.

Aggressor

2.

Blocker

3,

Recognition Seeker

4.

Playboy/girl

5

Dominator

.

Ehcck if your
obscrvee fulfills function

GIVE EVIDENCE FOR YOUR
SELECTIONS
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PROCESS

II.

A.

1.

Fhysical set-un .

Place

Ventilation

Emotional ClimatOo

2,

CLIMATE
Time

Distractions

Accepting?

Interaction?

Informal?

Permissive?

Do members Feel Socure?

60

IN VOLVEME NT

Why are members here?

Is group attractive?

Are members involved - who isn’t*
Attentive
Restless

C,
1,

Lines of Communication who to whom.

2.

St ructure
^Hierarchy, sub-groups,
cliques, status figures)

3•

Participation
Over participators
Under participators

A.

Cond'L'iive to

Ken -evaluative?

Friendly?

•

Typo Group

Withdrawn

INTERACTION

Role 3 taken
(See attached sheet)
Leader, observer, recorder)

Wa 3 participation relevant?
Was it group centered - pyramiding?
Move from ideas to personalities?
Critical Incidents Af fecting Grou p

Arrangement and Interaction Diagram
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COHESION

D.

Degree of we' ness
solidarity, supportiveness

Evidence of familiarity

Who were deviates?

Pressure on deviates to conform?

Are there common standards?

Do all conform?

How did cohesion change during meeting?

E.

PRODUCTIVITY

Were there stated goals?

Reatlstic goals?

A flexible plan?

Followed through?

Common goals?

Clearly understood goals?

How did group make decisions?

Members contribute to final
goal?

Goals adequate and/or effective?

Did group recognize limitations
within which it operated?

What steps did group go through

F.

stages of growth?

-

TASK ROLE ANALYSIS

-

AID TO DIAGNOSIS

How wore task roles decided on?

How did leadership effect the group?
(sensitive, exert controls, encourage
participation, use resources, highlight success.)
Was it democratic-type of procedure?

Effect of other roles

Wore resources used?

Integrated?

V/as

there continuous evaluation

-

how done?

GROUP ROLES

-

CHECK LIST

Member Number

1

1

1

TASK ROLES
Initiating Activ.
S»eK s Information
S^eks Opinions
Gives Information
Elaboratin'?

I

Coordinating
Summarizes
Tests Feasibility
Gives Opinions

t

1

t

STEER ING ROLES
Encouraging
Structuring
Standard Setting
Follov.’ing

Expressing Group
Feeling
Relieving Tension
EITHER TYPE ROLES
Evaluating
Diagnosing
Test for Consensus
Mediating

INDIVIDUAL ROLES
Being Aggressive
Blocking
If -Confessing
Competing
Seeking Sympathy
Special Pleading
Digressing
Seeking Recognition
Withdrawing
Side Talk Unknown
Content
If a thorough analysis is not desired the first column might be used
to represent the whole group. This would then show what roles were
present, over-supplied and non-existent in the group.

ANALYSTS - DIAGNOSIS SHEET
D.

COKES ION

Analysis

I

Diagnosis - specific conclusions (number)

I

I

/

E,

PRODUCTIVITY

Analysis

Diagnosis - specific conclusions (number)

TASK ROLE ANALYSIS

Miat roles need to be introduced?

Y/hat roles

need to be Improved?
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Guide for Role of Leader
1.

Before the meeting:
a.
b.

2.

Review the agenda
Appoint a secretary

to take minutes

During the meeting:

Call it. to order promptly.
Lead the qroup to establish priorities in the agenda and to specify
the time to be spent on each agenda item.
c.
Keep the group at the task (i.e., monitor discussion and inform group
when it strays from agenda item at hand).
d.
Keep the group to its time commitments for each agenda item.
e.
Be attunded to feelings of confusion and try to clarify them.
f.
At the end of each agenda item:
(1)
Chock to be sure that everyone who wanted it has had a chance
to contribute to the discussion.
(2)
Check whether anyone is not clear about where the matter now stands.
(3)
Summarize or ask someone else to summarize. Be sure that the
3.
secretary has recorded the summary.
Take
process checks whenever they seem appropriate:
g.
(1)
Regarding satisfaction of group members with their participation.
(2)
Regarding decision-making being done.
h.
Conduct or ask someone else to conduct a debriefing session during the
last ten minutes of the meeting. Consider the following:
Did we accomplish our goals for the meeting?
(1)
Did we use our resources effectively?
(2)
Did we avoid pitfalls such as wasting time?
(3)
Call the meeting to a close promptly.
i.
a.
b.

After the meeting:
a.
b.

Check with secretary to see that she is clear about minutes.
Transfer left-over items to the agenda for the next meeting.

%
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APPENDIX

I

V

THE PRINCIPLES OF GROUP PROCESS WITHIN A MEETING FORMAT

Introduction

Meetings are important activities in school organizations
because they offer the primary means for communicating and coordinating information about problems that have to be solved and decisions
that have to be made. If these meetings are effective, they can be
a principal channel for bringing staff members together in reaching
common understanding and collaboration. In addition, one of the
greatest values in meetings lies in being able to drav; out and coordinate staff resources.
Because meetings were the locations v/here most of the Important
group processes occurred concerning my role as a process consultant,
I feel it is important to look at the theory about meetings
the
purposes of ncetings, the relationship between meetings and other
school tasks, the criteria for judging the effectiveness of meetings,
and lastly some principles for improving meeting effectiveness.

—

Purpose and Function of Meetings

Educators realize the importance of forming well-balanced
committees and teams for organizing curricula and developing policy.
In this case study the school system was introducing team teaching
and a participation model of decision-making into groups. Groups
of four to twelve hold some advantages over individuals working
alone for accomplishing many of the tasks in schools.
Groups can produce more ideas, group members can
stimulate one another to think more creatively;
groups can pool the members’ ideas to develop
more realistic forecasts of the consequences of
decisions; groups generally produce bolder plans
than individuals working alone; and perhaps more
importantly, group members can commit themselves
in the presence of others to implementation
(Schlock and Rurikel, 197*2, p. 178).

Although there are many advantages for the use of groups for
problem solving and decision making, it is important to recognize
group
that many types of work may be better accomplished outside the
setting. For example, individuals rather than groups can usually

.
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reach decisions that are relatively simple in structure. However,
in the case of complex issues in which efficiency depends on the
continued coordination and interaction of a number of persons, a
decision produced by the group to be involved will almost always
be superior to one produced by the most capable individual.

Relationships between Meetings and Other School Tasks

By observing interpersonal interactions at meetings, one con
begin to discern roles and norms in process which in turn reflect
the organization's goals, approved procedures and affective climate.
When meetings are ineffectively handled there are repercussions
elsewhere in the organization. For example, when educational goals
are rarely discussed in meetings, teachers can find themselves
working at cross -purposes with other teachers. When problemsolving and decision-making during the meeting involve only a few
staff members, the non-participants are likely to tune cut or remain frustrated. Those that stay out of the discussion may be
either unwilling or unable to implement the action steps that
others have developed.

Criteria for Effective Meetings

Task and Maintenance Balance
There are at least three ways to recognize effectiveness in
meetings. First, to have effective meetings, the group must learn
to maintain a balance between task and maintenance activities.
Meetings are most effective if some group members attend to how
well the group is accomplishing the task and some members stop
working on the task periodically to discuss the group's process
problems
Some symptoms of difficulty during meetings are
excessive "nitpicking," repetition of obvious
points, ignoring of suggestions for improvement,
private conversations in subgroups, domination
of discussion by two or three people, polarization of members, general inability to paraphrase
another's point of view, attack against ideas
before they are completely expressed, and apathy
in participation (Schmuck and Runkel, 1972,
p. 180).
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VJhen these symptoms occur, the group should shift
from task
work to discussing its own interpersonal processes. On
the other
hand, the group must deal with its processes and shift easily
back
to its task.
Ideally most staff members should be capable of performing both task and maintenance functions; however, in reality
only a few members perform task and even fewer perform maintenance
functions.
'

•

Sequence of Activities
A second way to look for effectiveness is to observe how
activities are sequenced within a meeting or over a series of
meetings. A useful standard sequence includes the following stages
of activity:
(1) stating goals for the meeting (building an
agenda, (2) planning the way to conduct business
(setting priorities and times), (3) conducting
the meeting (following the priorities), (4) evaluating how well activities have met goals, and
(5) discussing interpersonal processes that
occurred during the meeting (Schmuck and Runkel,
1972, p. 181).

Participant Satisfaction
The third criteria for effective meetings lies with the satisfaction of the individual meeting participants. If staff members
leave a meeting grumbling about what happened, they probably were
unable to contribute their ideas during the meeting, or if additional
requests for information regarding a particular item pour into the
secretary’s office or to the principal, then the meeting was probably
ineffective in relaying that information. On the other hand, tasks
that are committed with dispatch give evidence of adequate preparaIndividual satisfaction can be enhanced by the
tion at the meeting.
use of systematic evaluation and feedback processes.

Evaluating Group Effectiveness
Most people evaluate the meetings they attend, but seldom is
this done in a systematic method. We rarely use all the information
available to find out how the group is doing and where improvements
can be made. By sharing evaluative information this can help group
members take personal responsibility for what is happening and to
clear up any ambiguities about norms of the group. The primary
reason for the use of process feedback is to give the participants
an opportunity to discuss where the group is, wtiere it is going,
and how It can get there.
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Process Observation
The skill of process observing and supplying feedback to a
group on their process is not a simple one. However, this skill
can be learned through practice. In general, the observer should
report ascertainable facts. If the observer is giv.ing his own
impressions and feelings, they should be labeled as such. Evaluative judgments should be avoided and unless explicitly asked to
report on individual behavior, comments should only be made to the
group as a whole. The failure to follow these "rules of thumb"
will usually lead the group to reject the feedback, scold the observer or become self-conscious in an unproductive way (Miles,
1959, pp. 107-108).

The observer must also resist the temptation to play social
scientist and try to give brilliant feedback. Instead the purpose
is to ascertain if the feedback helped the group understand what
it wanted to understand in the first place. A good observer does
not stop discussion, but rather starts it. One of the most helpful
ways to encourage this discussion is to start v/lth a few open-ended
questions. For example, "Do we have any ideas why the discussion
has been so slow during the last half hour?" or "Did some group
members really object to the decisions v/e made without saying so?"
Observer feedback may be given only at specified times or
cover limited parts of the meeting. Sometimes it is helpful to
report at the midpoint of a meeting since this encourages the group
members to act on the diagnosis resulting from the feedback, whereas
end -of -meeting reports mainly encourage adjournment.

Leadership

.

As a convener one should be a discussion leader or facilitator,
not a dominator. At the same time it is important to be forceful
and definite, not hesitant and apologetic. The convener is responsible
for moving the group efficiently toward its task. Tasks of the group
are important, but so is the way the group accomplishes its task.
Being aware of individuals outside the discussion and helping them
to become part of the group, discussing the processes that could be
most helpful to the group and at the same time being conscious of the
time and moving the group along are all pert of the roles of the
convener. One of the best ways to facilitate group discussion is by
summarizing , Datekeeping and asking questions. In addition, the
convener is responsible for making sure minutes are recorded and
that tasks assigned to individuals and subgroups are being accomplished. It is also important that the convener be aware of his/her
domination of the group and controlling one's tendency to dominate.
Arguing with others in the group is considered inappropriate behavior
for the convener. No matter how important the convener feels the
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discussion to be at a particular moment, he/she should remember
that
the group has an agenda with a pact to discuss certain items during
the meeting and also an agreed-upon stopping time.
If time taken
for one item seems to be too long, then it is important the convener
remind the group of this, demanding a procedural decision as to whether
they want to subtract from other items, cancel items, or extend the
meeting.
Because of the importance of the role of the convener and the
knowledge one can learn in this role only through practice, I felt
the teachers of the East School staff could benefit as individuals
and as group members if they received training followed by actually
practicing this skill in staff meetings.

Some Principles for Improving Meetings

Preparation
If people are aware of the purpose of the meeting they can
prepare contributions that are relevant. If these goals are unclear
people will feel little desire to attend or to make relevant contributions. In addition to goals, the membership issue should be
considered. Many times people attend a meeting only to realize their
contributions are not really needed. On the other hand, sometimes
it happens that persons whose presence is needed have not been invited.

Scheduling of Time
Another prerequisite for an effective meeting is how to schedule
If the goals are kept in mind this is easier to do. For
time.
example, if teachers are asked to do creative thinking about new
teaching methods, they should not be asked to meet at 3:00 after a
hard day’s work. Likewise attention should be placed on how much
time to allot for each part of a meeting. Groups can spend hours
discussing a 5 -minute report and then end up with only a few minutes
to make a major decision.

Organizing an Agenda
One of the best ways to prepare a group for a meeting is to
pest an agenda. The agenda items should include a brief description,
the name of the person who has information about it and the type of
action required at the meeting. This encourages people not only to
contribute their own items for consideration, but offer more informed
questions and decisions of other people’s items.
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Most meetings involve discussion topics that vary in amount of
time.
Some items are presented for information while others require
plans for action. The efficiency can be improved by spending a short
amount of time at the beginning of the meeting or prior to the
meeting setting priorities, designating time allotments and deciding what kind of action each item requires.

Schmuck and Runk^l (1972) suggest

a

helpful procedure which

allov/s everyone to contribute in building an effective agenda.
1.

2.

3.

First, ask group members to produce as many
Important items for the meeting that they can
generate.
Next, make sure all members understand each
item. When you are reasonably sure they do,
order the items according to similarities and
put them into homogeneous clusters.
Select the order by asking group members for
their priorities. Try at the same time to
establish rough estimates of time to be spent
on each agenda item.

